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Introduction
A large variety of materials as well as technologies has been developed over the past decades of research
in the field of photovoltaics (PV). At present, crystalline silicon (c-Si) holds the largest market share of
90% of the solar cells produced by the worldwide PV industry [1]. More than half of that market share,
i.e., approximately 60%, is formed by solar cells based on block-cast multicrystalline Si (mc-Si). This
material type stands out due to its low production cost accomplished by mainly cutting the costs for its
crystallization which makes it highly relevant for industrial mass production [2]. This low-cost crystallization, however, is accompanied by a low material quality [3, 4]. As its name already implies, mc-Si
consists of multiple grains with random crystal orientation forming grain boundaries in between neighboring grains. In addition, dislocation clusters are formed allowing the crystal to release stress occurring
during its solidification within the crucible. The applied type of block-cast solidification leads to grains
of columnar shape along the ingot height, which is the direction of solidification, and hence is called
directional solidification. The described structural defects considerably reduce the electronic quality of
the material meaning that charge carriers have limited diffusion lengths and minority carrier lifetimes,
respectively. This is the case, in particular, when structural defects are decorated with impurities partly
forming precipitates whereas non-decorated ones show less or even no recombination activity [5–9].
Furthermore, impurities such as interstitial iron and other 3d transition metals contaminate intra-grain
regions [10]. In the presence of such lifetime-limiting defects minority charge carriers can hardly overcome distances in the range of the solar cell thickness necessary to reach the pn-junction located at the
surface and to contribute to the photocurrent.
The base material under investigation is p-type mc-Si and is analyzed by measuring the minority
carrier lifetime before and after typical processing steps of solar cell production. This work focuses
on the fundamental processing step which is the n-type emitter formation on the p-type base material
carried out in an industrial-type POCl3 diffusion oven. A tremendous material improvement commonly
occurs during this processing step, which is a strong benefit particularly for the rather impure mc-Si
material. This property of the phosphorus emitter formation is called phosphorus diffusion gettering
(PDG) and describes mechanisms that are capable of removing impurities out of the bulk of a Si solar
cell [5, 11–16]. Minority carrier lifetime improvements by more than one order of magnitude can be
yielded by this cleaning side effect of the emitter formation of the solar cell. It is clear that such an
improvement of material quality is of high scientific but also of industrial interest. The present thesis is
aimed to give a comprehensive understanding of the atomistic mechanisms behind PDG and to learn how
to remove impurities most efficiently to reach the highest achievable final material quality of a solar cell.
Furthermore, another crucial processing step will be addressed that is capable of additionally changing
the material quality. This step is the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of a SiNx :H
layer followed by its firing in an industrial-type belt furnace. It is a standard processing step in solar
cell manufacture commonly applied as an anti-reflection coating (ARC) to reduce reflection losses and
as an effective surface passivation layer. It is known to result in a hydrogen passivation (also called
hydrogenation) of Si dangling bonds predominantly located at the surface but in case of mc-Si also at
grain boundaries and dislocations [17]. The additional SiNx :H treatment frequently leads to a further
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lifetime improvement and a higher cell performance. Other material changes possibly occurring during
the applied processes are also studied and discussed in this work.
In the following, the outline of the work is given: in Chapter 1 the experimental methods are described with their underlying theory applied to measure the minority carrier lifetime. The integrally
measuring quasi steady state photoconductance decay (QSSPC) technique [18] is used to calibrate the
spatially resolved photoluminescence (PL) images [19]. This allows images of the inhomogeneous lifetime distribution of mc-Si samples. Particular focus is put on an accurate bulk lifetime determination
without being significantly influenced by parasitic surface passivation effects. The experimental design
of the presented PDG analyses is described. The fact that neighboring mc-Si samples referred to as sister
samples contain the same grain structure along the ingot height is important to mention. The 5 × 5 cm2
samples are cut out of the ingot perpendicular to the direction of the solidification across the columnar
shaped grains. This allows a direct comparison of the respective process scheme on the same grain structure. The block-cast crystallization applied to manufacture the mc-Si and an overview on the different
mc-Si materials1 under investigation will be given in Chapter 2. Lifetime studies before and after various
POCl3 diffusions are presented from Chapter 3 to 6 with and without an additional hydrogenation step
yielded by the deposition and firing of a PECVD SiNx :H layer. The latter step is necessary to achieve a
final material quality that is comparable to the one of a solar cell. Chapter 3 addresses the comparison of
two phosphorus emitters with the same sheet resistance. Variations of diffusion parameters are changes in
gas flow rates as well as temperature profiles. Chapter 4 demonstrates the PDG analysis of two emitters
with different sheet resistances. In Chapter 5, an additional cooling ramp at the end of a POCl3 diffusion
is investigated as well as the impact of a high temperature annealing before the diffusion is tested. Chapter 6 presents the influence of an oxidation process with the same temperature profile as the respective
POCl3 diffusion. In contrast to the POCl3 diffused material, the samples after oxidation still contain
sufficient interstitial iron to allow measurements of the spatial iron distribution even after the oxidation
followed by the additional hydrogenation step. In addition to the material overview, the second chapter
focuses on the production as well as operating principle of a mc-Si solar cell and summarizes useful
basics for the correct interpretation of its current-voltage (I-V) characteristic such as the double-diode
model. Lab-type solar cells with a size of 2 × 2 cm2 are produced using the photolithography technique
to precisely define the front grid of the cell. Such a cell concept is selected to put more emphasizes on
the bulk material quality and to avoid process-related limitations. Cells with different POCl3 emitters are
tested on different sister samples. The resulting change in material quality is analyzed with a particular
focus on the gettering efficacy of the different POCl3 diffusions in Chapter 7.
The material investigated in the lifetime-based gettering analyses from Chapter 3 to 6 originates from
ingots crystallized within the framework of the SolarWinS project [20, 21] and the mc-Si material of the
last chapter, presenting the lab-type solar cells, is provided by an industrial partner. In general, solar
cell performance may be strongly limited by the poor material quality in the edge region (red zone) of
the mc-Si ingot which results from in-diffusing impurities out of the crucible wall contaminating the
material. Hence, the behavior under the applied process schemes of material originating from the red
zone is compared with the one of centrally positioned material.

1 All

investigated materials originating from six different mc-Si ingots are labeled with roman numerals (I to VI).

Chapter 1

Theory of Lifetime Studies and its
Application to Multicrystalline Silicon
The first chapter is dedicated to the key parameter of the present thesis providing
information on the electronic material quality which is the minority carrier lifetime.
The block-cast multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) samples under investigation contain
a high number of structural defects such as dislocations and grain boundaries as
well as impurities mainly decorating these defects and strongly limiting the carrier
lifetime. The presented techniques allow taking images of the inhomogeneous bulk
lifetime distribution without any parasitic surface effects as long as an appropriate
surface passivation is used. Two different types will be compared: one is a wet chemical passivation called quinhydrone-methanol (QM) passivation and the second one
is hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) applied in a plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) system. The last section describes the determination of
the interstitial iron concentration based on measuring the sample’s minority carrier
lifetime.

1.1
1.1.1

Minority Carrier Lifetime
Recombination Mechanisms and Defects in Multicrystalline Silicon

The key parameter of this work is the minority carrier lifetime τ. It represents the mean time between
the generation of an electron-hole pair and the recombination of the minority charge carrier (electron in
p-type Si). Measuring the lifetime of a Si sample gives information on its electronic quality by providing
insight into its characteristic recombination mechanisms. All equations, which the presented lifetime
studies are based on, are taken from Rein’s book entitled Lifetime Spectroscopy [22].
In general, all recombination mechanisms are supposed to be physically independent from each other.
Therefore, the recombination rates Ri due to the different mechanisms are summed up to get the overall
recombination rate R. The different recombination mechanisms are depicted for electrons in Fig. 1.1.
The overall recombination rate is inversely proportional to the effective lifetime τe f f , also known as the
minority carrier lifetime:
R = ∑ Ri ⇒
i

1
τe f f

=∑
i

1
τi

(1.1)

For the sake of simplicity this quantity will be referred to as lifetime in this work. The product of the
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Figure 1.1: Three different recombination mechanisms of minority charge carriers: (a) Band-band recombination (b) Auger
recombination (c) Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination.

total recombination rate R and the lifetime τe f f is defined as the excess carrier density ∆n.
∆n := τe f f · R ⇔ R =

∆n
τe f f

(1.2)

The excess carrier density ∆n results from an external perturbation of the thermal equilibrium such as the
illumination of the Si sample. The characteristic time constant of the exponentially decaying ∆n due to
recombining minority carriers is the effective lifetime τe f f . The total minority carrier concentration n is,
therefore, the sum of the carrier concentration in thermal equilibrium n0 and the excess carrier density
∆n resulting from the external perturbation:
n = n0 + ∆n

(1.3)

In Fig. 1.1 (a) the band-band recombination is sketched. This recombination mechanism describes an
electron in the conduction band that recombines with a hole in the valence band. The released energy is
converted into a photon. Hence, it is also called radiative recombination which can be directly measured,
e.g., by the photoluminescence (PL) technique [19].
The mechanism depicted in Fig. 1.1 (b) describes the Auger recombination which involves two electrons. The released energy from a recombining electron with a hole is completely transferred to the
second electron in the conduction band. This electron in turn is excited towards higher energy levels
within the same band and releases this energy successively to phonons (thermalization).
The third sketch shown in Fig. 1.1 (c) demonstrates the most important mechanism for a defect analysis in multicrystalline Si. It describes the recombination of an electron with a hole by a two-step
mechanism through an energy level within the band gap. The first statistical model of this process has
been given by Shockley, Read and Hall which is therefore called Shockley-Read-Hall model [23, 24].
The recombination centers, so-called SRH levels, are induced by impurities, crystal defects and/or dangling bonds. The latter are predominantly present at the surface. The impact of the dangling bonds at the
surface may be largely reduced by applying a suitable surface passivation (see Sec. 1.1.3).
Each recombination mechanism is accompanied by the exponential decay of the excess carrier density ∆n with its characteristic time constant (carrier lifetime). The radiative lifetime τrad is the characteristic time of the band-band recombination shown in Fig. 1.1 (a), τAuger is the one of the Auger recombination depicted in Fig. 1.1 (b) and τSRH refers to the SRH recombination sketched in Fig. 1.1 (c).
According to equation 1.1, the three different recombination mechanisms are combined to the overall
recombination rate. By adding up the inverse lifetimes of the individual recombination processes, involving the recombination at the surface, results in the inverse effective lifetime. Excluding any surface
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related effects yields the bulk lifetime:
1


1
+ 
τe f f
τrad τAuger τSRH 
τsur f ace

1
1
1
1
1
=
+
⇒
=
+
τe f f
τbulk τrad τAuger τSRH

whereas: τrad =

=

1

+

1

+

1

1
with ∆n = ∆p
B(n0 + p0 ) + B∆n

τAuger =

τSRH =

n − n0
Cn (n2 p − n0 2 p0 ) +Cp (np2 − n0 p0 2 )

τn0 (p0 + p1 + ∆n) + τ p0 (n0 + n1 + ∆n)
with ∆n = ∆p
p0 + n0 + ∆n

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)

Equation 1.5 to 1.7 involve the charge carrier densities of electrons n0 and holes p0 in thermal equilibrium. Under illumination the actual carrier density of electrons is changed by the excess density ∆n and
the one of holes by ∆p, respectively, yielding n = n0 + ∆n and p = p0 + ∆p.
• τrad - Band-band recombination
Band-band recombination occurs with a certain probability that is quantified by the coefficient
B. In indirect semiconductors like Si it is significantly lower than in direct semiconductors. This
originates from the fact that in an indirect semiconductor a third particle, namely a phonon, is
needed for the band-band transition of an electron generating an electron-hole pair. ∆n = ∆p can
be assumed as long as carrier excitation takes place while charge neutrality is maintained. In
this work, a PL setup is used to obtain spatially resolved intensity images of the luminescence
signal being emitted during band-band recombination. As stated above, this recombination is a
statistical process which occurs with a certain probability. It depends on the type of material with
its characteristic band structure and its doping as well as on the excess carrier density induced by
the constant illumination of the PL setup. The radiative lifetime in equation 1.5, which is inversely
proportional to the band-band recombination rate, demonstrates these dependencies. The constant
illumination results in a constant generation rate G of electron-hole pairs per unit volume, i.e., the
induced excess carrier density within the Si sample. This generation rate G of the excess carrier
density ∆n establishes a new equilibrium with the above described recombination rate R. The
steady-state condition is therefore G = R and with equation 1.2 this yields:
G=R=

∆n
τe f f

(1.8)

It is clear from this equation that regions of poor material quality with a lowered lifetime exhibit a
reduced excess carrier density to maintain the constant recombination rate which equals the generation rate. This means in turn that the PL signal is reduced in these regions due to the reduction
in excess carrier density. The measured PL image may be converted into a corresponding lifetime map by calibrating it with the lifetime obtained with the quasi-steady-state photoconductance
(QSSPC) decay method [25]. This lifetime calibration is explained in more detail in the next
section.
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Figure 1.2: Simulation performed by Lauer et al. demonstrates the impact of radiative, Auger and SRH recombination on the
effective lifetime of a p-type Si sample [28,29]. Two different SRH levels are assumed: interstitial iron Fei with a concentration
of [Fei ] = 1012 cm−3 and interstitial chromium Cri with [Cri ] = 1011 cm−3 .

• τAuger - Auger recombination
The Auger coefficients Cn and Cp account for the two kinds of Auger processes either involving
two electrons and a hole (eeh) or an electron and two holes (ehh). The sum of these coefficients is
called ambipolar Auger coefficient. The most commonly used values for both Auger coefficients
are given by Dziewior and Schmid [26] but there is also a higher value of the ambipolar Auger
coefficient observed by Sinton and Swanson [27]. Note that solely the eeh-process is depicted in
case (b) of Fig. 1.1. At high injection (∆n >> NA , with the acceptor density NA in p-type Si) the
Auger lifetime is inversely proportional to the square of ∆n and at low injection it is constant, i.e.,
independent of ∆n. The strong dependence on ∆n at high injection levels results in the so-called
Auger limit of τe f f , i.e., the Auger recombination is the dominating recombination mechanism at
high injection as can be seen from Fig. 1.2. This figure shows a simulation of the effective lifetime
versus excess carrier density of a p-type Si sample with a base doping of p0 = 1 × 1016 cm−3
performed by Lauer et al. [28, 29].
• τSRH - SRH recombination
This recombination strongly depends on the physical nature of the defect inducing the SRH level
within the band gap. For example, interstitial iron Fei is positively charged in p-type Si and induces
a quite deep SRH energy level Et above the valence band EV at Et − EV = 0.38 eV [30]. In the SRH
theory, charge carriers are trapped at the SRH level before recombining with a hole in a second
step. For this capture mechanism of charge carriers the trap center energy Et is important and is
included in the quantities n1 and p1 of equation 1.7:




EC − Et
Et − EV
n1 := NC exp −
, p1 := NV exp −
(1.9)
kT
kT
Whereby k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and NC the density of states in the conduction band and NV in the valence band, respectively. Note that n1 or p1 equal these quantities
if Et coincides with the conduction band EC or the valence band EV , respectively. In addition,
the capture cross sections of electrons (σn ) and holes (σ p ) are introduced in the SRH model via
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Wafer cutting and cleaning
POCl3 diffusion
Group A

Group B
PECVD SiNx:H
Firing
SiNx:H removal

Emitter removal
Piranha cleaning
a-Si:H passivation
QSSPC/PL
Figure 1.3: Process flow of lifetime studies to investigate phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) and hydrogenation from
PECVD SiNx :H layers.

defining the capture time constants τn0 and τ p0 .
τn0 :=

1
1
, τ p0 :=
Nt σn νth
Nt σ p νth

(1.10)

Nt is the density of trap levels (SRH levels) and vth is the thermal velocity of charge carriers.
Two kinds of impurities, interstitial iron Fei and chromium Cri , are included in the simulation of
Lauer et al. in Fig. 1.2. The stronger impact of iron on the bulk lifetime of the p-type Si sample
compared to chromium originates from its deeper SRH level and the assumed higher trap density.
Cri induces an energy level in Si below the conduction band at EC − Et = 0.24 eV [31].
From Fig. 1.2 the strong impact of Auger recombination at excess carrier densities above 1016 cm−3 is
clearly visible. Below this value the SRH recombination is the dominating mechanism. The radiative
recombination has no impact on the total lifetime. For a more detailed description see [22].
1.1.2

Experimental Details of Lifetime Studies

In this thesis, mc-Si wafers with a cross sectional area of 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 are cut by a laser into a
sample size of 5 × 5 cm2 . As listed in Fig. 1.3, the saw damage of the Si samples is etched off by
removing about 10 µm silicon on each side in a polishing etch consisting of HF (50%), CH3 COOH
(99.8%) and HNO3 (65%) with the mixing ratio 1:2:15. This is followed by a cleaning sequence of
10 min hydrochloric acid of 3% (HCl) and hydrofluoric acid (2% HF) dipping. Then, POCl3 diffusions
with different process parameters are applied in order to test their phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG)
behavior. For a detailed explanation of PDG see Sec. 2.3.2. In addition, the influence of SiNx :H layers
deposited on both sides of the sample by an industrial-type plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD)1 is investigated. For this test vertically neighboring, so-called sister samples, with comparable
grain structure are divided into group A and B samples. After emitter removal (for group B additional
removal of SiNx :H layers) and surface piranha cleaning2 followed by a HF dip, samples are surface
passivated. The applied surface passivation is hydrogen-rich amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) [32] deposited
1 The

deposition setup of this work involves a direct plasma.
cleaning means the sample cleaning in a mixture of H2 O2 (30%) and H2 SO4 (95%) with the ratio 1:4 which is heated
up to the temperature T ≈ 80 ◦C.

2 Piranha

6
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 1.4: Schematic view of the PL setup (a): Charge carriers are generated by the incident light of the LED panel underneath
the sample and the resulting photoluminescence signal of the sample is detected spatially resolved by the Si-CCD camera.
The QSSPC setup in (b) uses a flash lamp illuminating the Si sample from the top while the change in photoconductance
is measured by an induction coil underneath the sample. The declining flash light intensity is measured by a reference solar cell.

in a PECVD system from Oxford Instruments (Plasmalab 100). The a-Si:H passivation is activated
by a 12 min annealing step at 250 ◦C which is not explicitly shown in the process flow of Fig. 1.3.
Two possible types of surface passivation are compared and discussed in Sec. 1.1.3. Finally, lifetime
characterization is performed using the QSSPC and PL techniques.
Both setups of the QSSPC and PL methods are sketched in Fig. 1.4. The applied QSSPC setup is the
commercially available Sinton WCT-120 lifetime tester [33] whereas the PL setup has been constructed
by Kiliani and Steuer [34–36]. PL images of this work are measured by a Si charge coupled device
(Si CCD) camera at an incident photon flux of ΦPL = 2.6 × 1017 cm−2 s−1 yielded by the light emitting
diode (LED) panel underneath the sample as sketched in Fig. 1.4a. The operating principle of this setup
is the spatially resolved measurement of the photons emitted by the charge carriers only recombining
through the radiative band-band transition whereas sample regions allowing other recombination mechanisms such as SRH recombination will have a reduced PL signal. Hence, defect-rich regions will appear
dark in PL imaging and regions of higher material quality will be brighter with a strong photoluminescence signal. Since the measured photon flux of PL imaging is given in counts/s, images need to be
lifetime-calibrated with the QSS lifetime at the above given generation flux [37]. The actual value of
the photon generation flux within the a-Si:H passivated sample is smaller by R = 37% which accounts
for its reflection loss at the respective wavelength λ = 633 nm of the LED panel. The generation flux
within the sample is then GPL = ΦPL (1 − R) = 1.7 × 1017 cm−2 s−1 . At this generation flux the sample’s
lifetime measured by the QSSPC setup is used to calibrate its PL image. Note that the used techniques
are separate setups in contrast to the combined system presented in [37]. It will be described in Sec. 1.1.4
that a high injection level is needed to measure the interstitial iron concentration more accurately. This
is yielded by an additional photon flux induced by a laser at a wavelength of λ = 808 nm applied to the
upper sample surface as sketched in Fig. 1.4a. The resulting generation flux without reflection losses
used for the OSSPC lifetime-calibration in this case is GPL = 4.8 × 1017 cm−2 s−1 .
The operating principle of the QSSPC is described as follows [25]: the flash lamp above the sample
generates excess carriers within the Si sample that recombine according to the above described recombination mechanisms. Hence, the sample’s photoconductance σ deviates from its equilibrium value in the
dark by ∆σ (t) due to these generated excess carriers. This deviation ∆σ (t) is measured by a induction
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coil located underneath the sample as sketched in Fig. 1.4b. This circular coil with diameter ≈ 1.7 cm is
only sensitive in its vicinity centrally positioned underneath the 5 × 5 cm2 sample [38, 39]. The excess
carrier density ∆n(t) is determined from the measured photoconductance:
∆n(t) =

∆σ (t)
e(µn + µ p )W

(1.11)

µn and µ p are the mobilities of electrons and holes that themselves depend on the carrier densities n and
p. Therefore, ∆n(t) must be determined iteratively.
The generation rate G(t) is determined independently of ∆n by a reference solar cell. The reference
cell measures the incident light intensity plight (t) given in sun equivalent units (sun = 0.1 Wcm−2 ). To
obtain the rate of generated electron-hole pairs this intensity is multiplied by the photon flux Nph at the
incident solar light of 1 sun. Additionally, it has to be considered that only a fraction fabs of the incident
light is absorbed by the sample.
G(t) =

plight (t)Nph fabs
W

(1.12)

Note that both quantities ∆n(t) and G(t) are averaged over the whole sample thickness W while assuming
them to be homogeneously distributed in depth.
The time scale of the declining flash light intensity plight (t) is larger by several orders of magnitude
than the one of the recombination mechanisms which equals the lifetime. This fact allows the determination of lifetimes up to 200 µs in a quasi-steady-state mode [33]. The following equation is derived from
the continuity equation for the excess carrier densities (see [22]).
τe f f =

∆n
(quasi-steady-state)
G(t)

(1.13)

If the lifetime is not significantly lower than the decay time of the flash light, the time dependence of ∆n
has to be considered.
τe f f = −

∆n
d∆n(t)
dt

(transient)

(1.14)

The difference between the transient mode and the quasi-steady-state (QSS) mode is the considerably
shorter decay time of the flash light which results in a generation rate of G(t) = 0 during the actual
measurement. Since the sample’s lifetime is not always significantly larger than the flash light decay
time, it is called quasi-transient. Comparable to the QSS mode not only one lifetime is measured that
accounts for the whole light decay but rather several lifetimes versus ∆n are determined. Hence, in both
modes the τ(∆n) curve is extracted. In the following, this mode will simply be referred to as transient
and the lifetime measured in transient mode as transient lifetime. The lifetime measured in QSS mode
will be called QSS lifetime.
There also exists a combination of equation 1.13 and 1.14 which is called the generalized case [40].
This is not used in the present work since it is argued in [33] that the lifetime is determined most accurately if the proper mode is selected. This is discussed in more detail in the next section.
Trapping Artifact

A final note should be made for multicrystalline silicon: the measured bulk lifetime might be overestimated at low injection because of the so-called trapping of minority charge carriers. Due to that effect
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Increased lifetime
due to trapping

Filled traps
=> corrected lifetime

Figure 1.5: QSSPC measurement of a mc-Si sample in the as-grown state. Trapping is partly suppressed by applying a bias
light.

a disturbance occurs in the excess carrier densities of electrons and holes. The relation ∆p = ∆n is not
fulfilled any more but rather ∆p = ∆n + nt with the trap density nt . This directly results in an apparent
increase of the photoconductivity and hence lifetime. The Hornbeck and Haynes model clearly separates
shallow traps nt close to the minority carrier band (conduction band in p-type Si) from deep traps (SRH
levels Nt ) [41]. Trapping mainly affects the lifetime measured by the QSSPC technique [18] whereas PL
measurements are found to be affected not strongly or even not at all by trapping [19,42]. Fig. 1.5 shows
the QSS lifetime of a mc-Si sample, investigated in this work, that is affected by trapping. The sample is
in the as-grown state and has been prepared for the lifetime measurement according to the process flow
of group A samples depicted in Fig. 1.3 without the processing steps associated with a POCl3 diffusion.
The trapping artifact might be reduced by applying an additional bias light which is also depicted in
the figure. The bias light is aimed to be absorbed in order to fill all shallow traps which then do not affect
the effective lifetime at low injection anymore. Of course, the density of traps determine the necessary
light intensity to fill all traps. An evaluation of the proper illumination intensity is demonstrated by
Macdonald et al [43]. They reported an optimum intensity that results in a complete filling of the traps.
A higher intensity hampers the measurement of the corrected lifetime without trapping and leads to
a distorted lifetime value. The sample is illuminated with a bias light to measure the corrected lifetime
which is also shown in Fig. 1.5. The physical origin of the shallow traps in mc-Si has not been completely
understood up to now. Macdonald and Cuevas, however, revealed a correlation between dislocation
density and trap density [44]. Further work on this issue has been published by Gundel et al., for example
[45].
Quasi-steady-state versus Transient Mode in mc-Si

For accurate lifetime measurements it is important to decide between the two modes as pointed out
in the manual of the Sinton tool used in this work [33]. It is suggested that lifetimes below 200 µs
shall be measured in QSS mode and above this value in transient mode. In case of multicrystalline
material, a further aspect needs to be considered which originates from its strongly non-uniform lifetime
distribution. Cuevas published a detailed analysis addressing this issue in [46]. Lifetime measurements in
QSS mode are found to reflect the arithmetical mean lifetime of the measured sample region. In transient
mode, however, the higher lifetimes are emphasized while the contribution of low-lifetime regions to
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Figure 1.6: Gettered mc-Si sample, passivated with a-Si:H, is shifted towards all four different positions with respect to the
QSSPC coil. Lifetime determination is performed in QSS mode.

the photoconductance vanishes quickly. Due to these opposing aspects concerning high lifetimes above
200 µs, it is necessary to measure the lifetime in both modes. The fact that a mc-Si sample may contain
grains of exceptionally high lifetime next to grains of very low lifetime is likely to result in a considerably
overestimated transient lifetime. Before the comparison of two lifetime curves measured in the different
modes will be addressed, the influence of the inhomogeneous grain structure on the QSS lifetime of a
mc-Si sample is demontrated.
QSS measurements of a mc-Si sample shifted towards all four directions up to 1.5 cm away from its
centered position are shown in Fig. 1.6. This shift is very large compared with the typical inaccuracy
during sample positioning of ±2 mm. The sample is surface passivated with hydrogenated amorphous
silicon (a-Si:H). It reveals, as an example, the influence of the inhomogeneous lifetime distribution on
the QSS lifetime of a mc-Si sample. Note that the sample is shifted in such a manner that the sample’s
edges do still cover the coil area. The standard deviation of all lifetime curves of the shifted positions
is converted into relative deviation which is also depicted versus excess carrier density and linked to the
right y-axis. The relative deviation at ∆n = 1 × 1015 cm−3 is 11% due to inaccurate sample orientation.
Note that this deviation gives only a hint for the deviations of other mc-Si samples because of the specific
grain structure present in each different sample. It still helps to estimate the deviation originating from
wrong sample positioning, in particular, due to the extended shift significantly beyond the inaccuracy of
±2 mm. The value of 11% is close to the error of 10% which is often assumed to be the experimental
error of the QSSPC technique applied in QSS mode [22, 47].
In another experiment two gettered samples are measured in QSS as well as in transient mode and
compared with each other. Again the applied surface passivation is a-Si:H. In Fig. 1.7a the transient
lifetime is higher than the QSS lifetime except at the quite high injection ∆n of 1 × 1016 cm−3 . Hence,
for sample 1 the QSS mode leads to a more representative mean lifetime value, even though its lifetime is slightly higher than 200 µs. It indicates the overestimation of the lifetime by the transient mode
since grains of higher material quality are weighted more strongly in this mode. The absolute lifetime
discrepancy of sample 1 measured in the two different modes is 151 µs (at ∆n = 1 × 1015 cm−3 ) which
corresponds to a relative deviation of even 59% related to the more accurate QSS lifetime. This stresses
the need to select the correct mode. In Fig. 1.7b the transient lifetime of ≈ 600 µs is significantly lower
than the QSS lifetime. The approximation of a quasi-steady state injection induced by the declining flash
light does not apply for the high lifetime of sample 2. Thus, the transient mode is more reliable despite
the fact that grains of higher material quality are weighted more strongly.
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(b)

Figure 1.7: Comparison of the QSS mode with the transient mode is shown for two different mc-Si samples 1 and 2.

It should be mentioned that the transient lifetime curve diverges at high injection. This is an experimental artifact originating from the fact that the lifetime extraction starts too early. The flash light is not
completely switched off at that point in time. Hence, the generation rate is not zero as required for the
validity of equation 1.14. As a consequence, ∆n is still slightly increasing until it reaches the maximum
of the ∆n versus time curve. The lifetime is extracted at and close to the maximum where the derivative
d∆n/dt is zero. According to equation 1.14, this results in a divergent transient lifetime. Beyond the
maximum of the curve, ∆n starts to decrease and the lifetime extraction becomes reasonable.
1.1.3

A Comparison of Quinhydrone-methanol and a-Si:H Passivation

It is essential to have reliable surface passivation to allow fine differences to be detected between bulk
lifetimes of sister samples after different POCl3 diffusions. If the surface recombination cannot be neglected, equation 1.4 is extended as follows:
1
1
1
=
+
τe f f
τbulk τsur f aces

(1.15)

As long as recombination at the surfaces is not too high, the equation of τe f f is:
1
1
2S
SW
1
=
+
valid for
<
τe f f
τbulk W
Dn
4

(1.16)

S is the surface recombination velocity, W the sample thickness and Dn the diffusion coefficient of electrons. The factor 2 accounts for the front and the back surface, respectively. A typical set of parameters
like W = 170 µm and Dn = 30 cm2 s−1 results in the condition of S < 441 cms−1 under which equation 1.16 is valid (compare [22]). The recombination velocities of the presented passivation types are
well below this value as reported in [48, 49]. In case of S being higher than the above given value, the
carrier diffusion towards the surface needs to be considered.
Two kinds of passivation are tested: quinhydrone-methanol (QM) 0.07 mol/l [48, 50] and hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) [32]. The first one is a wet chemical passivation, that is filled into
plastic bags together with the mc-Si samples. Measurements are repeated for different wafer positions
with renewed surface cleaning and passivation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.8: (a)-(c) QSS lifetime measured with renewed QM passivation on different days. Three positions C, F and I of a
15.6 × 15.6 cm2 mc-Si wafer (see Fig.1.9) in central ingot height are shown. (d) QSS lifetime of position C measured with the
same a-Si:H passivation layer on day 1 and 5 after activation. The non-activated state before annealing aSi 0 is depicted as blue
open triangles. QM 4 data with renewed passivation from (a) is also added. The arithmetic means of comparable curves are
depicted as black lines and each corresponding standard deviation is converted into a relative deviation which is linked to the
right y-axis in gray.

Quinhydrone-methanol Passivation

Fig. 1.8 shows fluctuations between QSS lifetimes versus excess carrier density with renewed QM passivation on each measuring day. All measurements of this figure are listed with the respective measuring
day in Tab. 1.1. To assure a measurement of a representative mean lifetime by the QSSPC setup, lifetimes have also been measured in transient mode which is not explicitly shown here. It can be stated
from these measurements that the lifetimes of the present analysis are too low to be correctly measured
in transient mode (compare Fig. 1.7a). The ingot position of the samples under investigation on the
15.6 × 15.6 cm2 mc-Si wafer is sketched in Fig. 1.9. The PL image is not of the same mc-Si ingot as
the present samples but it is of comparable material quality and shall point out the sample’s vicinity to
the crucible wall. Three edge positions C, F and I (central ingot height) after POCl3 diffusion gettering
(PDG) are presented.
The results of repeated lifetime measurements show poor reproducibility. The highest relative de-
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Table 1.1: Overview of repeated QSSPC measurements with quinhydrone-methanol and with a-Si:H passivation.

Renewed passivation layer
Trial name
Day

Same a-Si:H layer

QM 1

QM 2

QM 3

QM 4

aSi 0

aSi 1

aSi 2

1

41

49

62

1

1

5

15 cm

15 cm

G

H

I

D

E

F

A

B

C

15.6 cm

15.6 cm

Figure 1.9: Overview of the three different positions under investigation on the 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 mc-Si wafer shown in
Fig. 1.8. These positions C, F and I are marked in red. PL image of an arbitrary non-passivated mc-Si wafer (as-grown) of this
work is added in order to point out the sample’s vicinity to the crucible wall resulting in the dark edge regions to the right and
bottom of the 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 image.

viation is found to be 32% at ∆n = 1 × 1015 cm−3 for position C. This relative deviation is significantly
higher than the one reported due to inaccurate sample orientation in Fig. 1.6. Lifetimes strongly vary with
measuring day. The degree of deviation differs for each sample and comparing all samples, it does not
correlate with the measuring day. For example, the highest lifetime of position I is measured on day 62
(QM 4, green stars). On the same day the lowest lifetime is determined for position F. This excludes
the possibility that the observed results can be explained by etch effects, as all samples are prepared in
the same etch and cleaning step one day before each measuring day3 . Also all samples are passivated
with the same quinhydrone-methanol solution which cannot be the reason for the observed fluctuations,
either. Special care is taken to measure exactly the same spot in the same orientation of the sample to
exclude effects caused by the inhomogeneous distribution of the bulk lifetime in mc-Si samples. Time
sequences between applying the wet chemical passivation and the actual QSSPC measurement is kept
constant for all samples. This is important since the passivation layer onto the silicon surface needs about
30 min until it develops its maximum passivation quality which is referred to as activation [50]. Thus,
variations due to different activation states are avoided.
Nevertheless, the influence of the change in lifetime with time by up to 8 min after the 30 min activation is investigated in Fig. 1.10. This is a broad range for the time variation since samples are typically
measured within a time variation of only a few seconds. The lifetime clearly increases indicating that
its saturation level has not been reached completely. The relative deviation, linked to the right y-axis, is
3% at ∆n = 1 × 1015 cm−3 . If this relative deviation is considered in addition to the deviation of the in3 The

piranha cleaning step is performed one day before the measurement whereas the samples are HF dipped directly before
applying the QM passivation. This procedure is in agreement with previous work [51].
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Figure 1.10: Time evolution of the quinhydrone-methanol (QM) passivation quality on a gettered mc-Si sample. The
arithmetic mean is given as a black line and the corresponding relative deviation is linked to right y-axis.

accurate sample orientation test of 11%, the deviation of 32% (observed for the repeated measurements)
is too high to be explained solely by these deviations. Thus, this deviation has to be attributed to the
different passivation quality of the quinhydrone-methanol solution developed on each day. It might be
possible that the wet-chemical solution is not capable of efficiently passivating the rough surface of the
mc-Si samples. The surface of these samples is likely to be inhomogeneously etched by the chemical
polishing etch since it affects structural defects such as grain boundaries and dislocations more strongly.
In particular, when samples are repeatedly etched in between measuring days their surfaces are likely
to become more rough. Hence, the wet-chemical solution is hindered in homogeneously reaching and
passivating all dangling bonds of the rough surfaces.
Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon Passivation

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is tested as an alternative surface passivation. In contrast to
the previously discussed passivation type, it involves the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) at 225 ◦C followed by a 12 min temperature step at 250 ◦C for activating the passivation layer.
There are two major problems arising from this production process: the first problem is the application of
higher temperatures slightly above 200 ◦C and the second one is the hydrogen content of the passivation
layer. Compared to other surface passivation methods such as PECVD SiNx :H, the temperatures for aSi:H are considerably lower. For PECVD SiNx :H the standard deposition temperatures are ranging from
400 ◦C to 450 ◦C and a typical firing temperature for passivation activation and bulk hydrogenation is
even higher: 800 ◦C to 900 ◦C. During these thermal treatments the Si bulk is changed and also hydrogen
can easily diffuse into the Si [52, 53]. At temperatures of only up to 250 ◦C atomic rearrangements
are less likely to occur compared with the above described SiNx :H passivation [32]. Furthermore, it is
assumed that not a significant amount of hydrogen diffuses out of the a-Si:H layer into the Si matrix.
This is in agreement with results of current research but is not clarified within the scope of the present
thesis [54, 55].
Fig. 1.8d shows the QSS lifetimes of the same gettered sample as in Fig. 1.8a but with a-Si:H passivation before (aSi 0, black open triangles) and after (aSi 1, dark blue closed triangles) activation on the
same day. An increase from 106 µs up to 354 µs at an injection level of 1 × 1015 cm−3 is reported. Four
days later the a-Si:H passivated sample is measured again and stays stable (aSi 2, light blue closed trian-
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Table 1.2: Comparison between lifetimes of control FZ samples and two pairs of mc-Si sister samples with different a-Si:H
layers deposited on three days: aSi 1, aSi 2, aSi 3.

FZ control samples
τ (µs) @ 1016 cm−3

τ (µs) @ 1016 cm−3

Deposition a day

aSi 1

aSi 2

Deviation

aSi 1

aSi 3

Deviation

First

906

757

9%

906

743

10%

Last

953

555

26%

953

742

13%

mc-Si pair 1
τ (µs) @
133

mc-Si pair 2

1015 cm−3
140

τ (µs) @ 1015 cm−3
3%

133

136

1%

gles). Both repeated measurements are averaged and the maximum relative deviation is 5%. In between
measuring days samples are stored in the dark since a-Si:H is known to degrade under illumination (see
last subsection of Sec. 1.1.4) [56]. For a better comparison to Fig. 1.8a, the QM 4 measurement of this
figure is included in Fig. 1.8d. The lifetime directly after the a-Si:H deposition is lower than the included
lifetime data measured with QM 4 passivation. Due to the passivation activating annealing, the lifetime
is more than tripled and hence significantly higher than the lifetime yielded by the QM passivation. This
indicates a lower passivation quality of the wet-chemical passivation. As long as samples are measured
within a few days after the activating annealing step, a-Si:H is a suitable passivation for the gettering
analysis on mc-Si in this work.
Control float-zone (FZ) samples, monitoring the a-Si:H surface passivation quality, are inserted in the
first as well as the last deposition of each day. The bulk quality of FZ is sufficiently high to be sensitive
enough to fluctuations in passivation quality. As it can be seen from Tab. 1.2, strong fluctuations are
detected on FZ control samples predominantly between three different days of a-Si:H deposition (aSi 1
to aSi 3). Deviations are in the range from 9% to 26%. Two pairs of sister samples after the same PDG
but surface passivated on different deposition days are added. The smallest deviations of the FZ samples
(@ ∆n = 1016 cm−3 ) are still higher than 1% to 3% determined for the mc-Si samples. This emphasizes
that mc-Si samples are not sensitive enough to reflect similar fluctuations in surface passivation quality.
Note that the lifetimes of the FZ samples are determined at ∆n = 1016 cm−3 instead of ∆n = 1015 cm−3
as in the case of mc-Si. Due to their high material quality low injection can be reached by applying additional filters to the QSSPC flash lamp which is not necessary for the current study. This is examined by
analyzing the standard deviation of the six FZ samples listed in Tab. 1.2. This deviation is converted into
relative deviation and is shown versus injection while its value is linked to the right y-axis of Fig. 1.11.
The curve of this deviation exhibits a decrease towards higher injection. Hence, comparing transient
lifetimes at an injection level of 1 × 1016 cm−3 is accompanied by a smaller systematic error than comparing at lower injection. The relative deviation of all FZ samples at the respective injection level is 11%.
This value is still larger than the one of the mc-Si samples and therefore strengthens the reliability of the
a-Si:H passivation for mc-Si samples.
Fig. 1.12 shows the results of another experiment to test the reproducibility of the a-Si:H passivation
on mc-Si. A mc-Si sample in the as-grown state is passivated with PECVD a-Si:H layers on both sides
and measured in QSS mode. The first passivation layers are removed and samples are cleaned before
the second passivation is applied. No significant difference is observed between the lifetime curves.
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Figure 1.11: Transient lifetime curves of six FZ samples listed in Tab. 1.2 with different a-Si:H layers applied on three
different deposition days (aSi 1, aSi 2, aSi 3). The arithmetic mean is depicted as black line and its standard deviation is
converted into relative deviation, then depicted in gray and linked to the right y-axis.

Both curves are in good agreement with each other and the corresponding relative deviation stays well
below 10% for all excess carrier densities from 1014 cm−3 to 1016 cm−3 . It should be mentioned that
this experiment cannot clarify the question if the bulk material has already been changed during the first
a-Si:H passivation procedure. On the other hand, the measured bulk lifetime of the mc-Si sample under
investigation shows a good reproducibility despite of the fact that the material quality might have been
changed under the first passivation cycle. Note that it is suggested by the introduction of this analysis
on a-Si:H that such strong material changes as observed, e.g., for SiNx :H are less likely to occur due to
the considerably lower processing temperatures. In addition, an alternative experiment was considered
which uses the wet-chemical QM passivation to measure the sample before and after a complete a-Si:H
passivation cycle. This strategy, however, would not be capable of revealing slight changes of the bulk
material quality due to its poor reproducibility as shown above.
Discussion

The PL intensities in Fig. 1.13 represent an as-grown sample at position D of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer as
sketched in Fig. 1.9 passivated with QM to the left and passivated with a-Si:H to the right. Two measurements with each passivation layer were performed on the first day after the activation of the passivation
layer and four days later (day 5) whereby the sample has been stored in the dark in between measurements. Below each PL map the mean PL intensity is given arithmetically averaged over the 5 × 5 cm2
sample. Note that the maps are not lifetime-calibrated which is not necessary for the present investigation. Since as-grown material is of lower quality compared to gettered material, it is less sensitive to
surface passivation inhomogeneities. Even for this material, a clear difference between QM passivation
on day 1 and on day 5 is observed.
Whereas mean values of intensity do not vary strongly, local intensity distributions obviously change
in case of the wet-chemical passivation. On the contrary, no difference between the two maps with aSi:H passivation can be identified in neither the arithmetic means, nor the local intensity distributions.
It can be noticed that good regions with QM passivation seem to be of better quality than the ones with
a-Si.H passivation. This is probably explained by the lower reflectance of the sample in the plastic bag
containing QM solution compared to the sample with an a-Si:H layer with higher reflectance. In this way,
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Figure 1.12: Same mc-Si sample (as grown) with different a-Si:H passivation applied on two different deposition days
and measured in QSS mode. The layers of the first deposition day are removed and samples are cleaned before the second
passivation is applied. The arithmetic mean is depicted as black line and its standard deviation is converted into relative
deviation linked to the right y-axis in gray. Both curves are in good agreement with each other and deviations are below 10%.

more light can be absorbed inside the Si sample with QM solution at the same irradiating light intensity.
Thus, the QM passivation is capable of achieving a more efficient light absorption compared with the
a-Si:H passivation but only at localized sample regions. Such a strong inhomogeneity only associated
with the wet-chemical passivation clearly creates problems of supervision leading to a non-reproducible
bulk lifetime determination. This particularly applies to the spatially averaging QSSPC technique.
The inhomogeneity might be explained by the rough surface of the mc-Si samples induced by the
chemical polishing etch used to remove some micrometers of Si before each passivation cycle. It is
possible that the wet-chemical solution is strongly hindered in passivating a rough surface which becomes
more rough with repeated surface etching. It should be mentioned, however, that the strength of the
lifetime fluctuations does not correlate with the measuring day and thus does not reflect an increase
with higher surface roughness, i.e., a later measuring day. It might be still the reason for the strongly
varying QSS lifetimes measured with this passivation type. It is interesting to note that the homogeneity
is improved during the four days of sample storage in the dark. This would suggest another standard
procedure of sample preparation in which QM passivated samples always have to be stored in the dark
for four days before the actual lifetime measurement. On the contrary, the alternative a-Si:H passivation
is of better homogeneity directly after its activation and it has a comparable mean PL intensity with the
QM passivated sample on day 1.
Conclusion

It can be concluded that the applied a-Si:H passivation actually allows measuring the lifetimes of the
mc-Si samples under investigation without parasitic surface passivation effects and, in particular, with
sufficient reproducibility. The lifetime determination can be performed directly after the activation of the
a-Si:H passivation whereas the wet-chemical QM passivation induces an inhomogeneity in addition to
the already inhomogeneous grain structure of mc-Si. This particularly influences the spatially averaging
QSSPC technique in a hardly controllable manner and explains the demonstrated fluctuations of the QSS
lifetimes with different QM passivation cycles. Note that this inhomogeneity is compensated during
the four days of sample storage which would suggest a different procedure of sample preparation and
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QM passivation

a-Si:H passivation

Day 1

Day 1

Arithmetic mean: 6819 cts/s

Arithmetic mean: 6848 cts/s

Day 5

Day 5

Arithmetic mean: 7321 cts/s

Arithmetic mean: 6685 cts/s

Figure 1.13: PL images of a mc-Si sample (as-grown, top ingot height), originating from position D of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2
wafer as sketched in Fig. 1.9, is shown left: with the same QM passivation layer on day 1 and 5; and right: with the same
a-Si:H passivation layer on day 1 and 5. The sample with its respective passivation layer has been stored in the dark in between
different measuring days.

further experimental effort to assure the reproducibility. Nevertheless, there is an increasing relevance
of surface passivation effects as soon as the effective minority carrier lifetime is high enough and hence
the diffusion length reaches twice the sample thickness [57, 58]. Note that the effective lifetime can be
tremendously increased by PDG and especially by PDG combined with hydrogenation from a PECVD
SiNx :H layer as is shown in the following chapters from 3 to 7.
1.1.4

Determination of Interstitial Iron Concentration

Iron is one of the most lifetime-limiting impurities in as-grown mc-Si [10,30,59]. It is positively charged
in p-type Si and partly interstitially dissolved. In addition, pairs with shallow acceptors, such as boron,
are formed and precipitation occurs [60]. In 1990 Zoth and Bergholz presented a fast, preparationfree method to detect iron in silicon as the paper is entitled [61]. The method is based on the strongly
differing recombination properties of the two species in p-type Si: interstitial iron Fei and its pairing
with the negatively charged boron at substitutional lattice sites, namely FeB. As mentioned above, Fei
induces a donor level near the valence band at Et − EV = 0.38 eV, whereas FeB has one donor and one
acceptor level. The latter turned out to be the dominating recombination center in p-type Si and is a deep
acceptor level at approximately EC − Et = 0.26 eV [62]. Rein emphasizes the variety of recombination
parameters particularly for the FeB pair in the literature. Depending on the temperature, iron constantly
switches between the two states (interstitial atom or bound to boron) [22].
−
Fe+
i +B

FeB

(1.17)

The Zoth and Bergholz method utilizes the pair dissociation due to annealing, which also works with
illumination [63], to determine the interstitial iron concentration [Fei ]. The different states of iron result
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(a)

(b)

[Fei] = C*(1/τFei-1/τFeB)
= 7.7 x 1011 cm-3
(@ ∆n = 1 x 1015 cm-3)

Figure 1.14: Determination of the interstitial iron concentration from QSS lifetimes before and after illumination resulting in
pair dissociation. [Fei ] = 7.7 × 1011 cm−3 is the extracted concentration from the QSS lifetimes in (a) at ∆n = 1015 cm−3 . (b)
shows the sample’s interstitial iron map obtained from lifetime-calibrated PL images shown in Fig. 1.15.

in significantly differing SRH lifetimes as can be seen from Fig. 1.14a. The SRH theory gives the
following equations for [Fei ]:
!
1
1
[Fei ] = C(∆n, p0 )
−
(1.18)
τFei (∆n, p0 ) τFeB (∆n, p0 )
and C(∆n, p0 ) =

1

(p0 + ∆n)(QFeB − QFei )vth
σn,X
with X = FeB, Fei
and QX (∆n, p0 ) =
p0 + ∆n(1 + kX ) + p1,X + kX

(1.19)
(1.20)

kX is the symmetry factor which gives the relation between the capture cross sections of electrons and
holes kX = σn,X /σ p,X . It was controversially discussed in the literature if the pre-factor C(∆n, p0 ) depends
on the base doping p0 [63] and is eventually proven to depend on it [47,64]. According to equation 1.18,
the interstitial iron concentration is determined at an arbitrary but fixed ∆n for both lifetimes, τFei and
τFeB , respectively. Note that it is physically expected that its value remains constant versus ∆n. Rein
identifies any dependency of the calculated [Fei ] on ∆n with an inaccuracy in the defect parameters [22].
The crossover of both lifetime curves (crossover point) is theoretically extracted for the respective sample
doping of 1.8 × 1016 cm−3 to be at ∆n = 1.5 × 1014 cm−3 .
In Fig. 1.14a, the optically activated FeB pair dissociation of a mc-Si sample (as-grown)4 is depicted
and demonstrates the standard method of this work. The lifetime before pair dissociation is measured
with a minimum light intensity in order not to induce dissociation in this state. Then the dissociation is
yielded by a sequence of illumination steps using a 500 W halogen spotlight until a saturated lifetime is
measured which equals the completed dissociation. The QSSPC technique gives a mean iron concentration of [Fei ] = 7.7 × 1011 cm−3 in the range from ∆n = 5 × 1014 cm−3 to 1.9 × 1016 cm−3 but is valid for
all injection levels. The standard deviation ∆[Fei ] = 5 × 1010 cm−3 of the determined iron concentration
4 The

sample originates from the ingot edge close to the crucible wall. Detailed information on the mc-Si material investigated
in the present thesis will be given in the following chapter.
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(b)

Figure 1.15: Lifetime-calibrated PL images of the sample depicted in Fig. 1.14 before (a) and after (b) FeB dissociation.

equals a relative deviation of 6% which is of slightly lower accuracy than the value given by Rein [22].
Values such as capture cross sections used for the iron calculation in this work are taken from [47,59,65].
Fig. 1.14b shows a calculated iron map from two lifetime-calibrated PL images before and after FeB
dissociation. At each pixel the difference between the inverse SRH lifetimes is calculated as described by
equation 1.18 and in [65]. Noise is clearly visible in the image which might originate from the fact that
the maximum light intensity of the used PL setup is not sufficient to achieve injection levels well above
the crossover point. The shown image is determined at ∆n = 4.5 × 1014 cm−3 which is not significantly
higher than the crossover point at ∆n = 1.5 × 1014 cm−3 . It is considered for the experiment that the
lifetime increases due to pair breaking5 . This means that the applied PL intensity was decreased in order
to yield the same ∆n as before the FeB dissociation. Hence, it is ensured that both PL images before and
after dissociation are determined at approximately the same injection level ∆n as required by the model
after Zoth and Bergholz.
The fact that the grains of mc-Si having different lifetimes induce an inhomogeneous injection level
across the sample area may lead to additional inaccuracies of the technique. If the sample, however,
is centrally positioned at the same spot onto the QSSPC coil as well as onto the LED panel of the PL
setup, such inaccuracies will be minimized. The interstitial iron concentration averaged over the whole
5 × 5 cm2 PL image is [Fei ] = 2.8 × 1011 cm−3 . This is less than the concentration directly determined
from the QSS lifetimes and might be explained by the already described experimental inaccuracy due to
the close vicinity to the crossover point. Another important aspect is the sample’s low lifetime before
FeB dissociation with the arithmetic mean of 12 µs which is likely to contribute to the observed noise
of the [Fei ] map. In order to allow a measurement of the actual paired state without causing any pair
dissociation, the illumination time is kept as short as possible which also results in a low signal-to-noise
ratio. Fig. 1.15 represents the lifetime-calibrated PL images before and after pair breaking. Note the
interrupted lifetime distribution of the histogram in Fig. 1.15a predominantly below 10 µs. The better
signal-to-noise ratio of Fig. 1.15b is visible particularly in its continuous histogram and is a result of its
higher mean lifetime of 18 µs after dissociation and the longer illumination time to achieve a higher PL
signal.
In general, Macdonald et al. recommend to perform the PL imaging at an injection level below
the crossover point to increase the signal-to-noise ratio [65]. They support this with the fact that the
FeB dissociation proceeds quadratically with ∆n and hence lower illumination allows more accurate
measurements of the state before pair dissociation. As can be seen from the curve before illumination
5 as

long as the measurement is performed at an injection level above the crossover point which is the case here
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in Fig. 1.14a, the QSS lifetime curve of the investigated mc-Si sample is slightly affected by trapping.
Therefore, a lifetime measurement in the low injection range wherein trapping occurs will not result in
a more accurate lifetime determination in the present case. In addition to the aforementioned aspects
leading to the inaccurate interstitial iron concentration obtained by the lifetime-calibrated PL images,
the different photoexcitations of both techniques have to be considered: the flash lamp of the QSSPC
setup yields a different generation profile of electron-hole pairs in the Si sample than the LED panel
combined with the laser. This is another possible source of error explaining the significantly smaller
iron concentration of [Fei ] = 2.8 × 1011 cm−3 than the one directly determined from the QSS lifetimes
of [Fei ] = 7.7 × 1011 cm−3 .
A comment on the spatial distribution of Fei in the investigated mc-Si sample (as-grown) shall be
made. After crystallization the mc-Si ingot typically has enough time (in the order of several hours) to
cool down to room temperature. During this cooling period large precipitates are grown predominantly
at structural defects like dislocations and grain boundaries (GBs). These structural defects act as internal
gettering sites. Precipitation occurs due to the supersaturation of Fei which is yielded by continuously
lowering the solubility limit of Fei during cooling as pointed out by several authors [66–72]. As this
process describes the relaxation of a supersaturated solution, it is called relaxation gettering. Buonassisi et al. emphasize non-equilibrium precipitation processes during crystallization which leads to larger
precipitates than would be expected by the relaxation gettering only [68]. The second important gettering
process is the so-called segregation gettering which occurs due to the higher solubility of impurities at
gettering sites than at their mobile interstitial lattice site (which is the case for 3d transition metals in
Si [73]). The focus of this work is on phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) which will be described in
more detail in Sec. 2.3.2. Buonassisi et al. also describe inclusions of impurities as single atoms or as
small nanoprecipitates after high-temperature processing during which impurities have not had enough
time to diffuse and form large precipitates. As-grown mc-Si samples frequently show so called denuded
zones of Fei at grain boundaries since these atoms are incorporated within precipitates and do not remain
as interstitials (compare e.g. [74–76]).
In contrast to these findings, Fig. 1.14b exhibits an increase of the interstitial iron concentration [Fei ]
at grain boundaries. It might be possible that the iron concentration [Fei ] close to GBs is too small to
induce further precipitation and thus a part of it remains trapped as interstitials. Liu et al. report the decrease of the diffusion length of interstitial iron due to its decreasing concentration from 1 × 1013 cm−3
down to 2 × 1012 cm−3 [77]. This strengthens the existence of a driving force for precipitation originating from the degree of supersaturation of the iron solution in Si6 . In case of a smaller interstitial
iron concentration the supersaturation is reached at a later stage and therefore the smaller driving force
towards precipitation results in a smaller diffusion length. Note that the measured concentration of
[Fei ] = 8 × 1011 cm−3 is almost one order of magnitude smaller than the one observed by Liu et al..
With respect to the small diffusion length, it seems plausible that a considerable amount of iron remains
trapped as interstitials in the close vicinity of GBs and other structural defects that locally induce strain
fields increasing the solubility limit of iron [70]. The increased solubility limit on the one hand hinders relaxation gettering since the iron solution is further away from supersaturation, on the other hand it
enhances segregation gettering resulting in an accumulation of iron without the formation of precipitates.
It should be mentioned that lateral carrier diffusion might limit an accurate determination of the
interstitial iron concentration [Fei ] directly at grain boundaries. The minority carrier diffusion length
after illuminating the sample is√Ln = 232 µm, calculated with a diffusion coefficient for electrons of Dn =
30 cm2 s−1 according to Ln = Dn τ. It is almost five times higher than the Si CCD camera resolution
of ≈ 50 µm for a sample size of 5 × 5 cm2 . This means an additional carrier flow from regions of high
6 According

to Istratov et al., the equilibrium solubility at room temperature is vanishingly small [59]. Hence, interstitial iron
will be easily supersaturated. This is also the reason why remaining interstitial iron atoms that have not been incorporated into
precipitates are likely to form pairs with shallow acceptors (boron) at room temperature.
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Figure 1.16: Illumination for several times up to 10 min (with a 500 W halogen spotlight) of a FZ sample passivated with
activated a-Si:H layers. In addition, the arithmetic mean is shown and its relative deviation is referred to the right y-axis.
Deviations are below 5%.

lifetime towards regions of very low lifetime, i.e., grain boundaries cannot be resolved in PL imaging
and a smearing of fine structures occurs. The local increase of the excess carrier density will be different
within the two different states before and after FeB dissociation. This causes additional errors in regions
of low lifetime and was identified as a measurement artifact by Schubert et al. [76]. The artifact is shown
to be a slight increase of [Fei ] at the center of a grain boundary. Liu et al. analyze the lateral photon
scattering within the Si CCD camera. They explain the observed increase of [Fei ] by this measurement
artifact without completely excluding the possible impact of lateral carrier diffusion within the silicon
sample as described by Schubert et al. [77]. The increase of [Fei ] observed in Fig. 1.14b amounts to a
factor of two compared with intra-grain regions. Similar increase has been simulated by Schubert et al.
but on a higher concentration level of about 1012 cm−3 . Therefore, it might also be possible that the
observed increase is explained by the described measurement artifacts.
Stability of Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon Against Light

It should be noted that the described method is reliable as far as only the state of iron is altered by
illumination and not the surface passivation quality or the properties of other SRH recombination centers.
In this thesis, the applied surface passivation is hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H). This material
is known to degrade under illumination which is called Staebler-Wronski effect (SWE) [56, 78]. The
passivation quality has been activated by annealing before illuminating the sample with a 500 W halogen
spotlight to examine the stability of the surface passivation against light. (The activation step itself is
described in the previous section.) Float-zone p-type Si samples of ≈ 1 Ω cm serve as reference material
commonly not containing iron, hence having high lifetimes which makes them more sensitive to surface
passivation effects compared with mc-Si.
Fig. 1.16 shows the transient lifetime versus ∆n curves for different illumination times up to 10 min.
The relative deviation of the mean value is also depicted ranging from 0.3% to 5%. This is within the
experimental error commonly assumed to be about 5% for the QSSPC technique applied in transient
mode and subsequently averaging a few transient lifetime curves [22, 47]. Since the illumination of FeB
dissociation is applied for considerably shorter durations than the tested ones here, it can be stated that
the activated a-Si:H layer is not affected by the illumination. According to the publication of Kolodziej,
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this might be explained by the high purity of the intrinsic a-Si:H layer under investigation. In the aforementioned publication, it is also stated that the degradation can be reduced by a cyclic illumination (used
here) instead of a continuous one. In addition, the total illumination time of 10 min is rather short to
induce the SWE to the same extend as observed by Staebler and Wronski or Kolodziej. They used exposure times up to several hours to examine the effect in more detail. Longer and continuous light exposure
is not necessary to efficiently induce the dissociation of the FeB pairs and hence the SWE seems not to
be relevant for the present application of the a-Si:H passivation.
It is interesting that the relative deviation tends to increase towards lower excess carrier densities.
This is presumably attributed to the lower sensitivity of the lifetime determination at low excess carrier
densities. High excess carrier densities induce larger changes in photoconductivity; hence, they are
measured more accurately by the inductive coil located underneath the sample. As already described in
Sec. 1.1.2., the diverging part of the transient lifetime curves beyond ∆n = 2 × 1016 cm−3 is attributed to
the lifetime extraction starting too early when the flash light has not been completely switched off.

Chapter 2

Silicon Solar Cells - Materials and
Processing
The present chapter will address the processes typically applied to produce solar
cells based on p-type mc-Si. At the beginning of the process chain, there is the crystallization of the mc-Si material conducted in a casting procedure. General aspects
of solar cells will be described such as their operating principle and the efficiency
losses occurring during their operation. Note that the solar cell process applied
within this thesis provides small laboratory-sized solar cells whose metal front side
grid is precisely defined by the photolithography technique. A particular focus is put
on the emitter formation of the pn-junction performed in a POCl3 -N2 atmosphere of
an industrial-type quartz furnace. This processing step is accompanied by a cleaning
side effect which leads to a significantly higher bulk material quality. This is called
phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) whereas the exact mechanisms behind PDG
are still unclear. Hence, a short literature review on the current understanding of
PDG will be given.

2.1

Crystallization Processes

Silicon for photovoltaic applications is normally electronic grade silicon (EGS) which is obtained from a
Siemens purification process being the final step of a complex process chain starting with a pure form of
SiO2 , known as quartzite [3]. The most common crystallization methods are float-zone (FZ), Czochralski
(Cz) and Bridgman (mc-Si). The order of the processes is in accordance with their quality. Float-zone is
the material with the highest quality. It is the monocrystalline silicon with the lowest impurity level of
the three materials. In contrast to that, the monocrystalline Cz contains a high amount of oxygen which
leads to a light-induced defect in p-type Si solar cells. The boron oxygen (BO) defect considerably
lowers the minority carrier lifetime of the Cz material due to illumination and is the subject of current
research [79–82].
This work focuses on multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si), which is crystallized with the Bridgman technique. During block casting the feedstock is melted in a crucible coated with a Si3 N4 powder. Up to
several hours the melt crystallizes by directional solidification into a Si block consisting of grains with
mainly columnar shape and random crystal orientations. This third type of crystalline silicon contains
most of the impurities and crystal defects compared to FZ and Cz. A significant advantage over the purer
materials is its lower production costs. This industrial relevance is accompanied by the need for a better
understanding of the solar cell efficiency limiting defects in solar cells based on mc-Si. Defect engineer-
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Figure 2.1: Nine 5 × 5 cm2 samples are cut out of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 mc-Si wafer and positions are referred to as A-I.

ing is presented in this thesis using POCl3 diffusion as a fundamental step in p-type silicon solar cell
production. In addition, the influence of a hydrogenation step from PECVD (plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition) SiNx :H layer is analyzed. As will be described in the following section, this is also a
fundamental processing step in solar cell production.
Most of the mc-Si materials investigated in the present thesis are produced within the framework
of the research cluster SolarWinS, which has the objective of identifying the efficiency potential of
mono- and multicrystalline Si solar cells [20, 21]. Lab-sized Gen 1 crucibles are used in the casting
process. That means that only one column with an cross sectional area of 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 is obtained
after one crystallization process. This column is sawn into wafers and each of them is subsequently cut
into nine samples (5 × 5 cm2 ) positioned as shown in Fig. 2.1. This figure reveals a cutting sketch of
a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 mc-Si wafer that is divided into nine 5 × 5 cm2 samples named from A to I. The PL
image of the non-passivated as-cut wafer of material II (see Tab. 2.1) exhibits a dark zone to the right
and to the bottom edge. These regions of low material quality originate from in-diffusing impurities out
of the neighboring crucible walls and are known as red zone. There is a particular focus on this red zone
which frequently limits solar cell performance as will be discussed in Chapter 3. All investigated mc-Si
samples of this work are named with respect to this sketch and hence the respective letter in each sample
name clearly identifies its wafer position. Note that the positions A to C as well as F and I are edge
samples that contain a high impurity level due to the red zone. Note that the Gen 5 crucibles, used in
industrial wafering, are larger and typically provide 25 columns with the same cross sectional area of
15.6 × 15.6 cm2 . Tab. 2.1 summarizes all mc-Si materials investigated in this work.
The materials I to V are crystallized in Gen 1 crucibles whereas material VI is not a SolarWinS material and is crystallized in a Gen 5 crucible by an industrial partner. As can be seen from this table, different crucibles are combined with different coatings. material I, IV and V are crystallized in a crucible
of high purity whereas the latter is additionally coated with a high purity Si3 N4 powder. material I and IV
are produced in exactly the same crucible + coating combination while their gas management as well as
temperature profiles vary. Material II is an example for the industrial standard. The crucible + coating
combination of material III, however, has been prepared by the crucible company claiming it as their
high purity version. An overview of all materials of this work together with the investigated positions
is given by Tab. 2.2. A more detailed overview of the tested processes on these materials is added in
Appendix A. First results of the SolarWinS project showed that mc-Si crystallized within crucibles of
high purity reach higher as-grown lifetimes and tend to have a smaller red zone than the one solidified
within standard crucibles [21]. It should be mentioned, however, that the focus of this work is on the
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Table 2.1: Overview of all mc-Si materials under investigation listed with their crucible + coating combination.

Material

Crucible

Coating

Comment on crystallization

material I

high purity

indus. standard

gas/temperature management (Gen 1)

material II

indus. standard

indus. standard

(Gen 1)

material III

indus. high purity

indus. high purity

(Gen 1)

material IV

high purity

indus. standard

gas/temperature management (Gen 1)

material V

high purity

high purity

(Gen 1)

material VI

indus. standard

indus. standard

no SolarWinS material (Gen 5)

Table 2.2: Overview of all experiments with the investigated mc-Si materials and wafer positions.

Chapter

Wafer positions

Experiment

Material

3

PDG test of two emitters with same RSheet

material I

C, D, F

4

PDG test of two emitters with different RSheet

material II

C, D, F

4

PDG test of two emitters with different RSheet

material III

C, D, F

5

pre-diffusion gettering test

material IV

C, D

5

post-diffusion gettering test

material III

G, I

5

oxidation compared with PDG

material V

I

6

lab-type solar cells

material VI

C

(cf. Fig. 2.1)

gettering behavior of different POCl3 diffusions on the same mc-Si material and not on the comparison
between the different mc-Si ingots under investigation.
A fourth type of crystalline Si material for photovoltaics is ribbon silicon. Hahn and Schönecker give
a comprehensive overview on so-called ribbon technologies in [83]. These technologies are alternatives
to today’s common crystallization methods that produce silicon ingots. Large amounts of silicon are lost
during the sawing of these ingots. This is not the case for ribbon silicon which is crystallized directly
from the melt into wafers. In the next section one of these ribbon materials is depicted in order to
demonstrate a surface texturization suitable for materials with grains of random crystal orientations. It
is called string ribbon. The crystallization process is conducted by two strings being pulled through the
silicon melt. This is sketched in Fig. 2.2 for four ribbons grown simultaneously. In between these strings
a thin silicon layer is formed which rapidly solidifies while further being pulled out of the melt. The long
string ribbon wafer can easily be cut by laser into smaller samples with negligible material consumption.
Ribbon materials have the highest impurity level of all the presented materials. It is still challenging to
reach sufficient material quality for high-performance solar cells in order to compete with the common
techniques.
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Figure 2.2: The string ribbon silicon technique is currently being patented by Evergreen Solar (China) Co. Ltd. [84].

2.2
2.2.1

Operating Principle and Production of Lab-type Solar Cells
Operating Principle

The operating principle of a solar cell is the conversion of photons (light) into generated electron-hole
pairs which are separated as well as accelerated by the electrical field (depletion region) formed directly
at the p-n junction. The generated and separated charge carriers are collected by the metallized front grid
and the Al back contact respectively. These carriers form the photocurrent of the cell.
In p-type Si the p-n junction is formed by in-diffusing phosphorus, which is in the fifth main group
of the periodic table. This means it has one more electron in its outermost shell than Si in the fourth main
group. The additional electron becomes a free charge carrier of the conduction band while the P atom
is incorporated as a so-called donor into the Si lattice. The donor remains ionized at its lattice site and
hence contributes to the resistivity as a recombination center. At the same time donors increase the concentration of electrons in the conduction band, i.e. increase the conductivity. Therefore, a trade-off exists
between increased resistivity and higher conductivity due to doping. Note that for high solar cell performance the particular emitter profile shape is important. On the one hand, low P surface concentrations
reduce the emitter saturation current density, i.e., the recombination losses within the emitter. On the
other hand, higher P concentrations facilitate the electrical contact to the emitter. Both effects are combined in so-called selective emitter cell concepts. Regions of higher P concentration are implemented
under metallized grid fingers for an optimized electrical contact while in between the fingers lower P
concentrations are used to reduce recombination losses and facilitate lateral current flows. Note that
Auger recombination is the dominating mechanism in the highly doped emitter region [26]. Auger recombination depends on the inverse square of the donor concentration ND (for n-type Si at low injection)
and hence is sensitive to slight variations in doping concentration [27]. Reducing the P concentration
in the near-surface region is yielded by the long drive-in of the reference POCl3 diffusion of this work.
The emitter’s reduced Auger recombination leads to an improved collection of photogenerated charge
carriers.
A measure of the collection efficiency is the internal quantum efficiency (IQE). Within IQE measurements the short-circuit current ISC is determined under illumination of a specific wavelength λ and
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Figure 2.3: IQE curves of 2 × 2 cm2 solar cells on FZ and mc-Si.

light intensity Plight . The ratio between these quantities is called spectral response SR(λ ). The external
quantum efficiency (EQE) is defined by the number of carriers and photons rather than by current and
light intensity. Hence, ISC (in ampere) is divided by the elementary charge q and Plight (in watt) by the
photon energy of the specific wavelength hc/λ with Planck’s constant h and light velocity c:
EQE =

ISC (λ )/q
Plight (λ )/[hc/λ ]

(2.1)

Normalizing this to the reflectance R(λ ) of the sample, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is yielded:
IQE =

hc
1
ISC (λ )
hc
SR(λ )
·
·
=
·
qλ 1 − R(λ ) Plight (λ )
q λ [1 − R(λ )]

(2.2)

Note that the absorption coefficient of Si is rather high for the light of short wavelengths (blue light),
which means this light is predominantly absorbed in the near-surface emitter region [85]. Therefore, the
IQE in the respective wavelength region is typically increased due to a lowered P surface concentration
which is called an improved blue response of the cell. A comparison of the IQEs of two cells (FZ and
mc-Si) is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The FZ cell shows a higher blue response. Both cells are processed in the
same POCl3 diffusion. Maybe the emitter formation suffers from the inhomogeneous grain structure of
the mc-Si cell which might result in the lower blue response. Additionally, the lower bulk quality of the
mc-Si reduces its IQE within the long wavelength range between 700 nm to 1050 nm. Electrical losses
of these cells are discussed more explicitly in the following section.
The effective diffusion length of charge carriers Le f f is typically determined by a so-called Basore fit
in the long wavelength range of the IQE [86]. The inverse absorption coefficient α −1 is plotted versus
IQE −1 . Then Le f f is determined from the slope of the curve. This quantity is connected to the minority
carrier lifetime τe f f through their respective diffusion coefficient D:
p
τe f f = D · Le f f
(2.3)
It should be mentioned that Le f f determined by the above described method might be affected by losses
at the rear. Hence, it does not necessarily reflect the lifetime of the bulk material τbulk which will be
measured by the QSSPC technique if sufficient surface passivation is provided (compare Sec. 1.1.3).
2.2.2

Solar Cell Process

The process flow of the applied laboratory-type (abbreviated as lab-type) solar cell process based on photolithography is depicted in Fig. 2.4. 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafers are cut into nine 5 × 5 cm2 samples which
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Figure 2.4: Process flow of the photolithography based lab-type solar cell process. In (b) the photolithography mask and the
dicing of a 2 × 2 cm2 cell out of the 5 × 5 cm2 sample is sketched.

are subsequently saw damage etched in a chemical polishing etch containing HF (50%), CH3 COOH
(99.8%) and HNO3 (65%) with the mixing ratio 1:2:15. Then, samples undergo a cleaning sequence of
a 3% HCl and a 2% HF rinsing with demineralized water before and after each step. To improve light
trapping in the cell, the sample surface may be textured. This will be described in more detail with a
particular focus on mc-Si material in the following section. Note, however, that the solar cells presented
in Chapter 7 are not textured to exclude possible variations in cell performance due to inhomogeneities
of the surface texture. Hence, it is expected that the comparability of different cells is enhanced without
the texturization. The base material of this work is p-type mc-Si of approximately 1 Ω cm. The formation
of a p-n junction, which is the prerequisite of a Si solar cell, is carried out in an industrial-type POCl3
diffusion furnace. This is the third step of the solar cell process flow and it is the central subject of
Sec. 2.3. Here it is focused on the production and the operating principle of a solar cell which is not only
the p-n junction itself but also surface passivation and metallization. A characteristic of the presented
cell process is the highly precise definition of the front contacts by the photolithography technique.
After the emitter formation and the removal of the phosphosilicate glass (PSG) layer, the front surface
passivation is implemented by a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) SiNx :H layer.
This layer offers two more positive effects besides the surface passivation: it improves the light trapping
in the cell (anti-reflection coating ARC) as well as the bulk passivation by in-diffusing hydrogen from the
hydrogen-rich SiNx :H layer during firing. For backside passivation a conventional aluminum (Al) paste is
screen-printed on the rear, then dried and fired in a conventional belt furnace to form the aluminum back
surface field (Al-BSF). This is a p+ region that overcompensates the n+ region doped with phosphorus
and helps to prevent electrons from recombining at the backside. During this firing step hydrogen is
released from the SiNx :H layer.
Note that the work of Sopori et al. claims the storage of a high amount of hydrogen in process induced traps (PITs) near the Si surface during the SiNx :H deposition [87]. During the firing, this stored
hydrogen is subsequently released from the PITs and is capable of diffusing rapidly through the bulk to
passivate defects. The authors emphasize that a simple model for the hydrogen diffusion in Si without
taking such PITs into account cannot explain the typically measured high concentrations of hydrogen
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in Si solar cell material. As the above described hydrogenation step is commonly applied in Si solar
cell processing, it is combined with the different POCl3 emitters tested in this work. Therefore, it is
possible to investigate the final material quality comparable with the one yielded in a solar cell. The
impact of the Al layer during firing, however, is not investigated although it is known to additionally
affect the hydrogen diffusion as described in [88–90]. Still, there are cell concepts which do not involve homogeneous Al-BSF layers over the entire backside area like, e.g., passivated emitter rear cells
(PERC). Furthermore, Aberle as well as Cuevas et al. point out the strong influence of hydrogen from a
PECVD SiNx :H particularly on mc-Si material by mentioning the passivation of dangling bonds at grain
boundaries [91, 92].
After the wet chemical etching of the Al paste, the front grid contacts are defined by photolithography and the evaporation of titanium (Ti), palladium (Pd) and silver (Ag) which is followed by Ag
plating. Ti forms the direct contact to the p-type Si (low Schottky barrier [93]) whereas Pd is an adhesive layer between Ti and Ag. Al is also evaporated for the rear contact and as a backside reflector.
Finally, four solar cells (format 2 × 2 cm2 ) are cut out of each 5 × 5 cm2 sample with a dicing saw. The
MIRHP (Microwave-Induced Remote Hydrogen Plasma) step for contact sintering and low temperature
hydrogenation (< 400 ◦C) finalizes the process.
2.2.3

Efficiency Losses

In addition to the described recombination losses within the emitter, more efficiency losses are likely to
occur during the operation of a solar cell. Fig. 2.5 shows a schematic view of a lab-type solar cell with
its optical and electrical losses. The incident light is only partly converted within the solar cell. First, a
fraction of the incident light dissipates by processes involving phonons especially due to the fact that Si
is an indirect semiconductor. Also sketched is the free carrier absorption which becomes more important
with higher carrier concentration and longer wavelengths [85]. In accordance to the absorption coefficient
in Si, mainly short wavelengths are reflected or slightly absorbed by the front ARC layer. Additionally,
metallization leads to shadowing losses at the front. Parts of the cell area are covered by the Ti/Pd/Ag
front grid. The Ag top layer reflects the whole light spectrum which therefore is lost for light conversion.
Note that the front grid is defined by photolithography. After plating, the achieved grid finger width is
approximately 20 µm (see microscopic image in Fig. 2.6a) which minimizes the metal coverage below
3% compared with approximately 7% of a conventional screen printed solar cell [94].
The amount of reflected light at the SiNx :H covered cell surface might be reduced by applying a surface texture. This is also sketched for the cell in Fig. 2.5. On mc-Si it is commonly done by acidic texturization consisting of HF and HNO3 [95] since the standard alkaline texturization used for monocrystalline
Si is only effective on (100) crystal orientation. The etching of Si atoms is hindered due to their higher
density along the (111) orientation. Hence, the intersecting planes with (111) orientation are left over
forming random pyramids [96]. This means that the alkaline texture on mc-Si would only be successful
on single grains with proper orientation. An alternative plasma texture is applied on a string ribbon Si
sample and is shown in Fig. 2.7a. The structure resembles a sponge-like structure with hole sizes of
approximately 200 nm. In Fig. 2.7b its lowered reflectance (sample B) is compared to a non-textured
sample A of similar grain structure. A reduction of reflectance by 33%rel is reported at a wavelength
of 700 nm. The remote plasma is ignited in a sulfur-hexafluoride SF6 , nitrogen N2 and oxygen O2 gas
ambient and reaches sufficient homogeneity on four 5 × 5 cm2 samples which is shown elsewhere [97].
In Fig. 2.6a a microscopic image of a plated Ti/Pd/Ag finger on plasma textured string ribbon is shown.
Note that the cell results of Chapter 7 are produced without any kind of texture.
Predominantly long wavelengths reach the backside and are either absorbed or reflected back into
the cell. As an effective backside reflector evaporated Al is used in the present cell concept leading to
enhanced light conversion. A further reflection at the front is sketched in Fig. 2.5 for the light originating
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Figure 2.5: Schematic view of a lab-type solar cell with its optical and electrical losses. [98]

from the first backside reflection. This might be continued by further internal reflections and might
additionally contribute to light conversion. Mainly due to its described wavelength dependency, light
conversion in p-type silicon is most efficient within the range of 500 nm to 900 nm (compare the IQE of
a FZ cell depicted in Fig. 2.3).
The photogenerated charge carriers do not necessarily contribute to the net current flow. They underlie different recombination mechanisms like the above mentioned Auger recombination in the emitter.
Also carrier loss occurs within the depletion region, the bulk and at the backside. The depletion region is highly sensitive to, e.g., metal impurities which might diffuse in from the contacts and induce
shunts at the p-n junction. Bulk recombination in mc-Si mainly originates from crystal defects like grain
boundaries and dislocations as well as from impurities like, e.g., Fe atoms partly incorporated in precipitates but also dissolved interstitially. Optimizing for example firing parameters like the peak temperature
and/or the composition of the Al paste used for BSF formation might reduce carrier loss at the rear.
Electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) measurements of the Al-BSF profiles with different peak
temperatures are shown in Fig. 2.6b. The ECV method will be described in Sec. 2.3.3. The sample
temperature1 needs to exceed 577 ◦C for BSF formation. At this point the eutectic reaction of Al and
Si takes place and beyond that temperature a melt is formed with more silicon solved than within the
eutectic composition (Al-rich composition with 12.2 at.% Si [99]). Below the near-surface region of the
eutectic the Al is incorporated into the Si host as acceptor. The higher the set peak temperature is, the
deeper is the Al− concentration profile of the respective mc-Si sample. The lowest set peak temperature
of 801 ◦C is not sufficient to form a wide overcompensating BSF.
Note the excess surface concentrations of both profiles with higher peak temperatures compared to
slightly deeper concentrations at ≈ 1 µm. This was previously observed by Huster and Schubert [100] and
1 In

Fig. 2.6b, the set peak temperature of the belt furnace is given instead of the sample temperature.
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19.41µm

Figure 2.6: (a) Microscopic image of a plated Ti/Pd/Ag finger on plasma textured string ribbon silicon with a width of
19.4 µm. (b) Electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) measurements of Al-BSF formation on mc-Si at three different firing
peak temperatures.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: SEM images of the sponge-like plasma texture on string ribbon silicon with its lowered reflectance compared to a
flat sample of similar grain structure.

does not agree with the solid solubility of Al in Si [101]. R. Bock explained the observation by a surface
enlargement of ≈ 60 % due to Al-rich eutectic residuals [102]. These residuals are identified by islands
filled with the eutectic and covered by a thin Si layer. The silicon layer around the aluminum protects
it from being etched off by HCl. This is used to remove the Al paste and to prepare the surface for the
electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) measurement. The ECV method is described in Sec. 2.3.3.
In general, metallization, surface passivation and the emitter are critical cell components being permanently under technological change. In this work the solar cell process is kept constant and the focus
will be on the characterization of the bulk material. In particular, lifetime characterization is performed
before and after phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG). The effect of PDG results in a significant improvement of the material quality and will be described in Sec. 2.3.2.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Equivalent circuit diagram of an illuminated solar cell: double-diode model. (b) Illuminated J-V curve of a
2 × 2 cm2 FZ cell.

2.2.4

Double-diode model

A demonstrative example will show the need for fitting the double-diode model to I-V characteristics.
J-V data of two solar cells produced on mc-Si and on FZ material is collected before and after contact
sintering using MIRHP and depicted in Fig. 2.9. An illuminated solar cell ideally exhibits the following
I-V characteristics of a pn-diode [85]:
I(V ) = I0 (eqV /kT − 1) − IPH

(2.4)

whereas I0 is the dark saturation current, IPH the photocurrent, q the elementary charge, k the Boltzmann
constant and T the temperature. Dividing the current I in ampere by the cell area of A = 4 cm2 gives the
current density J in A/cm2 of a 2 × 2 cm2 cell:
I(V )
= J0 (eqV /kT − 1) − JPH
(2.5)
A
Fig. 2.8a shows an equivalent circuit diagram of a solar cell according to the double-diode model [103].
The above described electrical losses are included in this model. Incident photons are converted into
the photocurrent density JPH . Two diodes and the shunt resistance RSH are connected parallel to the cell
generating photocurrent. The first diode labeled J01 reduces JPH and is the carrier loss within emitter
and base. The second diode J02 reducing JPH describes carrier loss within the depletion region. A
typical loss due to low shunt resistance is the direct edge contact between emitter and base resulting
from insufficient edge isolation frequently created by lasers. The third current density reducing JPH and
flowing through shunts is therefore: [V − JRS ]/RSH . Note that the present lab-type solar cell process
utilizes a dicing saw which excludes such shunting problems originating from melting the silicon. A
series resistance RS is also added and takes into account the ohmic loss of current flow through emitter
and base, through the metallized contacts as well as their contact region to the silicon. The latter is the
focus of the analysis addressing the influence of contact sintering and possibly also hydrogenation of the
MIRHP step. Determining these quantities strongly facilitates assessing critical parameters of solar cell
performance and helps optimizing cell concepts. The following equation summarizes the double-diode
model:
V − JRS
J(V ) = J01 (eq[V −JRS ]/n1 kT − 1) + J02 (eq[V −JRS ]/n2 kT − 1) +
− JPH
(2.6)
RSH
J(V ) =
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Figure 2.9: Illuminated J-V curves before and after contact sintering (compare Tab. 2.3 and 2.4).

The diode ideality factors are n1 = 1 and n2 = 2 but values of real solar cells frequently deviate from
these factors [104, 105]. Chan and Phang presented an analytical description of JPH , J01 , J02 , RSH and
RS instead of an iterative procedure for parameter determination [103]. The input parameters of their
double-diode model are the measured values: VOC , JSC , Vm , Jm , RS and RSH . The first four values are
sketched in Fig. 2.8b. Under open-circuit (J = 0) the V-axis intercept of the J-V curve is identified by
VOC . The definition of the short-circuit current density JSC is analogous but at V = 0. Vm and Jm describe
the maximum power point MPP on the J-V curve which gives the largest rectangle below the curve. This,
in turn, leads to the definition of the fill factor FF:
FF =

JmVm
JSCVOC

(2.7)

dJ
Series and shunt resistances, RS and RSH , are derived from the slopes dV
of the J-V curve at J = 0 or
V = 0 respectively. The efficiency η of a solar cell is defined as follows:

η=

FFJSCVOC
Plight

(2.8)

whereas JSC is given in mA/cm2 and light intensity plight in W/cm2 .
Both cells depicted in Fig. 2.9 exhibit the typical J-V characteristics of a p-n diode under illumination
with JSC as the negative J-axis intercept. The influence of the high series resistance before sintering
accompanied by a low FF is clearly visible. An overview on the J-V data is given in Tab. 2.3. Fitting
these J-V curves from 200 mV to 700 mV with the double-diode model leads to the parameters given in
Tab. 2.4. Before processing, the samples exhibit series resistances of 1.8 Ωcm2 (FZ) and even 4.2 Ωcm2
in case of the mc-Si cell. Note the cells’ low fill factors FF in Tab. 2.3. Due to contact sintering the
series resistances of both cells are reduced down to 0.2 Ωcm2 which is accompanied by a FF increase
of 10%rel (FZ) and 18%rel (mc). Their shunt resistance values are not changed due to the MIRHP
treatment. Lab-type solar cells commonly have higher shunt resistances of 1 · 104 Ωcm2 as reported by
J. Junge [106]. The presented values are gained from fitting the J-V curve predominantly in the low
voltage range from 200 mV to 400 mV. In this range the experimental data exhibits strong fluctuations
resulting in large errors of the shunt resistance.
It is interesting to note that only the FZ cell exhibits a decrease in VOC by 4 mV accompanied by
an increase of J01 and especially J02 . This indicates shunts within the depletion region and degradation
of emitter and/or base region. Shunts might originate from isolated direct contacts to the base. Also it
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Table 2.3: J-V data of cells before/after contact sintering.

Cell

JSC

FZ - before

VOC

(mA/cm2 )

(mV)

34.03

632.7

Table 2.4: Double-diode model fitting to Tab. 2.3.

FF

J01

J02

RSH

RS

(%)

(%)

(mA/cm2 )

(mA/cm2 )

(Ωcm2 )

(Ωcm2 )

14.44

67.1

1.9 · 10−13

1.1 · 10−8

5707

1.8

7.5 · 10−8

5707

0.2

η

FZ - after

34.25

628.2

16.51

76.7

4.5 · 10−13

mc - before

30.19

591.2

10.79

60.4

2.3 · 10−12

8 · 10−8

4681

4.2

78.2

2.4 · 10−12

6.9 · 10−8

4681

0.2

mc - after

30.01

591.1

13.86

might be possible that hydrogen atoms form acceptorlike defects in the high quality FZ material [107].
This deleterious effect mainly occurs in material free of structural defects where hydrogen atoms do not
passivate Si dangling bonds and rather form platelets acting as acceptor [108]. Furthermore, process
induced metal impurities might be capable of diffusing into the bulk during the low temperature MIRHP
step. It might affect especially the open-circuit voltage of the FZ material whereas the one of the mc-Si
cell is too low to be affected. Note that the material degradation is not a common observation for this
lab-type solar cell process. Herein, the MIRHP step commonly yields recovery of the X-ray damage
induced during metal evaporation of the used electron beam set-up. This means the usual observation is
an increase of VOC due to contact sintering.

2.3
2.3.1

POCl3 Emitter Formation and Diffusion Gettering
Emitter Formation

In this work the emitter formation on a p-type Si base material is performed in a high temperature POCl3
ambient with N2 as carrier gas. In the following the temperature profile of the reference diffusion shown
in Fig. 2.10 is exemplary described. It is the standard POCl3 emitter used for photolithography based
lab-type solar cells at the University of Konstanz (UKN) and will be the reference for the presented
phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) analysis. The diffusion process starts with a loading temperature
of 800 ◦C. After ramping up to 825 ◦C in a pure N2 atmosphere, the predeposition is initiated by the
POCl3 -N2 gas flow. Nitrogen acts as carrier gas for the liquid POCl3 source located in the so-called
bubbler. Then phosphorus is driven into the Si in a so-called drive-in step. It should be mentioned
that O2 is added in variable amounts during predeposition as well as during drive-in. The process ends
with a temperature ramp down to 600 ◦C at which samples are finally unloaded. On the silicon surface
phosphosilicate glass (PSG) is formed according to the reaction equations:
4POCl3 + 3O2 → 2P2 O5 + 6Cl2

(2.9)

2P2 O5 + 5Si → 5SiO2 + 4P

(2.10)

During the first reaction chlorine gas is generated. This is known to have a positive cleaning effect on
the silicon, since it forms volatile compounds with metal atoms [105, 109].
It is necessary to understand the phosphorus in-diffusion from the PSG layer into the silicon host
in order to explain PDG. Up to now it is still not possible to use a simulation model with a fixed set
of parameters for any different diffusion process. There are important diffusion parameters like, e.g.,
partial pressures of the three involved gases POCl3 -N2 , N2 and O2 that are not easily accessible and
strongly dependent on the used experimental set-up. Additionally, gas flow rates, temperature and time
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Figure 2.10: Temperature profile of the reference diffusion used as standard emitter for lab-type solar cells at the UKN.

influence P diffusion. These partly unknown parameters determine the total concentration of phosphorus
in the PSG layer which eventually determine the shape of the emitter. Furthermore, the exact sequence
of chemical reactions is not clear up to now [110]. Also a description of the current understanding will
be given.
In contrast to B diffusion profiles, for example, P diffusion exhibits an abnormal profile shape as
long as the P concentration is higher than the intrinsic electron concentration ni . A plateau of high P
concentration at the surface is established, which will also contain electrically inactive phosphorus in
form of SiP precipitates if the solid solubility of phosphorus is exceeded. Hence, the total concentration
of phosphorus varies whereas the concentration of the electrically active P atoms saturates forming the
near-surface plateau. This behavior leads to the emitter’s abnormal profile shape and is commonly known
as kink-and-tail profile [111].
Generally, diffusion in solids occurs due to a spatial concentration gradient dC/dx of the diffusing
species and is described by Fick’s second law [112]. At this point, it is assumed that phosphorus diffuses
only along one direction into a homogeneous material. The change in concentration with time equals the
spatial gradient of the particle flux F = −DdC/dx


dC(x,t)
d
d
dC(x,t)
= F(x,t) =
−D
(2.11)
dt
dx
dx
dx
D(C) is the diffusivity which is concentration dependent in the case of phosphorus diffusion. Due to
this dependency the above equation becomes non-linear and is not analytically solvable. Note that the
concentration, in turn, also depends on temperature, i.e., C(x,t, T ). There exists a formulation, the
so-called Boltzmann-Matano analysis, that requires the diffusivity D to be independent of time t and
the position x in the sample. Yoshida et al. demonstrated this for phosphorus diffusion in 1974 [113].
According to that D([P]) solely depends on the P concentration [P] := C.
In addition, phosphorus will be a charged species in Si if it is incorporated substitutionally, namely
P+ . An electrical field is established by the ionized P atoms and hence it is called effective diffusivity
De f f ([P]). This means the Fermi level spatially varies and influences point defect concentrations (vacancies and interstitials) which, in turn, leads to point defect fluxes in order to restore thermal equilibrium.
In the literature, the role of point defects in phosphorus diffusion is highly discussed [111, 114–117].
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In the following, vacancy and interstitial mediated mechanisms will be described with emphasis on the
interstitial mechanism because of its strong impact on gettering. Note that vacancies V have also been
suggested to affect gettering by the formation of vacancy-oxygen complexes acting as nucleation centers
for precipitates with gettered iron [118]. This gettering will be described after the description of the
phosphorus diffusion and the role of Si self-interstitials.
In 1977 the first quantitative description of the phosphorus emitter profile is given by Fair and Tsai
[111]. They claim a solely vacancy mediated diffusion mechanism. Positively charged phosphorus atoms
P+ form complexes with double negatively charged vacancies V= , so called E− centers.
P+ +V =

P+V =

(2.12)

These E− centers are fast diffusing complexes in the near-surface region, where the Fermi-level is close
to the conduction band. Moving away from the surface into the silicon bulk the P doping is lowered.
Thus, the Fermi-level is lowered until a critical value of 0.11 eV below the conduction band is passed.
This value coincides with the energy level of the vacancies V= . Hence, P+ V= pairs become unstable
and dissociate into P+ V− by ejecting an electron. The new complex is very unstable and more likely to
dissociate than P+ V= in the kink region. The freed vacancies V− recombine with P+ atoms to form PV
complexes [111]. These are supposed by Fair and Tsai to be the main diffusing species in the tail region
of the profile.
The description after Fair and Tsai, however, completely ignores experimental evidence for the supersaturation of Si self-interstitials Sii during phosphorus diffusion [119]. Seibt et al., for example,
observed this in PDG experiments of Pt in Si. [120]. Hence, today’s modeling of phosphorus emitter
profiles also involves silicon interstitial mechanisms like the kick-out reaction [72, 121]. This reaction
describes the interaction between a substitutional foreign atom (here Ps ) and a self-interstitial Sii . After
the kick-out of the phosphorus atom by the Si interstitial, the P atom gets into a mobile interstitial site
and is capable to diffuse further into the Si host.
Ps + Sii

Si + Pi

(2.13)

Besides the kick-out reaction it might be possible that the P atoms form mobile complexes with the
interstitials [122, 123]. Phosphorus is said to diffuse as interstitialcy PSii in this case. The above discussion elucidates the lack of a unified model for P diffusion applicable to each experimental observation.
Vacancy and interstitial related mechanisms are often combined in modeling and are separately used
in different profile regions depending on the P concentration. The detailed understanding of emitter
formation is a requirement for a correct interpretation of PDG phenomena.
2.3.2

Phosphorus Diffusion Gettering

The word gettering describes the removal of and/or lowering the recombination activity of impurities in
a material during high temperature treatments. Hence, it is commonly accompanied by an improvement
of the material quality indicated by a higher minority carrier lifetime. A typical temperature range of
600 ◦C to 900 ◦C for PDG is used in the present work. Gettering mechanisms are classified into two main
terms:
• External gettering describes the gettering of impurities by an externally applied layer, e.g., the PSG
layer. Ideally, it is possible to remove most of the gettered impurities after PDG by etching the
phosphosilicate glass off. However, the fact that impurities are gettered within the glass layer is not
confirmed experimentally for 57 Co in [124]. As described extensively in [16], there is experimental
evidence for the metal accumulation at the PSG/Si interface resulting from the formation of SiP
precipitates in the highly P-doped kink region of the emitter profile. This has been emphasized by
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Ourmazd and Schröter using high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) to image NiSi2 particles
close to SiP precipitates [11] and by Gilles et al.’s observation of the 3d transition elements Mn,
Fe and Co occupying substitutional lattice sites in the kink region [125].
• Internal gettering terms the gettering at internally present lattice sites like, e.g., dislocations and
grain boundaries. It should be noted that this gettering type does not lead to a reduction of the total
impurity concentration. Depending on the impurity’s configuration at the respective gettering site
this gettering does not necessarily result in its lower recombination activity, i.e., higher lifetime.
Thus, the word gettering is not entirely appropriate since it is commonly associated with a material improvement. However, the most of the gettered impurities form precipitates or complexes
at nucleation sites which are less detrimental to the electronic material quality than more homogeneously dispensed interstitial impurities. A prominent example is interstitial iron Fei inducing
a deep SRH level within the Si band gap. The correlation between recombination activity and
concentration, distribution, stoichiometry as well as shape of precipitated impurities is studied by
Donolato [126], Istratov et al. [10], Chen et al. [8], Buonassisi et al. [9] and Schön et al. [70]. In
particular, Kveder et al. presented a model being capable of fitting contrast values of dislocations
versus temperature measured by electron beam induced current (EBIC) [7]. Note that the EBIC
contrast of a defect is directly connected to its recombination activity. According to their model,
it turns out that the shape of the contrast versus temperature curve of the investigated dislocation
gives evidence of its metal contamination. Hence, fitting these curves before and after PDG allows
a qualitative description of reducing the impurity concentration at dislocations by gettering.
Rinio et al. showed that external gettering by the phosphorus emitter is the dominant mechanism during
a low temperature annealing (LT anneal) [127]. They annealed comparable mc-Si samples with and
without the emitter present at low temperatures below 600 ◦C. After the emitter removal (of samples
with emitter), all samples are processed into heterojunction solar cells. Light beam induced current
(LBIC) measurements will reveal a beneficial effect only if the emitter is present during the LT anneal.
The authors attributed the benefit to a gettering mechanism dominated by the external gettering sink, i.e.,
the emitter and the PSG. Impurities seem to be gettered mainly by the emitter region and not by internal
gettering sites. This might be expected since the distance that impurities have to overcome in order to
be gettered at the surface is only the sample thickness of 260 µm in this experiment. In contrast to that
lateral distances from intra-grain regions to the nearest grain boundary acting as an internal gettering
sink are in the order of millimeters. Note that their experiment cannot distinguish whether impurities
are mainly gettered by the PSG layer, by the emitter itself or by the interface between these two regions.
This issue is particularly addressed in Chapter 5.
Segregation gettering is one of the two main mechanisms occurring in PDG. Similar to the segregation during crystallization of silicon, impurities have a different solubility limit in the crystallized silicon
than in the gettering region which is the melt in this case. The process is therefore also termed as segregation into a second phase. Depending on the temperature it can involve segregation between the solid
solution of an impurity in silicon and its solid second phase, e.g., metal-silicide formation. A frequently
found metal-silicide stoichiometry is MSi2 [72]. At higher temperature the second phase can also be a
liquid alloy. In addition, it is possible that the phosphosilicate glass (PSG) forms at least partly a liquid
phase with higher solubility for impurities [128]. This aggregation state is likely to occur in highly P
doped SiO2 leading to a reduced melting point. The segregation coefficient is the ratio between the equilibrium impurity concentration in silicon and the one in the respective second phase. On the occasion
that the silicon solution is supersaturated with impurities the gettering is termed relaxation gettering. It
would completely stop if the impurity concentration is below the solubility, whereas segregation gettering continues due to the difference in solubility limits of the gettering layer and the Si bulk [129]. A
supersaturated solution is typically accompanied by the formation of precipitates [69].
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A consequence of the already mentioned kick-out mechanism is the higher amount of mobile interstitial impurities, which can easily diffuse through the Si bulk. This is an important fact when trying
to explain phosphorus gettering phenomena. If impurities can easily diffuse they are more likely to be
trapped at gettering sites located some distance away from the original impurity spot. Gettering sites in
mc-Si are for example grain boundaries and dislocations offering more space for the gettered impurities
than the undistorted crystal lattice. The reaction equation describes the kick-out of a substitutional metal
impurity Ms by a Si interstitial:
Ms + Sii

Si + Mi

(2.14)

Since it is based on the injection of point defects (Si interstitials) that type of gettering is known as
injection gettering. This mechanism typically enhances PDG.
In the following a description of the microscopic processes in PDG is presented based on the model
suggested by Seibt and Kveder [72]. Fig. 2.11 is divided into six steps which does not necessarily mean
that gettering proceeds in these fixed sequences. Some processes might also occur simultaneously.
1. The silicon surface is exposed to an atmosphere containing POCl3 -N2 , N2 and O2 gas.
2. The highly P doped SiO2 (PSG) is formed by consuming a considerable amount of silicon as it
gives rise to a volume expansion of ≈ 130 % [3, 130]. It is also accompanied by the injection of
silicon interstitials.
If the phosphorus content exceeds its solid solubility in silicon precipitation occurs, namely SiP
precipitates are formed. As stated in the introduction the total phosphorus concentration depends
on the gas mixture (gas flow rates and partial pressures), temperature and time. Precipitates might
be a second source for silicon interstitials due to their volume expansion. The main gettering
mechanism is sketched for an interstitial impurity which is transported towards the PSG layer by
segregation.
3. The gettered impurity forms a second phase at the interface between PSG and the Si bulk. As
already mentioned this phase can be liquid or solid. Here the frequently observed compound is
sketched: metal-silicide MSi2 .
The third source for interstitials is the pairing of P with a Si interstitial PSii . Schröter et al. claim
this pair to be the main source of Si self-interstitials [16].
4. This pair is a fast diffusing complex which is one of the mechanisms leading to the specific kinkand-tail shape of P profiles. Note that phosphorus also diffuses via vacancies in the kink region
which is, for the sake of clarity, not sketched here.
5. PSii dissociates at a certain depth of the Si bulk and injects the Si interstitial.
6. Due to the different processes of injecting Si self-interstitials a supersaturation of these point defects is established. This leads to the already described injection gettering. A substitutional impurity is kicked out by the Si atom and subsequently free to be gettered. In contrast to segregation
gettering this mechanism is a non-equilibrium process due to the supersaturation of Si interstitials
which means a concentration beyond its equilibrium value.
In addition to segregation gettering, relaxation gettering will take place in regions where supersaturation
with dissolved impurities is reached [69]. The mechanisms described above emphasize the importance
of Si self-interstitials in PDG of substitutional impurities which are kicked into mobile interstitial sites
by the Si interstitials.
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Figure 2.11: Six steps depicting PDG by segregation and injection gettering. Note that all steps can occur simultaneously but
are depicted separately for the sake of clarity.
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Note that iron is preferably located at an interstitial lattice site or bound to boron in p-type Si [59].
Hence, injection gettering should not be relevant in the particular case of iron gettering. Schröter et al.,
however, describe a gettering mechanism at the PSG/Si interface involving substitutional impurities such
as iron in the kink region of the phosphorus emitter [16]. It should be mentioned still that iron is not
always the only lifetime-limiting impurity in mc-Si as will be discussed in Chapter 6. Iron gettering proceeds as relaxation and segregation gettering. The latter is explained by the pairing between negatively
charged substitutional iron and the positively charged phosphorus. Experimental evidence of such a pairing between the active phosphorus and the substitutional iron was first given by Gilles et al.. It explains
the strongly increased solubility of 3d transition elements within the emitter region by four orders of
magnitude and hence the strong segregation gettering of iron [125]. It also stresses the strong impact of
the active phosphorus concentration [P+ ] on the emitter’s PDG behavior.
Nevertheless, precipitation is of high importance particularly for mc-Si which in turn correlates with
the density of structural defects acting as nucleation centers as pointed out by Schön et al. [70]. Furthermore, Syre et al. emphasize the role of vacancies located in the near-surface emitter region (kink) during
PDG [118]. They observed a correlation between the oxygen content within the emitter and the amount
of gettered iron. In their publication, vacancy-oxygen complexes are assumed to form which act as nucleation centers for iron precipitates. In contrast to Gilles et al., Syre et al. claim an indirect influence
of phosphorus on the gettering of iron originating from the formation of vacancies during the P indiffusion. They suggest an iron-oxygen-vacancy complex Fe-O-V. Chen et al. identify the phosphorusvacancy complex P4 V as the dominant complex being formed in high concentration phosphorus emitters
and being the most effective gettering sink for transition metals [131].
The various processes, involving either interstitials or vacancies, underline the fact that the exact
atomistic mechanisms behind PDG are still unclear and that PDG is subject of current research.
2.3.3

Electrochemical C-V Profiling of Phosphorus Emitters

The emitter profiles of different gettering diffusions are measured by electrochemical capacitance-voltage
(ECV) profiling and serve as process monitoring [132]. ECV is only capable of detecting the electrically
active phosphorus concentration, whereas other methods like, e.g., secondary ion mass spectroscopy
(SIMS) can measure the total P concentration [133]. The functional principle is the formation of a depletion region between the electrolyte and the semiconductor like a Schottky barrier (metal-semiconductor
junction). While the electrolyte is continuously removing the emitter, capacitance-voltage measurements
are performed at several etch depths. Due to the change in voltage the width of the formed depletion
region and thus its capacitance is varied. The value of this capacitance, in turn, is dependent on the
concentration of the fixed ionized phosphorus atoms at each etch depth. The measured electrically active
P concentration [P+ ] is given by the following equation:
[P+ ] =

−2
)2 )
qε0 εr d(1/C(V
dV

(2.15)

with q as the elementary charge, ε0 the vacuum and εr the material’s relative permittivity.
The emitter profile of the reference diffusion of this work is shown in Fig. 2.12. The ECV measurements are performed on flat 1 Ω cm FZ Si samples serving as reference material for the mc-Si samples
investigated in the gettering analysis of the following chapters. The typical kink-and-tail profile shape
of a phosphorus emitter is observed [111, 122]. A second diffusion with a considerably shorter drive-in
duration is also added as green line. Since this diffusion is of higher industrial relevance, it is called
industry. It exhibits a slightly lower sheet resistance of 73 Ω/2 than the reference process with 86 Ω/2.
This is in accordance with its slightly higher P+ surface concentration even though it is not as deep as the
reference emitter (compare Fig. 2.12). Note that the above mentioned sheet resistances are determined
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Figure 2.12: ECV profiles of two POCl3 diffusions with comparable sheet resistance: reference and industry.

by the four point probe method. This method was originally introduced by van der Pauw in 1958 [134].
Herein four measuring tips are attached onto the surface. Between two tips the voltage is measured and
between the other two tips the current is determined. The method enables determining the actual sheet
resistance without any contribution of contact resistances. Experimental errors of the method might
originate from inaccurately positioning the measuring tips such as placing them with varying distance
to the neighboring tip due to non-uniform contact pressure or at an insufficient distance to the sample
edges [135, 136].
A gettering analysis comparing both diffusions is presented in Chapter 3. Herein, a more detailed
overview of the crucial diffusion parameters concerning PDG will be given. Note that the emitter has
to meet some device related requirements like, e.g., a low series resistance which can be contacted
effectively by the cell process specific technique. The optimization of PDG is, therefore, restricted to a
narrow parameter window which leaves the emitter profile shape unchanged. Hence, it is suitable to vary
the temperature before and/or after the actual diffusion process. Before the POCl3 -N2 gas is applied,
the temperature can be selected arbitrarily high in order to achieve dissolution of precipitates. The
dissolved atoms might be more easily gettered which was suggested experimentally and theoretically
by Schön et al. [70] and is also analyzed in this work (pre-diffusion gettering in Chapter 5). Varying
the temperature after the diffusion is more critical and restricted to lower temperatures. This includes
cooling ramps enhancing PDG due to gradually lowering solubility limits of impurities. A detailed
lifetime analysis of diffusions with advanced cooling ramps is also presented in Chapter 5 and referred
to as post-diffusion gettering.
In the following, solely the ECV profiles of post-diffusion gettering processes will be discussed. Prediffusion gettering, however, is unlikely to affect the P+ profile since no phosphorus is present during
the high temperature step before the actual POCl3 diffusion. The influence of a 90 min annealing at
600 ◦C after each diffusion (reference and industry) is monitored by ECV profiling. For this test the
unloading temperature of both diffusions is set from 600 ◦C up to 800 ◦C. After unloading, samples are
driven back into the oven and subjected to a 90 min annealing at 600 ◦C in N2 atmosphere. As can be
seen from Fig 2.13a there is no difference between the profiles with and without additional annealing.
Fig. 2.13b shows an enlarged section of the near-surface emitter region (kink). In this section, however,
slight differences between the processes are notable. Each diffusion with annealing exhibits a slightly
lower P+ surface concentration than its counterpart without annealing. The concentration of electrically
active phosphorus at a depth of 10 nm decreases by 5 × 1019 cm−3 which equals up to 15% of the P+
surface concentration before annealing (for the industry emitter).
Solar cells with different POCl3 emitters are presented in Chapter 7. The unloading temperature of
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(b) Enlarged black rectangle sketched in (a).

Figure 2.13: ECV profiles of POCl3 diffusions with and without a 90 min annealing at Tunload = 600 ◦C.

(a)

(b) Enlarged black rectangle sketched in (a).

Figure 2.14: ECV profiles of POCl3 diffusions with and without a 90 min annealing at Tunload = 700 ◦C.

the reference and industry diffusions in this experiment is 700 ◦C. The reference diffusion with the higher
unloading temperature is referred to as Diff 1 and the latter as Indus-700. Note that all POCl3 diffusions
applied to produce lab-type solar cells are written in italics throughout this work. The ECV profiles of
both diffusions are shown in Fig. 2.14a. In addition, the influence of a 90 min annealing at 700 ◦C after
each diffusion is tested2 . An enlarged section of the kink region is given in Fig. 2.14b. The P+ surface
concentration of the Indus-700 diffusion at a depth of approximately 10 nm decreases by 5 × 1019 cm−3
due to the 90 min annealing step. This change accounts for up to 14.7% of the kink concentration before
annealing. This is accompanied by a slight increase of its sheet resistance by only 3% which is close to
the experimental error of 2.5% (see Tab. 2.5).
The measured ECV profiles are listed in Tab. 2.5 together with their P+ kink concentrations (determined at a depth of ≈ 10 nm) sorted by their unloading temperature. The difference of the ECV profiles
yielded by annealing at 700 ◦C is smaller than the difference between the Indus-700 and the Diff 1 emitter. The P+ kink concentration of the Diff 1 emitter is by 21% smaller than the one of the Indus-700
2 Samples of this experiment are kept in the diffusion oven during cooling down to 700 ◦C in contrast to the previous experiment

with unloading of samples at 800 ◦C and driving them back into the oven at 600 ◦C. It is suggested that this difference has no
significant impact on the ECV profile shape.
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Table 2.5: Four point probe sheet resistances of all investigated ECV profiles with their P+ kink concentrations (@ depth of
≈ 10 nm) sorted by their unloading temperature. All POCl3 diffusions applied to produce lab-type solar cells are written in
italics throughout this work.

Tunload

Sheet resistance

P+ kink concentration

(◦C)

(Ω/2)

(1020 cm−3 )

Diff 2

500

82 ± 2

2.25

Diff 2 + anneal

500

83 ± 1.9

2.2

Reference

600

86 ± 2.4

2.35

Reference + anneal

600

85 ± 1.9

2.15

Industry

600

77 ± 2.1

3.27

Industry + anneal

600

81 ± 2.2

2.84

Diff 1

700

76 ± 2.5

2.72

Diff 1 + anneal

700

77 ± 2.5

2.53

Indus-700

700

73 ± 1.8

3.37

Indus-700 + anneal

700

75 ± 1.6

2.86

Diffusion

emitter. This corresponds to a higher sheet resistance by 4%. Note that the industry (Indus-700) emitter
is significantly more shallow than the reference (Diff 1) one. A reduced P+ surface concentration or
particularly a more shallow emitter profile shape might result in a lower solar cell performance. This will
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
Furthermore, a third emitter with and without a 90 min annealing step at the end is tested in this
chapter which is the reference diffusion with Tunload = 500 ◦C referred to as Diff 2. Its ECV profile is
not explicitly shown but its crucial parameters such as P+ kink concentration and sheet resistance are
added to Tab. 2.5. The additional annealing at 500 ◦C has a minor influence on the kink concentration.
Its absolute value is smaller than the one of the Diff 1 process. Hence, the sheet resistance of this
emitter is slightly higher, namely 82(2) Ω/2 compared with 76.0(25) Ω/2 in the case of Diff 1 with
Tunload = 700 ◦C. A clear tendency can be seen from Tab. 2.5 which is the sheet resistance decreasing
with higher unloading temperature. It is accompanied by an increase of the P+ kink concentrations.
Still, it should be remarked that the industry emitters have higher kink concentrations than the reference
emitters.
Within the framework of the present thesis, another type of diffusion is tested and its gettering behavior is compared with the reference emitter. It is the standard emitter of the industrial solar cell process
performed at the University of Konstanz. The sheet resistance measured by the four point probe method
is 54 Ω/2. Fig. 2.15 shows this emitter in comparison with the other two diffusions described above.
Note that it is referred to as industry 1. In Chapter 4, a fourth diffusion is investigated which is very
similar to the industry 1 diffusion and is called industry 2. An optimization by means of slight changes
in gas flow rates is performed for the industry 2 diffusion. The optimization addresses the reduction of
the emitter saturation current density by lowering the amount of inactive phosphorus in the near-surface
region (kink). This is important for the performance of the industrial solar cells and does not change the
ECV profile. The profile of industry 2 is not explicitly shown in Fig. 2.15 since it coincides with the
industry 1 emitter. In the kink region these emitters have a higher P+ concentration of 4.7 × 1020 cm−3
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Figure 2.15: ECV profiles of POCl3 diffusions shown in Fig. 2.12 in comparison with the third type of diffusion resulting in a
sheet resistance of 54 Ω/2.

than the 80 Ω/2 diffusions (reference and industry) with [P+ ] ≈ 2.9 × 1020 cm−3 .
As described in the previous section, PDG does not only proceed by relaxation and segregation gettering, it is rather accompanied by injection gettering. Hence, it is suggested that the differences in the nearsurface [P+ ] of the different emitters in Fig. 2.15 might have a minor impact on their PDG behavior. On
the other hand, their penetration depth might be of higher importance since phosphorus diffuses as PSii
pair in the emitter tail region and subsequently injects the Si interstitial deeper within the Si bulk. The
reference diffusion clearly exhibits the deepest profile with a depth of 0.3 µm at [P+ ] ≈ 5 × 1017 cm−3 of
the three diffusions. The profile depth of Industry 1 is in between the other two emitters, i.e., 0.24 µm
and the industry emitter has the flattest profile shape of 0.19 µm. Note that the industry and the reference profiles are measured with a rather long step width at low concentrations. Still, their above given
penetration depths are comparable to the ECV profiles of the POCl3 emitters with the higher unloading
temperature of 700 ◦C with and without annealing shown in Fig. 2.14. This also suggests the fact that
phosphorus does not diffuse further into the Si host at 700 ◦C, in particular, during the 90 min annealing
at this temperature. The near-surface concentration, however, reflects a slight decrease indicating such
further in-diffusion of phosphorus at first sight. As the tail regions of the profiles do not confirm this, it is
suggested that there occurs the deactivation of a fraction of the near-surface P+ atoms without allowing
them to diffuse deeper into the Si.
The same effect was reported by Schön et al. due to the annealing at 550 ◦C which leads to an increase of the sheet resistance by 20% compared with the standard diffusion process with higher unloading
temperature [137]. The lowest P+ kink concentration of ≈ 2.25 × 1020 cm−3 is observed for the Diff 2
emitter with the lowest unloading temperature whereas the Diff 1 diffusion, having the highest unloading temperature, results in the highest kink concentration. In agreement with Schön et al., it is suggested
that this effect originates from the lowered solubility limit of phosphorus due to the reduced unloading
temperatures [137]. Hence, the reduced unloading temperature of 500 ◦C compared with 700 ◦C results
in the deactivation of 17% of the P+ kink concentration.
In summary, the ECV emitter profiles exhibit only slight changes in their kink concentration due to
additional annealing at the respective unloading temperature of a diffusion. The strongest reduction of
the kink concentration is found to be approximately 15% for the Indus-700 diffusion and is accompanied
by an increasing sheet resistance of 3%. Note that an additional 90 min annealing at 500 ◦C only leads
to a minor reduction of [P+ ] whereas its absolute value is clearly lower than at a higher unloading
temperature. This indicates that the time of approximately 110 min which is necessary for the cooling
ramp down to 500 ◦C suffices to reach the equilibrium P+ concentration of that temperature. Hence, the
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additional annealing does not lead to a significant further deactivation of [P+ ] in this case. The impact
of an additional annealing on the emitter’s gettering behavior, however, is examined in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Gettering Efficacy of POCl3 Emitters with
the Same Sheet Resistance
The gettering efficacy of two 80 Ω/2 emitters with different process durations and gas
flows is analyzed. A lot of scientific effort was made to determine the most lifetimelimiting defects and to learn to remove them most effectively [70,127,138]. To achieve
this, it is essential to understand the mechanisms behind PDG [5,16,73,118,125,131,
139]. Multicrystalline Si (mc-Si) samples of the same cast ingot (material I) differing
significantly by their grain structure and impurity level are selected. A detailed gettering analysis on these samples, therefore, has to be carried out and the correlation
between defect structure and gettering efficacy is examined. Particular focus is put
on the role of extended defects during PDG. Hence, the dislocation density of such
defects is measured. The following content is based on an article [140].

3.1

Experimental Details

The analysis is executed on 5 × 5 cm2 samples originating from a mc-Si ingot of Gen 1 size produced
within the framework of the project SolarWinS [20]. The mc-Si ingot is the material I listed in Tab. 2.1.
The analyzed positions are sketched in Fig. 3.1a and marked in red: C, D and F. The shown PL image
of the wafer reveals that the edges to the right (C, F, I) and to the bottom are close to crucible walls with
impurities diffusing in from these walls, reducing the wafer quality during crystal growth. This region
of lower material quality is often called red zone. The already described wafer positions are from three
different ingot heights: bottom, center and top. Note that the PL image shows a non-passivated as-cut
wafer of material II which serves only as allocation of the selected positions with respect to the red zone.
Fig. 3.1b is already described in Sec. 1.1.2. It depicts the standard process of a PDG analysis with
(group B samples) and without (group A samples) the hydrogenation effect from a PECVD SiNx layer.
The second processing step is the emitter formation carried out in an industrial-type POCl3 furnace. Four
different process sequences are applied to four vertically directly neighboring p-type mc-Si samples (≈
1 Ω cm, ≈ 150 µm) with comparable grain structure and very similar defect distribution (in the following
referred to as sister samples):
1. Diffusion 1: reference
2. Diffusion 2: industry
3. Diffusion 1 + H: reference gettering and subsequently firing of emitter and SiNx :H layer
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Figure 3.1: (a) PL image of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 mc-Si wafer out of a Gen 1 crucible (as-cut, without surface passivation). (b)
Process flow of lifetime samples.

4. Diffusion 2 + H: industry gettering and subsequently firing of emitter and SiNx :H layer
In Fig. 3.2 two varied POCl3 diffusions applied in this study are sketched. Both processes lead to a sheet
resistance of 80 Ω/2. The red continuous line marks the reference diffusion. This is the standard emitter
of laboratory-sized solar cells, whose front contact grid is defined by photolithography. In comparison to
the industry diffusion drive-in of 5 min, the reference drive-in lasts considerably longer with 60 min, and
its oxygen flow is higher (see table in Fig. 3.2). The unloading temperature is 600 ◦C for both processes.
If SiNx :H is additionally deposited on both sides in an industrial-type plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) system and fired, processes are denoted as diffusion + H. Therefore, in
Fig. 3.1b all samples are schematically divided into group A (without SiNx :H) and B (with SiNx :H).
Note that group B samples are fired with their emitter layers still present. Thus both effects during deposition and firing, the additional gettering as well as the hydrogenation, cannot be separated. On the other
hand, this allows a direct comparison to solar cell material that is presented in Sec. 3.2.3 since it is the
processing sequence used for solar cell fabrication. The final solar cell performance is therefore affected
by several processing steps (gettering and hydrogenation). In central ingot height two sister samples per
process are investigated to improve statistics. For a more detailed description of sample preparation see
Sec. 1.1.2.

3.2
3.2.1

POCl3 Gettering Analysis
Detailed Gettering Analysis in Central Ingot Height Using Linescans

This section focuses on the gettering efficacy of three different positions C, D and F (see Fig. 3.3).
According to Fig. 3.1a, positions C and F originate from ingot edge regions while position D is closer to
the ingot center. This is in agreement with the lower as-grown mean lifetimes (≈ 29 µs) of these positions
compared with 41 µs of sample D. A dark PL contrast at the right and bottom edges is due to the proximity
to crucible walls serving as a source of contamination. At first sight, as-grown samples exhibit different
defect structures. From left to right in the top row of Fig. 3.3 grain sizes increase and therefore the
amount of grain boundaries decreases. Whereas defect clusters [141], localized dark regions of random
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Figure 3.2: Applied POCl3 diffusions.

shape, are mainly observed for position D and F; position C is almost free of such clusters. After industry
diffusion gettering a stronger PL contrast is predominantly visible at these clusters (note the different
scaling). Hence the highest mean lifetime of 344 µs after gettering and by far the highest gettering
efficacy is detected on position C. This suggests that defect clusters hinder the gettering process. It is
interesting to note that grain boundaries of weaker PL contrasts in the as-grown images, running parallel,
vanish after gettering. To examine this in more detail an image section of position C is marked as green
rectangle in Fig. 3.3 and depicted in Fig. 3.4. Due to their specific structure these grain boundaries might
accommodate impurities with low activation energies, so that gettering is facilitated. This is discussed in
more detail in Sec. 3.3. Another explanation for this observation could be the reduction and/or removal
of structural defects due to the high temperature diffusion step or longer diffusion durations. Fenning et
al. [142] reported a reduction of the dislocation density with higher diffusion temperature already in the
range of 820 ◦C to 920 ◦C.
In addition to the already gained insight into gettering mechanisms, a linescan is performed on each
wafer position, and marked as 1 to 3 in Fig. 3.3. The scans across selected defect clusters are depicted in
Fig. 3.5. The already stated higher lifetime contrast after industry diffusion compared with the as-grown
state is also confirmed by these linescans. A useful parameter, in order to quantify clusters appearing
in PL images by their recombination activity, is the PL contrast C. This quantity is calculated from the
lifetime plateaus to the left τleft and right τright of a linescan profile and from its minimum lifetime τmin
(see Fig. 3.5a).
C=

τ̄margins − τmin
τleft + τright
with τ̄margins =
τ̄margins
2

(3.1)

All positions D, F and C exhibit a significantly lower lifetime within the scanned clusters τmin after
industry diffusion than after reference diffusion. Besides that, profiles after both diffusions are similarly
shaped and are even not distinguishable towards the cluster margins. This results in a higher lifetime
contrast for the industry diffusion. From the blue dotted line representing the industry diffusion a contrast
value C is calculated, e.g. 90% for position D. The lifetime contrast of the reference diffusion depicted as
red dotted line is 65%, which is considerably lower. Consequently, the longer lasting reference diffusion
removes impurities more effectively out of defect clusters.
The as-grown linescan only slightly resembles the profiles after gettering. This might be due to the
as-grown material containing a high amount of homogeneously distributed impurities. Thus recombina-
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Position D

Position F

Position C

41.2 µs

29.7 µs

28.1 µs

112 µs

156 µs

344 µs

Figure 3.3: Lifetime calibrated PL maps of different positions before (as-grown, top row) and after industry diffusion (bottom
row). Note the different scaling of the rows. On each sample linescans of Fig. 3.5 are marked as 1 to 3. On position C an
image section is highlighted in green and depicted in Fig. 3.4. Also the arithmetically averaged lifetime is given.

As-grown

Industry

Figure 3.4: Green rectangles in Fig. 3.3: enlarged image details of position C before and after industry diffusion. Grain
boundaries running parallel mainly observed for position C in the as-grown state.

tion activity between structural defects and grains not strongly deviates, resulting in low PL contrasts.
During gettering mobile impurities are removed, but still many of them preferably remain inside structural defects (or are internally gettered there), which results in highly recombination active dark PL
regions. Thus, these structural defects are visible much more pronounced after gettering than in the
as-grown state although the lifetime is increased in all regions.
It is interesting to note for position F and C, that the difference between reference and industry
diffusion vanishes after SiNx + emitter firing, whereas for position D both diffusions still differ, with
reference +H resulting in higher lifetimes. As already mentioned, position F and C are gettered more
effectively than position D due to their specific grain structure. After the additional gettering and/or
hydrogenation step during SiNx :H firing, highest lifetimes are reached for both diffusion types and this
might saturate at a certain maximum level. Therefore, both diffusions in combination with the SiNx :H
deposition and firing step seem to be capable of achieving this maximum lifetime on position C and F. On
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(a) Position D - Linescan 1

τleft
τright
-

τMin

(b) Position F - Linescan 2

(c) Position C - Linescan 3

Figure 3.5: Linescans marked in Fig. 3.3. One scan is performed on each position: D, F and C. Each of them is divided into
five linescans that reflect the lifetime before and after processing of the four different process schemes.
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145
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111

Figure 3.6: Lifetime calibrated PL maps of position D in central ingot height after two kinds of POCl3 gettering: reference
(top) and industry (bottom). Two neighboring samples (#1 and #2) per diffusion are shown.

the contrary, at position D still non gettered and/or non passivated impurities, lowering the local lifetime,
might remain in defect clusters especially for the shorter industry diffusion. Hence the difference between
both diffusions is maintained after SiNx + emitter firing.
3.2.2

Gettering Analysis on Position D Using Normalized Difference Maps

Comparison of Two POCl3 Diffusions

Fig. 3.6 shows lifetime calibrated PL maps of D samples in central ingot height. It is clearly seen that
reference diffusion gettered samples exhibit higher lifetimes than industry gettered ones. To examine in
more detail which regions actually improve, a normalized difference map is calculated between reference (i+1) and industry (i) diffusion gettered sister samples (see Fig. 3.7 left). The shown deviation is
normalized to the lower lifetime (industry diffused sample) according to the following equation:
τdifference =

τi+1 − τi
τi

(3.2)

The map on the right-hand side is the normalized difference between two samples that are processed
in the same diffusion in order to see process-related deviations between sister samples. The full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of its histogram is around 87%. Assuming a normal distribution, this value
corresponds to a standard deviation of ± 37%. Improvements in the left-hand side map exceeding this
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Difference map of samples with
same processing
(Experimental error)

Normalized difference maps of position D sister samples in Fig. 3.6.

Left: "Reference"-"Industry".

Right: "Industry #1" - "Industry #2".

deviation are relevant. Therefore, the mean improvement by the reference diffusion is 66 ± 37%. In
particular, red regions are negative values which would describe a degradation due to reference diffusion
compared with industry diffusion. These values mainly constitute within the experimental error of ± 37%
and hence may not necessarily reflect actual degradations.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that most of these red regions belong to higher quality regions
in the PL images. This implies that the shorter industry diffusion is more effective in regions of higher
material quality. Yellow regions, describing a difference of ≈ 200% and higher, are correlated with dark
black regions that do not improve significantly after industry diffusion compared with the as-grown state
(see Fig. 3.5a and 3.6). These regions of low material quality might be accumulations of dislocations and
grain boundaries decorated with impurities lowering the bulk lifetime [143]. Since the initial as-grown
lifetime within these regions is very low, it is not surprising that there is stronger percentage improvement
than within regions of better initial material quality. Here we focus on two kinds of diffusions which
obviously lead to different final lifetimes within these regions starting from the same initial low lifetime.
As a similar structure is visible after both reference and industry diffusion, significant structural changes
due to the longer diffusion duration can be excluded. Reference gettered samples exhibit a much lower
PL contrast than industry gettered ones. This indicates a more efficient improvement of low quality
regions which consequently appear less pronounced. It is supposed that a higher impurity decoration of
grain boundaries and defect clusters is still present after the shorter industry process.
Effect of SiNx :H + emitter firing

In this section the effect of SiNx :H deposition and subsequently firing this layer with emitter underneath
is discussed. It should be mentioned that from this experiment it is not distinguishable if the analyzed
effect originates from hydrogen in-diffusion, from additional POCl3 gettering or from a combination
of both. The difference map between a reference gettered sample and its sister sample after the additional SiNx :H step is calculated. Samples are also D samples out of central ingot height and therefore
comparable to the already shown PL maps in Fig. 3.6.
As can be seen from Fig. 3.8, there is an enhancement of bulk lifetime within the whole wafer. Again
the experimental error is depicted on the right-hand side map. The standard deviation is only 12% which
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Difference map between reference and
reference + H gettered samples

Difference map of samples with
same processing
(Experimental error)

Figure 3.8: Normalized difference map of reference gettered D samples with and without SiNx :H step. Sister samples of
samples in Fig. 3.6 are depicted. Left: "Reference + H"-"Reference". Right: "Reference + H #1" - "Reference + H #2".

Difference map between industry and
industry + H gettered samples

Difference map of samples with
same processing
(Experimental error)

Figure 3.9: Normalized difference map of industry gettered D samples with and without SiNx :H step. Sister samples of
samples in Fig. 3.6 are depicted. Left: "Industry + H" - "Industry". Right: "Industry #1" - "Industry #2"

is significantly lower than the above shown error of samples after diffusion. According to the difference
map in Fig. 3.8 (left), it is remarkable that the effect of the SiNx :H firing step predominantly improves
regions that have not already been improved by reference gettering compared with industry gettering.
These regions are highlighted in yellow, representing values up to 200%, and correspond to individual
grain boundaries mostly in the vicinity of or even surrounding already reference gettered regions. An
additional mean lifetime improvement of 98 ± 12% by SiNx :H is reached. It seems that both processing
steps, emitter diffusion and SiNx :H deposition with firing, complement one another as also reported. This
finding is in agreement with the publications of several authors [90, 144–146]. Within particular regions
the reference diffusion might not have been able to remove all impurities. During firing the remaining
impurities might be partially gettered and subsequently dangling bonds are passivated by hydrogen or
impurities themselves are passivated by hydrogen.
At first sight, the difference between industry gettered and industry + H gettered samples shown in
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Fig. 3.9 seems to exhibit a stronger relative lifetime enhancement. This might be expected since the
previously industry gettered sample is of lower material quality compared with the reference diffusion.
Thus high relative lifetime changes can be more easily achieved starting from lower lifetimes compared
with samples of better initial quality. The mean improvement of industry gettered material by SiNx :H
with 137 ± 37% is higher than the additional improvement of previously reference gettered material. In
this case the experimental error could not be determined from two sister samples since only one sample
after industry + H is measured. Therefore, the standard deviation of ± 37% is assumed which has already
been determined for industry gettering.
As already argued, a high amount of impurities may remain predominantly within defect clusters
and grain boundaries which could not be gettered by the short industry diffusion before. Therefore, this
amount of impurities might undergo another gettering process during SiNx :H firing and/or a passivation
by hydrogen. It was shown in the previous Sec. 3.2.1 that position C and F react to POCl3 diffusion differently than position D. They exhibit such strong lifetime improvements after industry + H gettering,
that the final lifetimes reach the level of reference + H gettered samples. These differences in responding to the same process schemes are attributed to the different defect structure for the different wafer
positions. The corresponding structures are clearly seen in Fig. 3.3. In conclusion, the optimum process scheme for position D within central ingot height can be stated as reference diffusion followed by
SiNx :H deposition and firing.
3.2.3

Gettering Analysis in Different Ingot Heights - A Comparison with Solar Cell Efficiencies

Fig. 3.10 shows mean lifetimes arithmetically averaged over the respective 5 × 5 cm2 samples versus
ingot height after each process scheme. In central ingot height two samples per process are measured.
Lifetimes of positions D, F and C are depicted. The reference diffusion gettered samples are displayed as
red crosses and group B samples (+ SiNx :H) as red stars. Lifetimes after industry diffusion are marked
as green minus signs and with an addtional SiNx :H step as green plus signs. Black dots are the initial
as-grown lifetimes without any processing except saw damage removal, surface cleaning and passivation required for lifetime measurements. Highest as-grown lifetime in central ingot height is 41 µs for
position D followed by position F with 30 µs. Position C exhibits the lowest as-grown lifetime of 28 µs.
Note that a few data points are missing due to broken samples.
In the framework of the project SolarWinS (see acknowledgement) an industrial project partner produced solar cells using a standard industrial cell process out of every tenth 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer along
the ingot height. In Fig. 3.10 normalized efficiencies of these cells are included as blue squares and are
linked to the right y-axis. Given efficiencies are normalized to the highest efficiency measured for the
mc-Si material under investigation. As already stated in Sec. 3.2.1, position F (central ingot height) exhibits such a strong lifetime increase, that industry + H samples even slightly outreach the lifetime level
of reference + H samples. This is also visible in Fig. 3.10. Again position C shows similar behavior in
central ingot height with reference + H and industry + H reaching similar lifetimes.
As solar cells are commonly passivated by PECVD SiNx :H and fired, it should be focused on lifetime
values after diffusion + H when comparing with cell efficiencies. It is interesting to note that edge
positions F and C follow the same decrease in lifetime towards top ingot height as the solar cell efficiency.
This is not observed for position D, probably because of the fact that position D is located closer to
the ingot center, whereas positions F and C are closer to crucible walls. Therefore, it is indicated that
15.6 × 15.6 cm2 solar cells in top ingot height are limited by the red zone which is the low material
quality region originating from impurities diffusing out of crucible walls.
It was shown by the detailed gettering analysis that the particular defect structure found in each sample determines the sample’s behavior under varying PDG processes (compare e.g. with similar results for
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Figure 3.10: Mean lifetimes versus ingot height at positions D, F and C. Large area solar cell efficiencies (15.6 × 15.6 cm2 )
are normalized to the highest efficiency reached for the mc-Si material under investigation. Given is the physical ingot height
including the red zone.
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Table 3.1: Recombination activity of extended defects on position D, F and C expressed in PL contrast values determined
from linescans in Fig. 3.5.

Sample state

Contrast value C (%)
Position D

Position F

Position C

as-grown

72

31

27

industry

90

83

74

reference

65

44

47

ribbon silicon materials [147]). The amount of extended defects especially limits PDG on position D. It
should be emphasized here that comparing lifetimes to solar cell efficiencies is only possible by focusing
on lifetime samples that reflect the combination of gettering and hydrogenation, namely diffusion + H
samples. Efficiency of large area solar cells shows the same trend as the edge samples in contrast to the
centrally positioned D sample. This behavior seems to be independent of the varying PDG processes.
Each position as well as each ingot height exhibits a different optimum process that leads to the highest
lifetime. This clearly shows the need of analyzing not only the difference in PDG efficacy but rather
the combination of both, PDG and hydrogenation. In the previous section a fundamental difference between both processing steps is highlighted for the reference diffusion on position D (see Fig. 3.8). The
hydrogenation step herein predominantly improves grain boundaries while the optimized PDG alone
(reference) is more efficient at extended defects.
In summary, the achievable lifetime after the complete processing is not only dependent on the respective local defect structure but also on ingot height and position. The correlation in performance
between lifetime edge samples and solar cells demonstrates that cell efficiencies are governed by the red
zone. In addition, the material quality of edge samples is limited towards top ingot height independently
of the applied type of PDG.

3.2.4

Correlation with Dislocation Density

As was shown in the previous sections, extended defects limit the reachable material quality during PDG.
After gettering they still appear strongly recombination active in the PL images. This is predominantly
observed for the shorter industry diffusion and is expressed by its higher PL contrast compared with reference gettered material in Fig. 3.6. Enlarged sections (2 × 2 cm2 PL images) of these lifetime-limiting
defects of each position D, F and C are given in the second row of Fig. 3.11. Quantifying them by their
recombination activity, the PL contrasts before processing (as-grown), after industry diffusion and after
reference diffusion are given in Tab. 3.1. These values are obtained from linescans across selected defects presented in Fig. 3.5. As already mentioned above, the shorter industry gettering process is limited
more strongly by extended defects than the reference diffusion. Therefore, the order in PL contrasts
before gettering (as-grown): 72%, 31% and 27% is maintained after the shorter PDG (industry) going
from position D (90%) via F (83%) to C (74%). Since the reference process getters more effectively and
is less limited than industry gettering, the resulting PL contrasts of extended defects on position F (44%)
and C (47%) are smaller and also very similar. Still after reference diffusion the selected defect on position D exhibits the highest contrast of 65% which is still lower than the 90% after industry diffusion. In
summary, contrast values and hence recombination activity after reference gettering are generally lower
than after industry gettering.
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Figure 3.11: PL images of all three positions D, F and C after PDG in the top row. Three 2 × 2 cm2 sections enlarging one
extended defect on each position. Scaling of these images is adjusted in order to increase the contrast. The third row shows
the dislocation density maps measured at the same defects. Bottom row gives the correlation between recombination activity
(PL contrast) and dislocation density. For this correlation the dislocation density maps are layered transparently upon the PL
contrast maps. Note the different maps are measured on sister samples with two wafers in between which explains a slight
mismatch between them.

At the same defects etch pit density measurements with a cross sectional area of 2.5 × 2.5 cm2 performed by Dr. S. Würzner (TUBA Freiberg) are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3.11. These measurements explain the origin of the extended defects under investigation. The highest dislocation density up
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to values of 107 cm−2 can be noted for position D while position F exhibits slightly less dislocations.
Position C has the smallest dislocation density. This correlates with the presented gettering efficacy of
all three positions. Gettering on position D is drastically hindered by the existence of such a high dislocation density. On the contrary, PDG is very effective on position C. It should be kept in mind that the
dislocation density alone is not the only parameter determining the recombination activity of the investigated region. It is rather the combination of these structural defects and their decoration with impurities
and/or precipitates.
According to Seibt and Kveder clean dislocations result in a small recombination activity. This is
considerably changed when they are contaminated with impurities (see e.g. Sec. 4 in [4]). Hence, the
difference between reference and industry gettering at these defects might be due to the hindered outdiffusion of trapped impurities. An extended gettering process like the reference diffusion promotes
cleaning of these dislocations, which consequently results in a smaller PL contrast corresponding to a
lower recombination activity. A critical value of 106 cm−2 in dislocation density (yellow regions) seems
to be detrimental to the minority carrier lifetime and therefore the material quality. Regions of lower
dislocation density do not exhibit notable recombination activity. In the lower left corner of position F
a strong PL contrast is observed which is not correlated to an increase of dislocation density. Such a
mismatch might be explained by measuring different sister samples which slightly vary in their defect
structure. The investigated sister samples are located two wafers apart from each other which corresponds
to a distance of 1 mm along ingot height.

3.3

Discussion

Comparing all three as-grown wafers in Fig. 3.3, it can be noticed that position C is assumed to contain
most twin boundaries running parallel for quite long distances (see enlarged section in Fig. 3.4). Also
remarkable is a smaller number of grains compared with position F and especially to position D, which
contains the highest number of grains and smallest amount of grain boundaries (GBs) running parallel.
According to Karzel et al. [148] it is suggested that these twin boundaries are ∑ 3 GBs that exhibit a
weaker recombination activity than for example GBs of higher ∑ value or dislocation clusters [149].
Chen et al. claimed that this type of GBs is only recombination active when contaminated e.g. with
Fe [150]. This is consistent with the presented results on position C. Herein most ∑ 3 GBs are detected
in the as-grown state whereas their PL contrast vanishes after gettering. It can be argued that impurities
are completely removed out of these grain boundaries. Due to the small tilt angle between neighboring
grain orientations in case of ∑ 3 GBs, crystal structure is less distorted than for higher ∑ values. Thus,
it seems plausible that impurities are easily removed out of them. However, it is emphasized that the
GB characterization via coincidence site lattice CSL (∑ value) is incomplete when classifying grain
boundaries by their recombination activity. This is due to the fact that the ∑ value does not describe the
boundary plane that is formed between the neighboring grains [151, 152]. Whether grain boundaries are
recombination active or not is therefore highly discussed and not completely understood up to now.
The fact that the sample with most grains of smaller size exhibits the highest as-grown lifetime (position D) is not clear from first sight. It might be a consequence of an internal gettering effect which
preferably occurs at grain boundaries during crystallization and cooling. Due to this effect intra-grain
regions of position D might be cleaner and reach higher bulk lifetimes than intra-grain regions of position F, for example. At position F these regions are crossed by the above mentioned twin boundaries
(∑ 3) and appear as blurry dark regions of low material quality in the as-grown PL image. In addition to
the fact that position D exhibits most structural defects serving as many internal gettering sites, the edge
samples C and F are more strongly and homogeneously contaminated by in-diffusing impurities from
the crucible walls. In comparison to that, position D exhibits intra-grain regions of brighter PL contrasts
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and therefore higher lifetimes. After gettering the situation is completely changed. The best gettering
efficacy occurs for the C samples with the lowest as-grown lifetimes, but the highest number of ∑ 3 GBs.
This would lead to the conclusion of a facilitated gettering process when there are more ∑ 3 GBs present
in the material. Also it can be stated here that the initial as-grown lifetime alone is not a good indicator
for predicting the gettering efficacy of mc-Si, without taking the local defect structure into account.
According to Fig. 3.7, the longer lasting POCl3 diffusion process (reference) predominantly improves the already mentioned defect clusters highlighted in yellow. These PDG limiting extended defects that are selected by the linescans in Fig. 3.5 have been exposed to a defect etch. A clear correlation
between higher dislocation density and recombination activity can be drawn from these measurements
(examined in Sec. 3.2.4). A critical dislocation density of 106 cm−2 is detected, which can be seen as the
minimum dislocation density leading to a lowered lifetime compared with non-dislocated surroundings.
Note that the decoration with impurities of such dislocations cannot be neglected concerning their impact
on the carrier lifetime. In agreement with Buonassisi et al., it is emphasized that even if the impurity
concentration is relatively low after gettering, it is still sufficient to result in the lowered lifetime of the
highly dislocated regions [153].
Lattice defects like dislocations and grain boundaries can enhance impurity diffusion since activation
energy for migrating atoms can be lowered in these regions depending on the type of foreign atom
[154, 155]. On the contrary, they might also serve as internal gettering sites with dangling bonds and
vacancies that attract and facilitate precipitation of impurities [8, 156]. If impurities stay recombination
active within these sites, the external POCl3 gettering process is constricted. In the case of a decelerated
precipitation dissolution and impurity diffusion, atoms need more time and/or higher temperature to be
released from lattice defects, particularly from defect clusters, and to be transported towards external
gettering sites. Since both diffusions are performed at the same temperature, the longer lasting reference
diffusion might be better suited.
Additionally, there is a higher oxygen flow during drive-in. Oxygen is found to produce a large
amount of Si self-interstitials due to amorphous SiO2 formation with a volume expansion of ≈ 130%
[3, 130]. It is suggested that the supersaturation of these interstitials is responsible for gettering via the
so-called kick-out mechanism [11, 110, 157]. Another possible mechanism behind P gettering is given
by Syre et al. [118]. Here vacancies are claimed to be responsible for gettering while they are formed
during P in-diffusion in the near-surface region containing very high P concentration. Vacancy and
oxygen form VO2 complexes that might act as precipitation centers for oxygen precipitates which in turn
act as gettering sites for Fe. Consequently, it seems plausible that a longer drive-in time accompanied by
a higher oxygen flow provides a more efficient gettering diffusion.

3.4

Summary

Different gettering efficacy is observed for two 80 Ω/2 POCl3 emitters on mc-Si carried out with different
drive-in durations and gas flows. The extended diffusion combined with a higher oxygen flow results in
higher bulk lifetimes.
A detailed gettering analysis of three positions (D, F and C) out of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer leads to
the conclusion that the particular defect structure of each position determines its behavior under varied
POCl3 diffusions. This is most evident for central ingot height of position C which contains less defect clusters compared with the other positions and reaches by far highest lifetimes after gettering. A
comparison with etch pit density measurements reveals the smallest amount of dislocation clusters at
that position and supports the suggestion that they strongly hinder PDG. A critical dislocation density of
106 cm−2 is found to considerably reduce the minority carrier lifetime compared with the non-dislocated
surroundings.
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A comparison with efficiencies of 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 solar cells shows that lifetimes of samples originating from wafer edge regions (C and F) follow the same decreasing trend towards top ingot height. On
the contrary, D samples are closer to the ingot center and do not reflect that decrease. Note that it has
to be focused on the diffusion + H processed samples in order to compare lifetimes with solar cell efficiencies. It is suggested that cell efficiencies are limited by the red zone, which edge wafers are located
in.
There is evidence that the optimum processing scheme including the hydrogenation of a PECVD
SiNx :H step is not necessarily the optimized PDG process. In central ingot height of position F, the
less effective PDG process (industry) eventually results in the optimum processing scheme yielding the
highest lifetime after industry + H.
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Chapter 4

Gettering Efficacy of POCl3 Emitters with
Different Sheet Resistance
POCl3 emitters with different sheet resistances of 80 Ω/2 and 50 Ω/2 are compared
concerning their gettering efficacy. The 80 Ω/2 emitter is the standard emitter for
laboratory-type solar cells at the University of Konstanz. The aim of this experiment
is to compare the gettering efficacy of the reference diffusion with an industrial-type
diffusion process of a significantly lower sheet resistance [158]. Gettering of iron
simulated by Schön et al. involves the segregation of the metal atoms into the emitter
layer [70]. This segregation is explained by the pairing of active phosphorus with
substitutional iron. A substitutional iron species in the kink region of the emitter
profile was first observed by Gilles et al. [125]. They suggested that such a pairing
is the origin of PDG. Hence, the role of active phosphorus in PDG is emphasized
in the literature. The present chapter will clarify this aspect for the two emitters
strongly differing by their sheet resistance and particularly by their active P+ kink
concentration (see ECV profile in Fig. 2.15 of Chapter 2).

4.1

Experimental Details

The 50 Ω/2 emitter is a diffusion of shorter duration. The temperature profiles of the diffusions under
investigation are depicted in Fig. 4.1. The shorter diffusion with an unloading temperature of 800 ◦C is
the standard emitter used for industrial solar cells at the University of Konstanz. It contains a slightly
longer predeposition step but a shorter drive-in step than the reference diffusion. Due to its industrial
relevance this diffusion is called industry 11 . The diffusions are tested in three heights of two different
multicrystalline ingots: material II and material III2 . The industry diffusion tested on material III is
an alternative process with optimized diffusion parameters for better cell performance and thus called
industry 2. This optimization addresses the reduction of the emitter saturation current density which is
subject to the work of Dastgheib-Shirazi et al. [158].
Since the emitter is commonly not present in lifetime samples, its recombination activity is not
determined within the present study. Instead, it is focused on the gettering efficacy of all diffusions and
their performance with the additional hydrogenation from a PECVD SiNx :H layer, i.e., on the analysis
of the bulk material quality before and after processing. Each processing step will be applied to two
1 It

is another industry diffusion than the one of Chapter 3.
of all materials investigated in this thesis is given in Tab. 2.1. As already mentioned, the focus is on the gettering
behavior of different POCl3 diffusions on the same mc-Si material and not on the comparison between different materials.

2 An overview
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Figure 4.1: Temperature profile of the 80 Ω/2 reference diffusion compared with the temperature profile of both 50 Ω/2
industry diffusions.

sister samples so that experimental errors can be monitored. In the following, the experimental error
is determined by calculating the normalized difference map of both sister samples as follows (compare
with Chapter 3):
τdifference =

τi+1 − τi
τi

whereas the index i+1 refers to the lifetime map of the reference gettered sample and the index i to the
one of the industry gettered sample, respectively.
All given mean values refer to the arithmetical mean averaged over the respective 5 × 5 cm2 sample
area.

4.2

Comparison with an Industrial-type Diffusion

Fig. 4.2 shows a comparison of two sister samples from central ingot height (material II, position D)
after PDG. The results of the reference diffusion (80 Ω/2) and the results of the industry 1 diffusion
(50 Ω/2) are depicted on the left-hand side and the right-hand side respectively. A stronger PL contrast is
visible after the reference diffusion compared with the industry 1 gettered sample. The reference gettered
sample reaches a considerably higher mean lifetime of 400 µs than the industry 1 gettered sample with
271 µs. Despite of the higher P+ kink concentration of the industry 1 emitter, its gettering efficacy is
significantly lower. It is suggested that the longer temperature treatment of the reference diffusion, in
particular, its 60 min drive-in step, leading to its deeper emitter profile, is more relevant and consequently
more beneficial for the resulting gettering efficacy.
The higher gettering efficacy of the reference process is more clearly visible in Fig. 4.3. The difference map on the left shows the normalized difference between both diffusion types, i.e., reference and
industry 1. The arithmetical mean value of the map is 50%. The maximum of its histogram is clearly
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of reference and industry 1 diffusions on position D of material II. Each process applied to one sister
sample. Mean lifetimes are given on the left-hand side.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized difference maps of position D sister samples in Fig. 4.2. Left: "Reference" - "Industry 1".
Right: "Industry 1 #1" - "Industry 1 #2".

shifted towards positive values. This underlines the better PDG performance of the reference diffusion.
The right map depicts the difference of two sister samples with same processing3 to quantify the experimental error. Sister samples originating from a slightly different ingot height are compared which may
lead to such experimental errors. In addition, fluctuations in surface passivation quality may occur even
though such effects have been minimized by the surface passivation study presented in Chapter 1.
The full width at half maximum is 47% which corresponds to a standard deviation of 20% assuming
a normal distribution. Hence, the relative lifetime improvement yielded by reference gettering compared with industry 1 gettering is 50% ± 20%. It can be stated that reference gettering predominantly
improves intra-grain regions up to 130% (yellow regions) whereas extended defects appear in red indicating a reduced material quality. The latter is mainly within the experimental error of 20%. However,
there is one defect in the upper right corner which exhibits a material degradation below 60%. Overall,
the reference diffusion is capable of particularly improving the material quality of intra-grain regions
3 Two sister samples are processed in the same industry

tively.

1 diffusion and thus are called Industry 1 #1 and Industry 1 #2, respec-
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whereas it performs worse at isolated extended defects.
In contrast to the findings of Chapter 3, the reference diffusion cannot improve extended defects
of the material under investigation (material II). It even results in the degradation of some extended
defects. It was stated in Chapter 3 that PDG is strongly hindered at extended defects. Still, reference
gettering could improve the material quality of material I compared with the respective industry diffusion
applied in this experiment4 . The longer reference diffusion is not beneficial to the material quality
of extended defects in material II and, at distinct sites, the shorter industry 1 diffusion prevails over
reference gettering. In intra-grain regions, however, the situation is different and reference gettering
yields a higher material quality. This might indicate that longer diffusion processes are detrimental to
mc-Si material with a high number of extended defects. Thus, shorter diffusions should be selected
for such material types. The fact that this observation could not be reported for the reference gettered
material of Chapter 3 (material I) indicates that the origin of the extended defects has to be clarified first.
According to Chapter 3, a dislocation density above 10−6 cm−2 is correlated with these PDG limiting
defects. In addition, the impurity species decorating such defects will also be decisive in predicting the
defect’s behavior under PDG. The latter, however, is beyond the scope of the present thesis and therefore
cannot be conclusively clarified.
Fig. 4.4 compares all three 5 × 5 cm2 wafer positions under investigation: D, F and C (see position
overview in Fig. 3.1a of Chapter 3). All depicted samples originate from the central ingot height. The
samples before (as-grown) and after reference gettering are shown in the top and bottom row respectively.
The dark edge stripes5 of position F and C in the as-grown state are material regions contaminated by
the neighboring crucible wall. Impurities diffuse out of the wall and contaminate the material resulting
in the dark edge stripes called red zone
Position D shows the highest material quality among the three positions with a mean lifetime of
400 µs. Position C results in a higher lifetime of 181 µs than the one of position F with 112 µs. These
findings are mainly in agreement with the sample’s defect structure but not completely with their position
on the 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer. The highest amount of extended defects occurs at position F degrading the
material quality particularly when decorated with impurities. A higher decoration of structural defects
correlates with their higher recombination activity as described in the literature [7, 159]. Dissolved
impurities are typically more detrimental to the minority carrier lifetime than clustered together in the
form of precipitates [10,15]. In the as-grown state, both dissolved and precipitated impurities are present
while the dissolved ones are continuously diffusing out of the crucible wall during and after crystal
growth. Therefore, the samples originating from the wafer edge close to the crucible wall contain a high
number of dissolved impurities. Position C is expected to contain the highest amount of such impurities
due to the fact that it is a corner position with two neighboring crucible walls. Hence, its as-grown
lifetime is the lowest one followed by the lifetime of position F and the highest as-grown lifetime of the
central position D.
The accumulation of dissolved impurities at certain sample regions might considerably enhance the
driving force for precipitation during the subsequent PDG process. This means that in case of supersaturated impurities relaxation gettering will occur. It is a mechanism which additionally enhances PDG in
particular at wafer edge positions. In the present study, however, the importance of the sample’s defect
structure is emphasized. Although position C and F are wafer edge positions containing the highest concentration of dissolved impurities, they do not exhibit the highest final material quality. Nevertheless,
the highest gettering efficacy, i.e., the highest relative lifetime improvement compared with the initial
as-grown lifetime, is observed for position C (700%) followed by position D (300%). The highest gettering efficacy of position C is presumably attributed to its high contamination level combined with a
4 The

industry diffusion applied in the experiment of Chapter 3 results in a emitter sheet resistance of 80 Ω/2 in contrast to the
industry 1 diffusion of the present study.
5 Lifetime values of these edge stripes mainly correspond to lifetimes below 10 µs.
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Figure 4.4: As-grown (top row) and reference gettered (bottom row) samples of all positions D, F and C of material II in
central ingot height. Note the different scaling of the rows. Linescans of Fig. 4.5 to 4.7 are sketched in green and will be
discussed in the following section. Mean lifetimes are also given.

moderate number of extended defects. On the contrary, the other wafer edge position (position F) seems
to contain too many extended defects to allow such an improved gettering to the same extend. The scenario described above elucidates the interplay of two opposing effects, i.e., the high amount of dissolved
impurities in wafer edge positions promoting PDG6 and the number of extended defects hindering it.
The next section presents linescans to examine in more detail how the different gettering diffusions
act on the extended defects and intra-grain regions of material II respectively. Furthermore, the influence
of the additional PECVD SiNx :H layer deposition and firing is investigated. The linescans describing
these processes are referred to as diffusion + H. All linescans are sketched in Fig. 4.4. They have been
carefully selected to provide representative insights that are not in contradiction with general statements
obtained from assessing the full-sized sample images. One of the two linescans of each sample is performed through an extended defect labeled as (a) and one is located within the intra-region labeled as
(b).
4.2.1

Analysis Using Linescans Through Extended Defects and Intra-grain Regions

According to Fig. 4.4, the impurity concentration is significantly lowered after PDG, i.e., the red zones
of the edge positions C and F vanish completely and the resulting lifetime is considerably higher than
the as-grown lifetime. Defect structures are much more pronounced after this processing step. Hence, it
is suggested that impurities are removed more efficiently out of intra-grain regions than out of structural
defects such as grain boundaries and dislocations. The external gettering effect of a POCl3 emitter with
its phosphosilicate glass is hindered by the lowered impurity mobility in such defect regions. In addition,
6 As

long as it is provided that the respective impurity species being gettered is in supersaturation which is frequently the case
in the red zone.
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internal gettering is likely to occur preferably at structural defects and consequently lowering the material
quality.
A linescan comparison of an as-grown and a gettered sample should give an insight into this gettering
mechanism. If the lifetime in the defect region after gettering was lowered compared with the as-grown
lifetime, it might be concluded that this is explained by the impurity accumulation followed by their
precipitation due to internal gettering. Nevertheless, it might be possible that the recombination activity
of internal gettering sinks will remain unchanged depending on the nature of the formed precipitates
such as their stoichiometry and size. In any case, internal gettering at structural defects is expected to
improve their surroundings by reducing the amount of dissolved impurities. Such an effect is commonly
observed at grain boundaries (GBs) of as-grown mc-Si material occurring during and/or directly after
crystal growth. The cleaning of the grain boundary’s surroundings leads to regions of higher lifetime on
both sides of the GB which are known as denuded zones [72, 160, 161]. In the present analysis, however,
similar observations are not expected since the strong external gettering of PDG is likely to overbalance
the internal gettering effect of such a denuded zone formation. Hence, the defect’s surrounding, i.e.,
intra-grain regions, are efficiently gettered by PDG whereas the additional internal gettering is expected
to have a minor impact. Still, the following analysis using linescans helps to assess the defect’s lifetime
before and after the different processes. The description above points out the fact that, in general, a
detailed lifetime analysis can only give an indirect evidence for the atomistic mechanisms behind PDG.
Fig. 4.5 to 4.7 show linescans through an extended defect on each wafer position labeled as (a)
and through an intra-grain region labeled as (b). All four processing schemes (two diffusions and each
diffusion with the additional SiNx :H treatment) as well as the as-grown lifetimes are depicted. None
of the selected defects7 indicate the internal gettering effect, described above, with lowered lifetimes
after gettering. Lifetime values after gettering are typically higher than the initial as-grown lifetime or
at least on the same level particularly in the defect center. This observation strengthens the explanation
that impurities are easily removed out of intra-grain regions towards the external gettering layer which
is the emitter layer. Trapping of dissolved impurities at structural defects acting as gettering sites is
accompanied by their lowered mobility. This explains the impeded external gettering process at structural
defects. The lowered mobility can be a consequence of the formed precipitates predominantly located
in the defect regions. It is characteristic for precipitates that at least their binding energy is required to
dissolve impurities out of them.
In case of the already dissolved impurities, their effective mobility can still be lowered due to their
higher solubility in the strain field of structural defects. An accumulation of dissolved impurities, however, is expected to result in a lowered lifetime. Hence, precipitates are likely to grow larger which
allows structural defects to reach higher lifetimes by reducing their amount of dissolved impurities being
incorporated into the already existing precipitates. In addition, external gettering is hindered within the
defect region but might still be capable of removing a small amount of dissolved impurities. It should be
noted that internal gettering can neither be completely excluded nor it is unlikely to occur. Nonetheless,
it seems to be of less importance while an external gettering layer is present. Note that the external
gettering layer is located at a maximum distance of 65 µm being half of the sample thickness. On the
contrary, lateral distances towards the nearest grain boundary might be in the range of a few millimeters.
Hence, impurity diffusion towards the sample’s surfaces will prevail over their diffusion across longer
lateral distances. According to this consideration, external gettering is expected to play the major role in
PDG. This was also claimed by Rinio et al. which is described more extensively in Sec. 2.3.2 [127].
In agreement with the normalized difference map, the linescans demonstrate that even the extended
reference diffusion is not capable of more efficiently improving extended defects than the industry 1
7 The

linescan of the industry 1 gettered F sample in Fig. 4.6a exhibits a slightly lower material quality than the as-grown
sample to the left margin of the defect. This might indicate that the weaker external gettering of the industry 1 diffusion
allows to observe the even weaker internal gettering.
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Figure 4.5: Linescans denoted as 1a (defect) and 1b (intra-grain) in Fig. 4.4 on position D.

(a)

(b)

-

Figure 4.6: Linescans denoted as 2a (defect) and 2b (intra-grain) in Fig. 4.4 on position F.

(a)

(b)

-

Figure 4.7: Linescans denoted as 3a (defect) and 3b (intra-grain) in Fig. 4.4 on position C.
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process. Both diffusions only differ within intra-grain regions. To summarize the description on internal
gettering, external gettering is strongly hindered at extended defects but it still overbalances the effect
of internal gettering. A strong internal gettering would result in a lowered lifetime compared with the
as-grown lifetime directly at structural defects which was not observed. On the contrary, slightly higher
lifetimes are yielded by PDG. This can be attributed either to the external gettering of dissolved impurities
or to the formation of larger precipitates accompanied by the reduction of dissolved impurities.
Effect of PECVD SiNx :H step

By comparing the final lifetime of all three positions after SiNx :H deposition and firing, it can be noticed
that only position D exhibits a significant difference after hydrogenation between both applied diffusions
(see Fig. 4.5 to 4.7). The industry 1 + H process results by far in higher lifetimes even though the
reference process exhibits a significantly higher gettering efficacy. The fact that the better PDG process
does not necessarily result in the best diffusion + H process has already been stated in Chapter 3. It is
important to investigate the effect of the PECVD SiNx :H step in order to see the final material quality
which is comparable to the one of a solar cell.
The industry 1 gettered sample exhibits a lower lifetime contrast of 122% on a lower lifetime level
than the reference gettered one with 272% on a higher lifetime level8 . The lowered recombination activity
of the industry 1 gettered defect indicates a smaller amount of precipitates. At the same time, this seems
to be accompanied by a higher concentration of dissolved impurities homogeneously distributed over
the sample area inducing the lowered lifetime level (see linescan of industry 1 in Fig. 4.5a). Grain
boundaries and dislocations decorated with less and/or smaller precipitates might offer a higher amount
of Si dangling bonds [17, 90, 148]. In the presence of a high number of cleaner Si dangling bonds
in the case of the industry 1 diffusion, their hydrogen passivation is expected to be more efficient. It
should be still remarked that little is known about the direct hydrogen passivation of impurities and their
complexes [16]. The fact that the shape of the linescan still resembles the defect structure indicates that
its recombination activity could not be completely passivated.
The reference + H process rather results in a smoothing of the reference linescan than in a lifetime
enhancement. This means that the recombination activity of the defect itself almost vanishes but still the
lifetime level is considerably lower than after the industry 1 + H process. As mentioned above, the grain
boundaries exhibit a higher degree of decoration with precipitates after reference gettering. Therefore,
a dissolution of precipitates during the additional SiNx :H step is more likely to occur after reference
gettering than after industry 1 gettering. The fact that the lifetime after the reference + H process in
Fig 4.5a is on the same lifetime level as the one after the industry 1 diffusion might indicate a similar
concentration of dissolved impurities. It is important to note that this only occurs in the defect region but
not in the intra-grain region in Fig. 4.5b. In the intra-grain region, the lifetime after the reference + H
process is clearly higher than the one after the industry 1 diffusion. This strengthens the assumption
that the additional SiNx :H step after the reference diffusion leads to a dissolution of precipitates formed
predominantly at extended defects. Only in the vicinity of structural defects, it eventually yields a similar
impurity level as the industry 1 diffusion. Inside grains, however, the reference + H process achieves a
higher material quality than the industry 1 diffusion. Still, its lifetime is lower than the lifetime of
the industry 1 + H process as shown in Fig. 4.5. At position F and C, both diffusion + H processes,
however, result in the same lifetime level at structural defects as well as in intra-grain regions (cf. Fig. 4.6
and 4.7).
Note that the intra-grain linescan of the reference + H process at position D in Fig. 4.5b is lower
than its previous value without the additional SiNx :H step indicating a material degradation. This might
be due to the dissolution of precipitates. Once they are dissolved, they can easily diffuse depending on
8 Contrast

values are calculated according to equation 3.1 given in Chapter 3.
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the annealing temperature and time (compare, e.g. Sec. 6.1 or [73]). In particular, the external gettering
layer, i.e., the emitter is still present during SiNx :H deposition and firing. It is likely that the emitter acts
as a laterally homogeneous contamination source.
Buonassisi et al. observed the formation of homogeneously distributed nanoprecipitates [162]. These
nanoprecipitates form particularly during fast cooling ramps. Such cooling ramps, being critical for the
formation of the deleterious precipitates, are involved in the deposition and firing of a SiNx :H layer. Both
effects might subsequently occur in a sequence of a high temperature peak dissolving larger precipitates
followed by the fast cooling ramp promoting the formation of dispersed nanoprecipitates. A third explanation could be the generation of acceptorlike defects by in-diffusing monoatomic hydrogen (notably
positively charged in p-type Si) [107]. This mainly occurs in material regions free of structural defects
where hydrogen does not passivate Si dangling bonds and thus is more likely to form these acceptorlike
defects [108]. Such kind of defects are two-dimensional hydrogen clusters in the form of platelets which
only occur at very high hydrogen concentration due to prolonged exposure. The described findings from
the linescan through the extended defect of position D, however, suggest the dissolution of precipitates
and/or the formation of nanoprecipitates as the most probable explanation for the present observation. In
the case of the degrading intra-grain regions, this means that the emitter acts as a laterally homogeneous
contamination layer containing a high amount of impurities either dissolved or in the form of precipitates. The latter will occur when impurities are locally in supersaturation during processing which is
likely the case for gettering sites where impurities are segregated at.
The linescans in Fig. 4.6a and 4.7a give a further evidence that the stronger decoration of extended
defects with precipitates eventually results in a reduced hydrogenation efficacy. Positions F and C contain the highest amount of mobile impurities increasing the degree of supersaturation and hence leading
to a higher amount of precipitates mainly decorating structural defects. The linescans still exhibit the
respective shape of each defect in contrast to the diffusion + H processes at position D. Defects retain or
enhance (mainly after PDG due to the successful gettering of the defect’s surroundings) their recombination activity even after hydrogenation implying the higher degree of decoration. It is interesting to note
that position F and C of material II do not show the dissolution of precipitates at the selected defects
after the reference + H process as it is observed for position D. It is expected that the main gettering
site is the emitter layer whereas such an external gettering effect is strongly hindered at the structural
defects. It is observed that not even the optimized reference diffusion can improve the lifetime at the
defect compared with the industry 1 diffusion.
The fact that diffusions only differ in intra-grain regions but not at defect clusters emphasizes the
PDG limiting behavior of extended defects. It might be possible that the selected defects of position C
and F contain more stable precipitates which do not dissolve during the hydrogenation step. Another
more plausible explanation is the following: Position D contains the smallest amount of extended defects (compare Fig 4.4). Hence, external gettering is facilitated particularly by the optimized reference
diffusion at position D, which explains the large difference in gettering efficacy between both diffusions
at that position. It also explains the worse performance of the reference + H process resulting from the
dissolution of the previously formed precipitates in the emitter region during the reference diffusion.
4.2.2

Gettering Efficacy and Hydrogenation in Different Ingot Heights

Fig. 4.8 shows the arithmetical mean lifetimes versus ingot height for all three positions under investigation: D, F and C. In central ingot height, two samples have been processed with each of the four process
schemes. Missing symbols are due to sample breakage. The initial as-grown lifetimes are denoted as
black dots. The as-grown lifetime of position D in central ingot height is 101 µs and the one of position F is 40 µs. Position C exhibits the lowest as-grown lifetime of 23 µs. This is in agreement with their
position on the 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer as stated above.
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Figure 4.8: Arithmetically averaged lifetime values of all three positions C, D and F of material II versus ingot height.
Comparison of a industrial-type POCl3 diffusion and the reference diffusion. Also lifetime samples after an additional PECVD
SiNx :H step for both diffusions are included.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of reference and industry 2 diffusions on position D of material III. Each diffusion is applied to one
sister sample. Arithmetically averaged lifetimes are given on the left-hand side of each map.

Furthermore, Fig. 4.8 clearly shows that the industry 1 + H process performs better than the reference + H process mainly at position D. As mentioned above, this is an important result for the material
quality of solar cells. In bottom ingot height of position D, the reference + H process exhibits such a
strong material degradation that its lifetime is below 100 µs even though the lifetime after reference gettering was slightly above 200 µs. There are only two exceptions wherein both diffusion + H processes
yield a comparable material quality: the central and top ingot height of position F. As stated above, this
position contains the most extended defects in central ingot height. These defects hinder PDG to such
an extent that the weaker industry 1 gettering reaches a lifetime which is only slightly higher than the
as-grown lifetime. In all ingot heights of position D, however, the industry 1 + H process yields by far
the highest final material quality. This is presumably attributed to its small amount of extended defects
strongly limiting PDG and serving as nucleation centers for precipitates. Hence, the hydrogenation of
the PECVD SiNx :H step is particularly efficient at samples which do not contain a large amount of precipitates. First, precipitates might occupy Si dangling bonds and prevent them from being passivated by
hydrogen. Second, their dissolution is likely to occur during further thermal processing of the SiNx :H
step. In both cases, industry 1 prevails over reference gettering since its short process duration with its
high unloading temperature does not promote precipitation to the same extend as the reference diffusion
does. From that point of view, the better performance of the complete industry 1 + H process scheme
seems to be plausible.

4.3

Comparison with an Optimized Industrial-type Diffusion

Two sister samples of position D are depicted in Fig. 4.9: one after the reference diffusion and one after the industry 2 diffusion. The distinction between the industry 1 and the industry 2 diffusions is not
necessary since its application relevant differences in processing are not expected to result in a significantly different gettering efficacy9 . Furthermore, another material (material III) is investigated which
does not allow a direct comparison between both industry diffusions. Still, for the sake of completeness,
the results will be referred to as industry 2 diffusion.
Similar to the comparison shown in Fig. 4.2 of the previous section, the reference gettered sample
exhibits grains of higher material quality than the industry diffusion gettered one. This is also reflected by
the higher mean lifetime of 335 µs (reference) compared with 288 µs (industry 2). The higher gettering
9 For

more details on the different industry diffusions see Sec. 4.1.
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Difference map between
reference and industry 2 gettered
samples

Difference map of samples with
same processing
(Experimental error)

Figure 4.10: Normalized difference maps of position D sister samples in Fig. 4.9. Left: "Reference" - "Industry 2".
Right: "Reference #1" - "Reference #2".

efficacy of the reference process is more clearly visible in Fig. 4.10. The left map shows the normalized
difference between both diffusion types, i.e., reference and industry 2. The map on the right is the
normalized difference of two sister samples processed in the same reference diffusion referred to as
Reference #1 and Reference #2 respectively. It gives a standard deviation of 12%. This means that the
higher gettering efficacy yielded by the reference diffusion compared with the industry 2 diffusion is
23% ± 12%. In contrast to the finding of the previous section but in agreement with the one of the
previous chapter, the reference process is capable of more efficiently gettering the highly recombination
active extended defect in the upper left of the image (compare the yellow region in Fig. 4.10 with the
black region in Fig. 4.9).
Graphs of all investigated lifetime samples of material III versus ingot height are depicted in Fig. 4.11.
The fact that reference gettering is much more efficient than industry 2 gettering is also confirmed by
these graphs. Missing data points are due to sample breakage.
Effect of PECVD SiNx :H step

The influence of the PECVD SiNx :H step is significantly different for both diffusions applied to material III. While industry 2 + H typically results in a lifetime improvement compared with its lifetime
before hydrogenation, reference + H results in a degradation (see Fig. 4.11). This degradation is evident
from all ingot heights of position F in Fig. 4.11b and especially from position C in Fig. 4.11c. The latter
lifetime level even degrades down to the initial as-grown lifetime level. Fig. 4.12 shows the comparison
of three sister samples: as grown (top), one after the reference diffusion (centered) and the third one after
the reference + H process (bottom). As already stated for a defect cluster on position D (material II) in
Fig. 4.5a, a previously reference gettered material can exhibit the dissolution of precipitates during the
further thermal processing of the SiNx :H step. This material degradation is obvious in the third image of
Fig. 4.12.
The scenario might be described as follows: in the as-grown state the red zone is visible while the
upper left corner is of higher material quality. Impurities which have been successfully removed predominantly out of intra-grain regions by the reference diffusion are distributed rather homogeneously over
the whole sample area after the complete reference + H process. The fact that this is not observed after
the industry 2 + H process might be explained by the stronger precipitation of the extended reference
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Figure 4.11: Arithmetically averaged lifetime values of all three positions C, D and F of material III versus ingot height.
Comparison of a industrial-type POCl3 diffusion and the reference diffusion. Also lifetime samples after an additional PECVD
SiNx :H step for both diffusions are included.
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(process)

(as-grown)
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of reference and reference + H process on two sister samples (position C). The top image shows a
third sister sample in the as-grown state before processing. Mean lifetimes are given on the left hand side.

diffusion. The reference drive-in step lasts significantly longer and at the end of the reference diffusion a
cooling ramp down to 600 ◦C is added. In particular, this ramp promotes nucleation as well as the growth
of precipitates (see Sec. 2.3). Additionally, a lower interstitial impurity concentration and hence a higher
lifetime particularly in grains is achieved by this diffusion. On the other hand, the shorter industry 2
diffusion results in less precipitates. In case of the solely diffusion gettered samples, the emitter layer
has been removed after gettering before the lifetime measurement is performed. This means that most of
the formed precipitates during PDG also have been removed and hence high lifetimes can be measured.
During the further processing of the diffusion + H samples, however, the emitter layer is still present.
Exclusively in the reference + H sample, it seems to act as a contamination source degrading the material
rather homogeneously.
The fact that the material degradation only occurs in previously reference gettered material emphasizes the different gettering mechanisms of both diffusions. The degradation after the reference + H
process is mainly observed for position F and C, while lifetimes of position C exhibit the strongest lifetime decrease. This might indicate that the dissolution of precipitates is more likely to occur in material
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Table 4.1: Lifetime changes reached by four different processes in central ingot height of all investigated positions of
material II.

Lifetime change (%)
Process

Position D

Position F

Position C

reference

264

186

754

industry 1

148

103

705

reference + H

10.8

121

25.2

industry 1 + H

128

191

85.4

with high initial concentration of dissolved impurities. More precipitates are formed and grown particularly in samples originating from the red zone of the 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer. This is due to their higher
supersaturation with dissolved impurities, which is a prerequisite for precipitation.
It is worth mentioning that position C still exhibits a red zone after reference gettering (see Fig. 4.12)
in contrast to position F. Position C is located in the corner of the ingot with two neighboring crucible
walls during crystallization. This indicates an exceptionally high concentration of dissolved impurities
that could not be gettered even by the extended reference diffusion. The remaining impurities of position C are likely to reduce the material quality in addition to the deleterious impurities dissolved out
of precipitates during the SiNx :H step. The laterally homogeneous degradation of position C seems to
be plausible due to the high amount of mobile impurities in the red zone. In agreement with Buonassisi et al., a high concentration of dissolved impurities can easily result in the formation of nanoprecipitates during fast cooling [162]. In addition, precipitates located in the emitter layer might be dissolved
and diffuse out of this layer leading to a laterally homogeneous material degradation. A further experiment will be presented in Sec. 5.2 to investigate this material degradation in more detail.

4.4

Discussion

Relative lifetime changes reached by the applied processes in the central ingot height are given in Tab. 4.1
for material II and Tab. 4.2 for material III respectively. The relative change yielded by the particular
diffusion is compared with the as-grown lifetime before all processing. The one reached by a diffusion + H process is compared with the lifetime directly after each diffusion (without the SiNx :H step).
Hence, the first one gives the gettering efficacy of each diffusion while the latter gives the relative change
in material quality due to the additional hydrogenation step. The following discussion will be presented
in a generalized manner for both industry diffusions. Thus, they will be referred to as industry 1/2.
At all positions the industry 1/2 diffusions yield a smaller relative improvement of the as-grown
material quality than the reference diffusion. The additional hydrogenation step is significantly more
effective after the industry 1/2 diffusions than it is after the reference diffusion. Reference gettered C
and F samples of material III even exhibit a degradation due the SiNx :H step. In the previous chapter, it
was suggested that there is a maximum reachable lifetime for each material. As a consequence, a smaller
material improvement due to the hydrogenation step is expected for the reference gettered sample than
for a industry 1/2 gettered sample since it already improved the material more strongly. In the following,
a more detailed atomistic view will be given addressing precipitation, i.e., relaxation gettering.
The reference diffusion differs from the industry 1/2 diffusion not only by their gas flows and deposition temperatures but also by their cooling ramps at the end of the diffusion process. Reference gettering
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Table 4.2: Lifetime changes reached by four different processes in central ingot height of all investigated positions of
material III. Material degradations are depicted in red.

Lifetime change (%)
Process

Position D

Position F

Position C

reference

301

406

727

industry 2

242

206

447

reference + H

13.9

-20.3

-90.1

industry 2 + H

14.1

67.1

95.2

includes a cooling ramp down to 600 ◦C. During such a cooling ramp, the solubility limit of impurities
is continuously lowered which leads to an increased degree of supersaturation with impurities. Hence,
precipitation is facilitated during reference gettering in contrast to industry 1/2 gettering. It can be stated
that the reference diffusion enhances relaxation gettering compared with industry 1/2 gettering which
explains its stronger lifetime improvement. The resulting higher amount of precipitates after reference
gettering might be less resistant during the further thermal processing of the SiNx :H step. Dissolution of
the previously formed precipitates might occur. This opposing effect of the hydrogen passivation reduces
the efficacy of the reference + H process and even leads to the material degradation of both edge samples
of material III. In the next chapter, it will be examined in more detail if the reference emitter might act
as a contamination source limiting its performance under the additional SiNx :H treatment. Eventually,
i.e., after the complete diffusion + H process, the shorter diffusions without a cooling ramp prevail over
the previously more efficient reference gettering.
It might be argued that reference gettering should be more efficient at wafer edge positions (C and F)
than at the central wafer position D. This expectation originates from the fact that edge positions initially
contain a higher amount of dissolved impurities promoting precipitation and thus enhancing PDG. The
higher gettering efficacy of wafer edge positions is observed for material III but not for material II.
Herein, the gettering efficacy of both diffusions differ at position D more strongly than at position F or
C (central ingot height). The lowered gettering efficacy of these edge positions has been attributed to
their specific defect structure exhibiting an exceptionally high number of extended defects. This again
emphasizes the impact of extended defects on PDG. As it is shown in Fig. 4.4, position F contains the
highest number of such defects. At this position, both diffusions yield the lowest final lifetime close to
the initial as-grown lifetime. PDG is, therefore, significantly hindered in particular at position F. Some
linescans through extended defects even show no difference between both applied diffusions indicating
that even the extended reference diffusion is not capable of improving defect-rich material. In general,
reference gettering prevails over industry gettering according to the relative improvements of the mean
lifetimes given in Tab. 4.1 and Tab. 4.2.
An interesting fact should be addressed which is the difference of the relative lifetime improvements
between both tested diffusions. These differences tend to be exceptionally high for position F and C of
material III (up to nearly 300% at position C). This suggests a remarkably strong gettering presumably
yielded by the improved relaxation gettering of the reference diffusion. The strong material degradation of these positions only after the reference + H process is, therefore, reasonably explained by the
dissolution of the previously formed precipitates due to its improved relaxation gettering. In addition
to the precipitate dissolution, it might be possible that dissolved impurities form deleterious nanoprecipitates as observed by Buonassisi et al. [162]. The industry 1/2 diffusion gettered material, however,
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contains significantly less precipitates in agreement with its lower gettering efficacy. As a consequence,
less precipitate dissolution occurs and the hydrogenation passivation prevails over the opposing effect
of the dissolving precipitates. The strong relative lifetime improvement of position C might be simply
explained by its smaller initial as-grown lifetime. A strong relative improvement might be more easily
achieved on material with very low initial material quality compared with initially better material. Position C investigated in Chapter 3, however, exhibits the highest absolute lifetime after PDG compared
with position D and F. In this case, position C contains the smallest amount of extended defects, which
clearly favors PDG. In addition, it has the highest impurity level in the as-grown state increasing the
degree of supersaturation. Both facts, i.e., less extended defects and a high impurity level, favor PDG
whereas mainly the latter explains a low initial as-grown lifetime. Extended defects are rarely visible in
the as-grown state while being covered by the high amount of dispersed impurities, in particular, within
the red zone.
The present discussion underlines the importance of both the initial impurity level and the amount of
extended defects for predicting the PDG efficacy of a mc-Si sample in the as-grown state. On the other
hand, the presence of extended defects is hardly or even not at all visible in the PL image before PDG.
Furthermore, not only the total amount of impurities and extended defects in a sample but rather their
interplay with each other will determine their final recombination activity and hence the sample’s lifetime
after processing. Understanding this interplay with its resulting recombination activity in more detail
involves further scientific effort to determine the impurity’s chemical nature as well as distribution and
also the stoichiometry, size and density of impurity complexes formed predominantly at the respective
structural defect [9, 10, 68, 126, 153, 163, 164].

4.5

Summary

Two 50 Ω/2 emitters are compared with the 80 Ω/2 reference emitter of this work. The present analysis
shows that the industry diffusions of lower sheet resistance do not lead to an improved gettering efficacy.
On the contrary, the longer thermal treatment, i.e., the drive-in step of the reference diffusion, leading
to its deeper emitter profile, is more beneficial for PDG than the higher P+ surface concentration of the
industry emitters. This is expected since the extended drive-in step allows longer diffusion lengths for
impurities to be gettered by the reference emitter. In addition, the emitter’s gettering ability is enhanced
by the active phosphorus atoms diffusing deeper into the Si bulk and injecting Si self-interstitials. The
increased P+ surface concentration of the industry emitters, however, seems to play a minor role in PDG.
Furthermore, it can be stated that the efficacy of the same processing scheme strongly varies between
wafer positions. In particular, the gettering efficacy depends on wafer position with its impurity level
as well as defect structure. The first one is suggested to enhance PDG by facilitating precipitation due
to increasing the degree of supersaturation. The latter is likely to reduce the mobility of impurities
strongly hindering PDG. In particular, linescans of material II showed that both diffusions are strongly
impeded at such defects whereas lifetimes are successfully improved within intra-grain regions. It is
suggested that internal gettering towards extended defects is overbalanced by the strong effect of external
gettering towards the emitter layer. Hence, none of the defects investigated by linescans showed a lifetime
degradation compared with the initial as-grown lifetime which would have been expected in case of a
stronger internal gettering effect.
The normalized difference map between both reference and industry 1/2 diffusions strengthens the
strong external gettering within intra-grain regions and a reduced gettering efficacy at extended defects.
Position C of both materials shows the highest PDG efficacy which is likely due to its higher impurity
level in the as-grown state combined with a moderate number of extended defects. On the contrary,
an exceptionally high number of extended defects, hindering PDG, is mainly observed for position F
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(material II). Hence, this position exhibits the lowest gettering efficacy and the lowest final material
quality after gettering although it is an edge position with a high initial impurity level. Both facts, i.e.,
less extended defects and a high initial impurity level, favor PDG while the latter particularly occurs at
ingot edge positions. This is demonstrated by the present chapter and it is in agreement with the findings
of the previous chapter.
A final note should be made on the improved gettering of the reference diffusion compared with the
industry diffusion at extended defects: reference gettering is capable of more efficiently improving the
lifetime of isolated extended defects of material III but not of material II. The better PDG efficacy of the
reference process at extended defects has already been reported for material I in the previous chapter.
It implies that the chemical nature of the extended defects such as their structure, size and density as
well as their decorating impurity species such as dissolved impurities, complexes and precipitates might
considerably determine the defect’s PDG response. This cannot be conclusively clarified. Still, it is
assumed that material II and III contain extended defects presumably differing by their chemical nature
which is accompanied by their different PDG response.
Both diffusions react differently under the deposition and firing of PECVD SiNx :H layers on sister
samples with comparable defect structure. In contrast to the reference diffusion being the better PDG
process, the shorter industry diffusion results in the highest lifetime after the complete diffusion + H
process. The relative improvement is by far higher than the one of the reference process. In summary,
the reference + H process performs worse than the industry 1/2 + H process. The considerably different
behavior of both diffusion processes under hydrogenation underlines the different ways both PDG processes work. The degradation of the reference diffusion is attributed to a stronger gettering effect before
the SiNx :H step, which is facilitated by its extended duration. This means a longer drive-in step as well
as a cooling ramp down to 600 ◦C. In particular, the cooling ramp promotes the formation and growth of
precipitates, i.e., it improves relaxation gettering.
The additional processing of the SiNx :H layer gives rise for a dissolution of the previously formed
and grown precipitates during the extended reference diffusion. The out-diffusion of dissolved impurities
from the external gettering layer, i.e., the emitter acting as a contamination source lowers the material
quality homogeneously across the whole sample area. A remarkably strong degradation is observed
for position C of material III after the reference + H process. It even degrades down to the as-grown
lifetime. The material degradation occurs homogeneously distributed over the whole sample area. This
is attributed to the red zone which is still visible even after reference gettering and hence indicates "nongetterable" dissolved impurities being highly mobile during the further thermal processing. These are
suggested to additionally reduce the material quality during the complete reference + H process. Note
that after PDG the red zone was not observed for the neighboring edge position F. In agreement with
that, position F degraded by only 20% compared with 90% in case of position C.
A comparison of the relative lifetime improvements yielded by the different diffusions emphasizes
the correlation between improved PDG and the lowered performance during the further processing of
PECVD SiNx :H layers (cf. both tables of the previous discussion section). The more reference gettering
exceeds industry 1/2 gettering, the less resistant the material becomes under further thermal treatment of
the SiNx :H step. This strongly indicates the higher amount of precipitates formed during the reference
diffusion that subsequently dissolve and degrade the material. It should be noted that only position F
and C of material III degrade, while position D (in central ingot height only!) slightly improves. The
observation that material III degrades only after the reference + H process but not after the industry + H
process will be taken up again in the following chapter. Further wafer positions (G and I) will be investigated.
In general, it can be stated that each position of the same 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer may show a completely different PDG response as well as a completely different behavior under the additional hydrogenation step. Whereas the amount of extended defects and the initial impurity level mainly determine
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the sample’s PDG response, the thermal pre-treatment (type of POCl3 diffusion facilitating relaxation
gettering or not) can be crucial to its performance under the further processing of the PECVD SiNx :H.
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Chapter 5

Investigation of Pre- and Post-diffusion
Gettering
This chapter focuses on the changes in material quality induced by varied temperature profiles of a POCl3 diffusion while keeping its sheet resistance constant. Note
that a constant sheet resistance is necessary to allow sufficient electrical contact to
the different POCl3 emitters in the production of solar cells. Several authors proposed similar temperature profiles to optimize the gettering behavior of a standard
POCl3 diffusion process [70, 74, 127, 138, 165–167]. Two kinds of process variations
are analyzed. The first one is called pre-diffusion gettering and describes a high
temperature annealing before the actual diffusion. The second one is referred to as
post-diffusion gettering and addresses changes of cooling ramps after the actual diffusion. Note that the drive-in step of the reference diffusion already lasts one hour.
This might explain the finding that no significant difference in material quality between these diffusions with and without a cooling ramp could be measured as shown
by previous work [168]. Hence, the shorter industry diffusion is tested within the
framework of the post-diffusion gettering experiment. Each different experiment is
performed on material from a different block-cast ingot: the pre-diffusion gettering
is investigated on material IV1 whereas the post-diffusion gettering is tested on material III. Note that position C, D and F of material III are already investigated in
Chapter 4. They exhibited an abnormal behavior under the additional hydrogenation
treatment of a PECVD SiNx :H layer which will be addressed as well.

5.1

Pre-diffusion Gettering

It was proposed by Schön et al.’s PDG simulations that a high temperature peak before the POCl3 diffusion facilitates the dissolution of small and medium sized precipitates [70, 169]. Consequently, the dissolved impurities can be gettered more effectively during the subsequent POCl3 diffusion. Schön et al. also
mentioned that the resulting gain in lifetime strongly depends on the level and the solubility of the
lifetime-limiting impurities. The gain in lifetime also suffers from the inhomogeneous distribution of
precipitates and single impurities due to the non-homogeneously distributed structural defects of mc-Si.
In cleaner material with low impurity concentrations, it might be possible that the impurities cannot
be incorporated into the precipitates after dissolution since their amount is too small accompanied by
1 An

overview of all materials investigated in this thesis is given in Tab. 2.1
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Table 5.1: Lifetime data taken from Schön et al. [70]. The relative change ∆τ in brackets gives the relative lifetime
improvement yielded by each PDG process compared with the as-grown lifetime before processing.

Material

Lifetime τ (µs) [rel. change ∆τ (%)]
as-grown

reference

900 ◦C + reference

Contaminated mc-Si

1.3

7 [438]

22 [1592]

Cleaner mc-Si

23

32 [39]

34 [48]

a small supersaturation. Precipitation is commonly driven by the degree of supersaturation of impurities [69,70,74,75]. Note that this is called relaxation gettering which simultaneously occurs with another
gettering type that is segregation gettering (for more information read, e.g., Sec. 2.3 or [170]). If precipitation is hindered by the lack or by the diminished degree of supersaturation, segregation gettering
will prevail over relaxation gettering. In addition, the amount of the precipitates as well as their size and
spatial distribution are crucial parameters concerning the subsequent gettering of impurities after dissolution. If distances are too high for impurities to reach a precipitate and their supersaturation is too small,
impurities will more likely remain dissolved as point defects inducing deep SRH levels. This would mean
a lifetime reduction although precipitates have been successfully dissolved by the high temperature step
before the diffusion.
Thermal processing might eventually result in the formation of nanoprecipitates dispersed over the
whole sample degrading the material as observed by Buonassisi et al. [162]. They emphasize the importance of the average precipitate size in a mc-Si sample and its sensitivity to variations in thermal
processing. In particular, fast cooling is stated to result in such a dispersion of nanoprecipitates even at
low temperatures and hence in a material degradation. Fast cooling is involved twice in the processing of
a PECVD SiNx :H layer: the first one occurs after its deposition step at 450 ◦C, i.e., the unloading is performed by opening the door of the quartz tube furnace at room temperature (quenching). The second one
is the firing of the SiNx :H layer carried out with a set peak temperature of 860 ◦C in an industrial-type belt
furnace after which samples are driven out of the furnace and cooled down to room temperature within
seconds. Both processing sequences do not allow gettering times comparable to the one of a POCl3 diffusion and hence might result in a material degradation. Note that the described quenching of the mc-Si
samples is particularly critical after high temperature processing since at these temperatures precipitates
can be dissolved more easily than after low temperature annealing at 450 ◦C. The latter cannot yield the
dissolution of FeSi2 precipitates, for example, whereas it is likely to dissolve precipitates containing fastdiffusing metals such as copper or nickel. This is described by Buonassisi et al. [153] and underlines
the need for intelligent processing, as they call it, to avoid such fast cooling ramps particularly after high
temperatures in standard processing of mc-Si based solar cells.
Schön et al. compared their simulations with experimental data of intentionally iron contaminated
and cleaner mc-Si as shown in Tab. 5.1. It should be mentioned that the reference diffusion in [70] is
not the same one as in this work. This difference should not be relevant for the present investigation
since it is focused on the difference with and without the additional 900 ◦C peak before the reference
diffusion. The lifetime improvement of the cleaner material yielded by the high temperature peak is
significantly smaller than the one of the contaminated material. Nevertheless, their simulations confirm
that the additional high temperature peak before the diffusion halves the number of small and medium
sized precipitates within both material types, i.e., the contaminated material as well as the cleaner one.
Their final lifetimes, however, differ significantly. This emphasizes the importance of assuming different
precipitate sizes on the one hand and on the other hand the non-linear correlation between precipitate
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density and minority carrier lifetime. It also emphasizes the importance of the overall impurity concentration which is higher in the contaminated material before and still after processing. Nevertheless,
the relative lifetime improvement ∆τ yielded by PDG compared with the respective as-grown lifetime
is found to be significantly higher for this material than for the cleaner mc-Si. Schön et al. attribute
this to the lower contamination level of the cleaner material accompanied by a reduced driving force for
precipitation, i.e., a reduced supersaturation. Note that the mc-Si material of the present analysis has
been crystallized in a non-industrial crucible of high purity. This might suggest a similar behavior as the
cleaner mc-Si material investigated by Schön et al. which will be studied in the following section.
The fact that the contamination level spatially varies within the as-grown mc-Si ingot allows investigating mc-Si samples of the same ingot with differing initial impurity concentration by selecting different ingot heights and/or different 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer positions. Still, typical variations along the
ingot height are, for example, in the range of [Fei ] = 1 − 10 × 1011 cm−3 which is significantly smaller
than the difference between the cleaner mc-Si with [Fei ] = 4 × 1011 cm−3 the contaminated one with
[Fei ] = 3.5 × 1013 cm−3 investigated by Schön et al. [70].
As shown in Chapter 3, the inhomogeneous distribution of extended defects in mc-Si considerably
influences the sample’s behavior under the thermal processing of a POCl3 diffusion. These extended
defects, identified by a dislocation density exceeding 106 cm−2 , strongly hinder PDG.
Before the PDG experiment will be described, the characteristics of the investigated mc-Si material
in the as-grown state originating from two different ingot heights, i.e., bottom and center are addressed.
Characteristics of as-grown mc-Si from Different Ingot Heights and Wafer Positions

Two 5 × 5 cm2 positions C and D of a mc-Si ingot (material IV) are depicted in Fig. 5.1. They originate
from the ingot bottom region at a physical ingot height of approximately 20 mm and from the central
ingot height at 59 mm. A typical distribution of the material quality of a block-cast mc-Si ingot is shown
in Fig. 5.2 on the left. In general, 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafers located close to the crucible bottom have
spatial impurity distributions that differ from the observed one of a wafer from central ingot height. The
typical distribution in central ingot height is demonstrated in the PL image with its cutting sketch of a
15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer on the right-hand side of Fig. 5.2. The shown as-cut wafer from central ingot
height2 exhibits a region of poor material quality to the bottom and to the right sample edge, i.e., the red
zone, as a result of its vicinity to the contaminating crucible wall. The wafer from central ingot height
is cut out perpendicularly to the ingot height and rotated into the plane of drawing. Only two of its
wafer edges, marked in blue and green, are visible in the view of the whole ingot on the left. The third
dimension of the ingot sketch is indicated by black dashed lines.
The material close to the crucible bottom, however, is expected to be contaminated more homogeneously over the whole cross sectional wafer area of 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 due to its small vertical distance
of 20 mm to the contaminating crucible bottom. Hence, position C and D under investigation are expected to have a comparable impurity concentration in bottom ingot height but a more strongly differing
one in central ingot height. It should be mentioned that the red zone in top ingot height is mainly contaminated by metal impurities that are segregated into the melt during the directional solidification of
the ingot [10]. In addition, the concentration of interstitial carbon increases toward the top ingot height
whereas interstitial oxygen mainly segregates toward the crucible bottom [171].
The fact that extended defects are randomly distributed across the whole ingot [172] makes the
comparison of different wafer positions much more complex. Still, their difference in impurity level can
be estimated from their different locations within the ingot. Hence, an estimation of the driving force
for precipitation, i.e., the strength of relaxation gettering is possible as far as the comparison between
2 The

PL image, taken from material II and serving as an example, has been measured in the as-cut state without any previous
surface preparation such as etching, cleaning or surface passivation.
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Position C

Position D

Bottom height (20 mm)

Bottom height (20 mm)

16

6.3

Central height (59 mm)

Central height (59 mm)

53

47

Figure 5.1: Position C and D of material IV in bottom and central ingot height (as-grown) are shown. In bottom ingot height,
the material exhibits a lower lifetime level and a less pronounced defect structure compared with the central ingot height. This
is attributed to its high impurity contamination distributed more homogeneously over the whole sample area due to its small
vertical distance of 20 mm to the crucible bottom. Arithmetical mean lifetimes, averaged over the 5 × 5 cm2 sample area, are
given on the left.

different positions out of the same ingot is concerned. Extended defects, however, might strongly hinder
PDG which makes it more difficult to exactly predict the sample’s behavior under processing solely from
lifetime measurements before PDG. This is strengthened by the fact that extended defects are frequently
not visible in the as-grown state before PDG. Due to the high total concentration of dissolved impurities
in this state the material quality is lowered over the whole 5 × 5 cm2 sample area and such structures
are covered by the rather homogeneously distributed impurities. This is observed for both positions C
and D shown in Fig. 5.1. Position C in bottom ingot height (top row image of Fig. 5.1) exhibits only a
thin red zone to the bottom of its PL image but not at all to its right edge in contrast to the C sample in
central ingot height (bottom row image of Fig. 5.1). The arithmetical mean lifetime, averaged over the
5 × 5 cm2 sample area, is given on the left-hand side of each image.
The lifetime level in bottom ingot height is clearly lower than in central ingot height indicating its
strong impurity contamination. Typical recombination active defect clusters appear with a small PL
contrast and single grain boundaries (GBs) are hardly visible. The GBs exhibit denuded zones which
are the regions on both sides of the GBs having a higher material quality than their surroundings. The
higher material quality originates from GBs acting as internal gettering sinks during crystal growth [72,
160, 161]. In contrast to the bottom ingot height, the structural defects such as defect clusters and grain
boundaries are much more pronounced in central ingot height. At position C in central ingot height, the
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Figure 5.2: Left: Sketch of the material quality across the whole cast mc-Si ingot. A wafer originating from bottom ingot
height (20 mm) does not show the typical impurity distribution as a wafer from central ingot height (59 mm). Wafers are
obtained perpendicularly to the direction of the ingot height. Right: The complete wafer from central ingot height is rotated
into the plane of the drawing and shown on the right. Only two of its wafer edges, marked in blue and green, are visible in the
view of the whole ingot (left). Both 5 × 5 cm2 wafer positions C and D under investigation are marked in red.

red zone mainly to the image bottom but also to its right edge can be clearly seen. In general, denuded
zones are predominantly visible in strongly contaminated material originating from bottom or top ingot
height. In these ingot heights, the material contains such a high impurity concentration that intra-grain
regions cannot be cleaned by internal gettering towards grain boundaries as efficient as it is the case in
their close vicinity. Hence, denuded zones become visible among the highly contaminated surroundings.
The description of the defect distribution within the ingot gives a general tendency which measured
distributions may locally differ from. Such variations are also demonstrated by the exemplary wafer
originating from central ingot height on the right-hand side of Fig. 5.2: position D and G exhibit a very
poor material quality comparable to the one occurring within the red zone but with a very homogeneous
spatial distribution over the 5 × 5 cm2 sample area. Such large regions of poor material quality close to
the center of the ingot cannot be identified by in-diffusing impurities from the crucible wall and might
be explained by thermal stress locally occurring during crystal growth eventually resulting in a high
dislocation density and/or trapping of dissolved impurities.
5.1.1

Experiment

The tested diffusion consists of the same process scheme as the reference diffusion of this work but with
an additional high temperature step at 900 ◦C before the POCl3 -N2 predeposition. This high temperature
step is performed for 5 min in a pure nitrogen atmosphere. Its temperature profile is sketched in Fig. 5.3
and is referred to as 900 ◦C + reference. According to the standard procedure of this work, the influence
of the deposition and firing of a PECVD SiNx :H layer is analyzed. Hence, sister samples with comparable grain structure are divided into two groups A and B. Group A samples only undergo the different
POCl3 diffusions while group B samples are additionally coated with SiNx :H layers on both sides and
fired. The latter processes are called reference + H and 900 ◦C + ref. + H, respectively. For the actual
measurement of the bulk lifetime, the emitter layers as well as the SiNx :H layers (for group B samples)
have been removed before cleaning followed by surface passivation with PECVD a-Si:H. More detailed
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825°C
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Figure 5.3: Diffusion sketch of pre-diffusion gettering test.

information on the standard procedure of lifetime studies is given in Sec. 1.1.2.
5.1.2

Results

Fig. 5.4 shows both positions under investigation. The left column refers to position C and the right
column to position D. The top images represent the reference gettered samples and the bottom row
depicts the samples after 900 ◦C + reference. No significant difference between these process schemes
is observed. The mean values of the 900 ◦C + reference diffusion are slightly lower. Both samples are
positions of the same 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer located at a slightly higher ingot height than the wafer of the
upper samples in Fig. 5.4. It is possible that grain structure and/or impurity content between upper and
lower samples slightly vary. A typical standard deviation of ± 37% of two sister samples processed in
the same POCl3 diffusion is given in Chapter 3. The small difference between the two process schemes
constitutes within this experimental error. Therefore, it can be stated that the 900 ◦C + reference diffusion
does not result in a more effective PDG for the investigated material. This might indicate the above
described situation that the driving force to form and grow precipitates is not sufficiently strong due to the
diminished supersaturation of the rather clean mc-Si under investigation. In such a material an additional
high temperature peak before the POCl3 diffusion, aiming the dissolution of small and medium sized
precipitates, is found not to be beneficial for the lifetime. This is in agreement with the findings of
Schön et al. regarding the cleaner mc-Si as compared in Tab. 5.2 [70].
It is interesting to note that position C and, in particular, D have considerably lower as-grown lifetimes than Schön et al.’s cleaner mc-Si. The absolute final lifetime yielded by PDG, however, is higher
by a factor of two. This means a considerably stronger relative lifetime improvement ∆τ in case of material IV which is comparable to the one of the contaminated mc-Si. This indicates a stronger influence
of relaxation gettering than for Schön et al.’s cleaner mc-Si. Hence, it is surprising that material IV does
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Position C
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(process)

(process)

(reference)

(reference)

(900°C Peak
+ reference)

(900°C Peak
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of a reference gettered sample (top) and its sister sample after 900 ◦C + reference diffusion (bottom).
Left: Position C of material IV in bottom ingot height. Right: Position D of material IV in bottom ingot height. Arithmetical
mean lifetimes with the respective process type in brackets are given on the left-hand side of each column.

not show a positive effect due to the high temperature peak at 900 ◦C even though it seems to involve a
stronger driving force for precipitation (higher ∆τ). However, both positions under investigation contain
a high amount of extended defects strongly hindering PDG and remaining with a strong recombination
activity as described in Chapter 3. It might be possible that these structural defects have a dominating
impact so that the yielded precipitate dissolution by the high temperature peak is not beneficial. In addition, the stoichiometry of the precipitates in the bottom ingot material is likely to incorporate oxygen
since the concentration of interstitial oxygen [Oi ] = 5 × 1017 cm−3 is exceptionally high compared with
higher ingot heights3 .
Sattler et al. observed a lowered gettering efficacy during cooling at an oxygen concentration of
[Oi ] = 7.8 × 1017 cm−3 [173]. They identified this effect with back diffusing cobalt atoms into the sample
and their binding to oxygen related centers eventually degrading the material quality. They call this effect
inverse gettering. Such mechanisms might compensate the optimized gettering of the 900 ◦C + reference
process. It might be also possible that the high interstitial oxygen concentration of the bottom material
leads to a facilitated nucleation of precipitates as pointed out in [174, 175]. This would change the situation that small and medium sized precipitates are successfully reduced by the 900 ◦C + reference process.
A facilitated nucleation might eventually result in the same amount of small and medium sized precipitates as in the case of the reference diffusion provided that the density in the reference gettered sample
3 The

oxygen concentration has been measured using fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy by Dr. W. Seifert from
BTU Cottbus within the framework of SolarWinS (see acknowledgement).
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Table 5.2: Comparison of measured lifetimes of this work with data taken from Schön et al. [70]. The relative change ∆τ in
brackets gives the relative lifetime improvement yielded by each PDG process compared with the as-grown lifetime before
processing. Data of material IV refers to its bottom ingot height.

Material

Lifetime τ (µs) [rel. change ∆τ (%)]
as-grown

reference

900 ◦C + reference

Contaminated mc-Si ( [70])

1.3

7 [438]

22 [1592]

Cleaner mc-Si ( [70])

23

32 [39]

34 [48]

Material IV (position C)

16

80 [400]

74 [363]

Material IV (position D)

6

72 [1100]

64 [966]

is already high enough so that no new precipitates nucleate. These assumptions cannot be conclusively
clarified without further investigations, in particular, without the determination of the chemical nature
of the precipitates. Since the oxygen content in the upper part of the ingot is lower, a differing PDG
response of the mc-Si material originating from central ingot height is expected. This and the influence
of a PECVD SiNx :H step on the material quality will be addressed in the following section.
Influence of the PECVD SiNx :H Step

In bottom ingot height of material IV, both positions C and D degrade due to the PECVD SiNx :H step
compared with their lifetime directly after PDG. This is observed for both POCl3 diffusion processes
which is supplemented in Appendix B. It might indicate a further material degradation induced by back
diffusing impurities into the sample forming deleterious oxygen related precipitates as described by
Sattler et al. [173].
In the following, it is focused on position C of material IV in central ingot height since it exhibits an
interesting effect after the PECVD SiNx :H step4 . Position C degrades due to the hydrogenation step after the 900 ◦C + reference process down to ∅τ = 55 µs but is improved after the complete reference + H
process up to ∅τ = 101 µs. Fig. 5.5 shows the results of both diffusions with and without the hydrogenation step in comparison with the as-grown state. Note that the as-grown sample is shown twice in the top
row of the figure.
Tab. 5.3 summarizes the relative lifetime changes ∆τ yielded by the hydrogenation step after each
POCl3 diffusion. The lifetime of the reference + H process is even doubled. The 900 ◦C + ref. + H
process, however, exhibits a material degradation by 39% (marked in red). The different behavior of the
differently gettered sister samples under the same SiNx :H step emphasizes the influence of the thermal
pretreatment of each sample. Hence, the different modes of operation of the different POCl3 diffusions
shall be addressed first.
In agreement with the expectation mentioned in the previous section, the sample from central ingot height shows a different PDG response than the samples originating from the ingot bottom. The
900 ◦C + reference diffusion results in a higher material quality than the reference gettered sample. The
obtained mean lifetime is 90 µs compared with only 51 µs of the reference diffusion. The latter even
degraded compared with the as-grown lifetime of 72 µs possibly due to the lack of supersaturated impurities. Hence, relaxation gettering cannot efficiently work during the reference diffusion within the
already mentioned, the process with an additional SiNx :H step to the 900 ◦C + reference diffusion is called
900 ◦C + ref. + H process.

4 As
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(process)

(process)

72.2
(as-grown)

72.2
(as-grown)

50.5
(reference)

90.4
(900°C + reference)

101
(reference + H)

55.4
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Figure 5.5: Left: Comparison of the as-grown state (top) with the reference gettered sample (center) and its sister sample after
the reference + H process (bottom). Right: Same for the 900 ◦C + reference diffusion. All sister samples originate from position C of material IV in central ingot height. Only a section of the 5 × 5 cm2 C samples is shown since some are partly broken.

cleaner material originating from central ingot height. It rather seems to induce the dissolution of precipitates without being capable of subsequently removing the dissolved impurities. This would explain
the observation of structural defects as well as intra-grain regions showing a lower material quality than
in the as-grown state.
The better performance of the 900 ◦C + reference diffusion is particularly visible in intra-grain regions. In addition, grain boundaries also appear with a smaller lifetime contrast although their surroundings are on a higher lifetime level than the ones in the reference gettered sample. It indicates a successful
gettering even at structural defects wherein PDG is typically hindered (compare with findings of chapter 3). This is also pointed out by Schön et al. [70]. Overall, the pre-diffusion gettering is successful in
central ingot height of position C but not in its bottom ingot height. This strengthens the assumed impact
of the interstitial oxygen concentration in bottom ingot height eventually leading to an inverse gettering
effect during the hydrogenation step as suggested by Sattler et al. [173]. No statement can be made for
position D in central ingot height due to sample breakage.
As was simulated by Schön et al., the high temperature peak halves the number of small and medium
sized precipitates compared with the reference gettered material [70]. Buonassisi et al. showed that a
high number of small precipitates is more detrimental to the lifetime than a few large precipitates [9]. In
agreement with that, the pre-diffusion high temperature peak, leading to more large but significantly less
small and medium sized precipitates, is shown to be beneficial for the lifetime of material IV originating
from central ingot height. The question arises, however, why the previously more efficient PDG process
(900 ◦C + reference process) eventually results in a material degradation after the additional PECVD
SiNx :H step by 39% whereas the reference gettered sample is improved by 100% (see Tab. 5.3). It is
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Table 5.3: Relative lifetime change of each diffusion due to hydrogenation compared with its lifetime before the PECVD
SiNx :H step. The material degradation of the 900 ◦C + ref. + H is depicted in red. Data of position C refers to the bottom
ingot height of material IV.

Lifetime change ∆τ (%)
Process

Position C

reference + H

100

900 ◦C

-39.4

+ ref. + H

supposed that the emitter underneath the SiNx :H layers acts as a contamination source during further
thermal processing since large amounts of impurities are segregated towards the external gettering layer.
Still, this does not explain why the reference emitter does not contaminate the material to the same way
as the 900 ◦C + reference emitter does. Hence, it is suggested that renewed small precipitates nucleate
particularly within the material that does not offer sufficient precipitates in the close vicinity of dissolved
impurities5 . This is the case for the 900 ◦C + reference gettered material which is assumed to contain
considerably less small and medium sized precipitates. Such a scenario describing the nucleation of
dispersed nanoprecipitates has been previously observed by Buonassisi et al [162].
As described in the introduction of the present experiment, the thermal processing of the SiNx :H
layer involves fast cooling ramps that may be critical and thus may lead to the formation of these deleterious nanoprecipitates. It is suggested that the time during cooling is not sufficient for gettering the
impurities dissolved by the preceding thermal processing. Hence, they may remain dissolved or may
form nanoprecipitates dispersed over the whole sample explaining its material degradation. It seems
plausible that the formation of nanoprecipitates mainly occurs in the 900 ◦C + reference sample due to
its reduced density of small and medium sized precipitates as already stated above. Note that it is always
possible that impurities will remain dissolved if impurities are not supersaturated. During the sample
cooling down to room temperature, which always occurs after thermal processing, impurities are highly
likely supersaturated leading to the formation of such nanoprecipitates. Despite of the observed material
degradation, most of the GBs vanish indicating their successful hydrogen passivation. The same is found
for the reference + H gettered sample but on a higher lifetime level.
5.1.3

Short Discussion on the Results of the Pre-diffusion Gettering Experiment

In central ingot height, the reference diffusion induces a material degradation. The 900 ◦C + reference
diffusion, however, improves the material. This might be explained by the reference process yielding
the dissolution of precipitates rather than the gettering of impurities. It might be speculated that the
material is of such a high purity that impurities are not sufficiently supersaturated during the reference
diffusion but during the 900 ◦C + reference process. The latter is assumed to increase the number of
dissolved impurities by dissolving small and medium sized precipitates. It seems plausible that the
degree of supersaturation is sufficiently increased due to the high temperature peak before the diffusion
and hence dissolved impurities are successfully gettered. The result of material IV in central ingot height
after the complete diffusion + H processing is particularly important for the material quality of a solar
cell. Even though 900 ◦C + reference diffusion is found to be the more efficient PDG process, the yielded
5 This

is an important fact since the temperature treatment of the PECVD SiNx :H step does not allow long enough diffusion
lengths for impurities. Hence, dissolved impurities are not able to overcome large distances before being incorporated into
precipitates.
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higher material quality cannot be maintained during the subsequent PECVD SiNx :H step being one of the
standard processing sequences in solar cell production. In summary, the reference + H process prevails
over the 900 ◦C + ref. + H process in central ingot height. In bottom ingot height, both processes do not
lead to different lifetimes neither directly after PDG nor after the additional PECVD SiNx :H step (see
Appendix B).

5.2

Post-diffusion Gettering

Post-diffusion gettering is discussed in the literature as an alternative POCl3 diffusion process. In analogy
to pre-diffusion gettering, this approach has the potential of a more efficient gettering without changing
the emitter sheet resistance. Rinio et al. reported a maximum solar cell efficiency due to improved gettering by post-diffusion low temperature (LT) annealing at 575 ◦C in [127]. The idea of adding a cooling
ramp after a POCl3 diffusion is to additionally clean the material by the formation and growth of precipitates either at external sites within the emitter region or at internal sites, i.e., structural defects and thus
reducing the impurity concentration outside those precipitates. Hence, relaxation gettering is facilitated
during cooling. This allows the material to reach higher lifetimes particularly within intra-grain regions
which are more easily gettered than extended defects by the external gettering layer (see Chapter 3). The
degree of supersaturation, which is a requirement for precipitation [69], is continuously enhanced by the
lowered solubility limit during cooling. Hence, the formation of precipitates will predominantly occur
during this cooling ramp.
5.2.1

Experiment

Two diffusions with varied unloading temperatures at the end are compared. The reference diffusion with
an unloading temperature of 600 ◦C is compared with its version with Tunload = 800 ◦C. This experiment
revealed no differences between the processes which is not shown here (see [168] for more details).
A second experiment is performed in which the considerable shorter industry diffusion of Chapter 3 is
varied. Fig. 5.6 sketches this diffusion in comparison with the reference diffusion and its variation with
the unloading temperature of Tunload = 800 ◦C referred to as Indus-800. Note that the gas flows of the
industry diffusion are adjusted so that a similar sheet resistance of ≈ 80 Ω/2 as the one of the reference
emitter is yielded (see Sec. 2.3.3). The post-diffusion gettering analysis is carried out on two additional
positions G and I of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer in central ingot height of material III whose positions C, D
and F have been already investigated in Chapter 4. Fig. 5.7 schematically shows both positions whereas
the PL image is taken from material II helping to locate the positions with respect to the wafer’s red zone.
Note that position I originates from the wafer edge containing a part of its red zone whereas position G
is located towards the ingot center.
5.2.2

Results

In Fig. 5.8, both positions are depicted after the Indus-800 and after the industry diffusion with the lower
unloading temperature. A clear improvement is observed for both positions by adding the cooling ramp
down to 600 ◦C at the end of the diffusion process. This means that the formation of precipitates, i.e.,
relaxation gettering is successfully enhanced as described in the introduction. It is interesting to note that
both positions reach almost the same lifetime after the Indus-800 diffusion but after the industry diffusion
position I has the highest lifetime of 134 µs. By taking into account an experimental error of 37%6 , the
small difference between the industry gettered G and I samples has to be discarded. Nevertheless, it
6 The

normalized difference between the lifetime maps of two sister samples processed within the same POCl3 diffusion has
been averaged over the whole sample area to obtain the respective experimental error (cf. Chapter 3).
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Comparison of industry with reference (Chapter 3)
Diffusion name
reference industry
Drive-in duration (min)
60
5
Oxygen flow
high
low
825°C
POCl3-N2

Temperature (a.u.)

Industry

Reference

600°C

600°C

Industry with two different unloading temperatures
825°C
POCl3-N2

Industry with Tunload= 800°C (Indus-800)

Industry with Tunload= 600°C

Time (a.u.)

Figure 5.6: Diffusion sketches of post-diffusion gettering analysis.
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Figure 5.7: Cutting sketch of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 mc-Si wafer. The PL image is taken from material II and is used for
orientation purposes. Both investigated positions G (central) and I (edge) of material III are marked in red.

would correspond to a large improvement of 59% at position I whereas position G improves by only
38% due to the additional cooling ramp. The described observation is more significant and beyond the
experimental error for the comparison between the reference gettered and the Indus-800 gettered sample.
Herein, the reference gettered I sample is improved by even 105% whereas the lifetime of position G
only improves by 39%. This might be expected since position I contains a higher impurity concentration
than position G which originates from its vicinity to the crucible wall. In addition, position I exhibits
slightly less extended defects that are found in Chapter 3 to limit PDG. It should be mentioned again that
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Position G

Position I

Process

Process

Indus-800

Indus-800

Øτ = 87.8 µs

Øτ = 84.4 µs

Industry

Industry

Øτ = 121 µs

Øτ = 134 µs

Figure 5.8: Comparison between Indus-800 and its version with a LT annealing after the diffusion process carried out on
position G and I (central ingot height) of material III already investigated in Chapter 4.

Table 5.4: Relative lifetime improvement reached by extended diffusions compared with the Indus-800 gettered sample
(compare Fig. 5.9).

Lifetime change ∆τ (%)
Process

Position G

Position I

reference

38.7

105

industry

37.8

58.8

the driving force for precipitation will be stronger if the initial impurity concentration is higher which
means a higher degree of supersaturation provided that the concentration level exceeds the solubility
limit. This suggests that relaxation gettering, i.e., precipitation is enhanced at position I whereas, at
position G, it is less important due to its lower impurity level. The relative lifetime improvement ∆τ
after each extended diffusion, i.e., reference and industry compared with the less efficient Indus-800
process is summarized in Tab. 5.4. In agreement with previous results, the reference diffusion getters
more effectively, in particular, on edge samples indicating a stronger relaxation gettering. In addition, a
higher degree of supersaturation is yielded by lowering the solubility limit during cooling at the end of
the extended diffusions. Thus, it can be stated that the the extended diffusions favor the formation and
growth of precipitates in contrast to the shorter Indus-800 diffusion. The industry diffusion is likely to
favor precipitation whereas Indus-800 suffers from the lack of a cooling ramp at the end.
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Figure 5.9: Overview of all three diffusions with and without the hydrogenation step applied to (a) position G and (b)
position I (material III, central ingot height). In particular on edge position I, the previously reached benefit due to a cooling
ramp after the diffusion (extended diffusions: reference and industry) is lost after hydrogenation. Arrows are a guide to the eye
to see improvement due to extended diffusions and degradation after diffusion + H.

Influence of PECVD SiNx :H Step

The present section addresses the unusual behavior of material III under the additional PECVD SiNx :H
step that was already analyzed in Chapter 4. Fig. 5.9 shows the comparison between the industry and the
reference diffused positions G and I. The lifetime benefit previously achieved by the extended reference
diffusion due to precipitation, however, is lost after the additional hydrogenation step. At position I,
the reference gettered material even degrades due to the hydrogenation step (PECVD SiNx :H step) in
contrast to industry gettered material. At position G, the reference + H gettered sample does not degrade
compared with its state before but it performs worse than the other two processing schemes. After all,
the lowest material quality is observed for the reference + H process at both wafer positions. The highest
lifetime among all diffusion + H processes is yielded by the industry + H at position G and by the Indus800 + H process at position I.
The different responses to the same additional PECVD SiNx :H step after different POCl3 diffusions
emphasize the impact of the sample’s pretreatment on its subsequent behavior under further processing.
Therefore, possible mechanisms leading to the different final material qualities are described in this paragraph with a particular focus on the different 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer positions G and I. At position I, the
reference gettered sample has by far the highest lifetime of all processes. This indicates the exceptionally
improved relaxation gettering of the reference diffusion which is not surprising due to its significantly
longer drive-in step of 55 min. At such high temperatures above 800 ◦C, many impurities are dissolved
while they are highly mobile to be easily gettered. The reference diffusion also includes a cooling ramp
down to 600 ◦C additionally promoting precipitation. Another aspect has to be considered which is the
further in-diffusion of phosphorus during the drive-in step. It is accompanied by the injection of interstitial silicon which enhances gettering by the kick-out mechanism (compare Sec. 2.3). The advantages of
reference gettering over industry gettering are described more extensively in Sec. 3.2.
It should be noted that the material quality of a solar cell will be comparable to the one after the
complete diffusion + H processing scheme. Hence, the fact that the reference gettered sample I has the
highest lifetime is not of interest when assessing the best performing process for solar cells. The performance of the diffusion + H processes is summarized as relative lifetime changes compared with their
lifetime without hydrogenation in Tab. 5.5. The extended diffusions exhibit the smallest improvements
whereas the reference + H even degrades by 18% due to hydrogenation. This is attributed to the ability
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Table 5.5: Relative lifetime change of each diffusion due to hydrogenation compared with its lifetime without hydrogenation
(compare Fig. 5.9). The material degradation of the reference + H at position I is depicted in red.

Lifetime change ∆τ (%)
Process

Position G

Position I

reference + H

33

-18

industry + H

54

13

Indus-800 + H

102

95

of these processes to enhance relaxation gettering and thus to result in a higher amount of newly formed
precipitates. Note that an additional driving force for relaxation gettering arises from an increased impurity level which is present at edge positions of the 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer such as position I. These newly
formed precipitates might be less resistant against further thermal processing and might be dissolved
during the hydrogenation step.
Nevertheless, a significant amount of GBs vanish in the PL images indicating their successful hydrogen passivation (not explicitly shown here). The shorter Indus-800 + H process shows the strongest
improvement of approximately 100% at both positions. Since this process does not facilitate relaxation
gettering, it is very likely that the previously grown precipitates of the extended diffusions dissolve during further processing. In particular, the short duration of the firing of the PECVD SiNx :H layer might
not allow a further growth of precipitates but rather induces the dissolution of the smaller precipitates resulting in the dispersion of dissolved impurities over the whole sample area. The subsequent fast cooling
of the PECVD SiNx :H step might eventually lead to the formation of very small nanoprecipitates in the
presence of the supersaturated dissolved impurities.
Note that such a scenario is suggested for the pre-diffusion gettering experiment of the previous
section. Herein, a further reason is given for the nucleation of such nanoprecipitates: the high prediffusion temperature step has reduced the amount of small and medium sized precipitates whereas large
precipitates are grown. It is suggested that not enough of these large precipitates are available in the
close vicinity of dissolved impurities so that they cannot be further incorporated into the already existing
precipitates. Hence, dispersed nanoprecipitates are likely to form. Both scenarios, the formation of a
high amount of dissolved impurities and the nucleation of the dispersed nanoprecipitates, would explain
a material degradation induced by the reference + H process and, in particular, the smaller performance
of the industry + H process compared with the shorter Indus-800 + H process.
It should be mentioned that position G does not show a smaller final lifetime after the industry + H
process than the Indus-800 + H process as depicted in Fig. 5.9. This might indicate that the degree of
supersaturation is not sufficiently high at the central position G during the industry diffusion to promote
precipitation as efficient as it does at position I. As stated above, the impurity level is higher at the
edge position I which facilitates precipitation. The extended diffusions are therefore more effective at
position I than at position G.
As a consequence of their previously more efficient PDG effect, reference/industry + H perform
significantly worse at position I. A possible explanation for this might be the dissolution of the previously formed precipitates and the subsequent formation of nanoprecipitates during the fast cooling of the
PECVD SiNx :H step. This is expected to overbalance the passivation effect of the monoatomic hydrogen. Since relaxation gettering is facilitated more strongly at the contaminated position I, this deleterious
effect occurs more significantly at this position than at position G.
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Summary

Pre-diffusion as well as post-diffusion gettering are found to be optimized PDG processes while the
first one was only successful in the central ingot height of position C (material IV). Both experiments
confirm the positive effect of a higher supersaturation on PDG by facilitating precipitation, i.e., enhancing
relaxation gettering. The higher supersaturation is yielded differently within both experiments: the high
temperature peak before the diffusion (900 ◦C + reference) leads to a dissolution of small and medium
sized precipitates as simulated by Schön et al. [70]. Adding a cooling ramp down to the lower unloading
temperature of 600 ◦C at the end of the shorter Indus-800 diffusion results in an artificially increased
supersaturation by continuously lowering the solubility limit. Note that the 900 ◦C + reference diffusion
also involves such a cooling ramp and hence this precipitation enhancing temperature step is combined
with the preceding high temperature step at 900 ◦C. In both cases, the amount of the supersaturated
impurities is increased. As a consequence, relaxation gettering is enhanced and a higher material quality
is reached. Another indication for the more efficient PDG in the presence of a higher supersaturation
is demonstrated by the wafer edge positions. These positions contain a high impurity concentration
originating from the contaminating crucible walls and therefore exhibit a higher PDG efficacy.
In bottom ingot height of material IV, the material quality did not exhibit a beneficial effect due to
the high temperature step at 900 ◦C. Since this material particularly contains a high amount of interstitial
oxygen, it is suggested that oxygen related precipitates are formed acting as nucleation centers for more
stable precipitates additionally incorporating other types of impurities. In agreement with Sattler et al.,
such oxygen related precipitates might act as very effective gettering sinks leading to inverse gettering
and hence compensating the beneficial effect of the 900 ◦C + reference process [173]. A facilitated
nucleation of precipitates in the presence of a high interstitial oxygen concentration has been reported
in [174, 175]. In addition, these oxygen related precipitates in bottom ingot height might also explain the
observed material degradation during the subsequent PECVD SiNx :H step of the reference + H as well
as the 900 ◦C + H process. Nevertheless, a conclusive description cannot be given at this point without
determining the chemical nature of the precipitates.
In contrast to the expectation that hydrogenation leads to an additional material improvement after
PDG, a material degradation is observed for material III after reference gettering. Furthermore, samples
previously gettered more efficiently by an optimized PDG exhibited a smaller relative lifetime improvement due to additional hydrogenation. In case of the post-diffusion gettering experiment, optimized
PDG means processes that eventually result in a higher amount of precipitates accompanied by the reduction of dissolved impurities allowing the surrounding material to reach a higher lifetime. The newly
formed precipitates are supposed to be less resistant against the further thermal processing of the PECVD
SiNx :H step. It is suggested that the observed degradation of material III results from the dissolution of
precipitates previously formed within or close to the emitter layer. The emitter layer is still present
during the PECVD SiNx :H step possibly acting as a contamination source. This deleterious effect particularly occurs after the more efficient PDG processes (reference and industry) and hence is attributed to
their enhanced relaxation gettering before the PECVD SiNx :H layer is deposited. As a result, the short
Indus-800 diffusion with the smallest PDG efficacy leads to the highest absolute lifetime after the complete Indus-800 + H process. This only applies to the edge position I containing a higher impurity level
which additionally enhances precipitation compared with the central position G. At position G, however,
it is argued that the driving force for precipitation is not sufficiently high to result in such a difference
between the industry + H and the Indus 800 + H diffusion.
A material degradation is also observed for position C (central ingot height of material IV) solely
after the 900 ◦C + H process but not after the reference + H process. The 900 ◦C + reference diffusion
gettered more efficiently than the reference diffusion. In case of the pre-diffusion gettering experiment,
the degradation of material IV might be explained by a renewed nucleation of precipitates since the
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number of small and medium sized precipitates has been considerably reduced by the high temperature
peak before the diffusion. This is assumed in agreement with Schön et al.’s simulation [70]. Furthermore, the reference gettered sister sample did not degrade but even improved due to hydrogenation. This
sample is supposed to contain twice the amount of small and medium sized precipitates which does not
allow the formation of nanoprecipitates to such an extent as it is found for the 900 ◦C + reference process. It is supposed that the impurities dissolved out of small precipitates cannot be incorporated into
the already existing precipitates of the 900 ◦C + reference gettered sample. In agreement with Buonassisi et al. [162], it is assumed that such a nucleation of nanoprecipitates predominantly occurs during
the fast cooling ramps after the high temperature processing of the PECVD SiNx :H step. Note that the
nucleation of nanoprecipitates might also occur in material III as suggested for material IV.
Note that this is a very important result for the material quality of a solar cell since in a standard
industrial cell process the material also undergoes the additional PECVD SiNx :H step. This underlines
the fact that it is not sufficient to evaluate the diffusion with the highest PDG efficacy but rather the
need to investigate the material quality after the additional hydrogenation step. Despite of the observed
material degradation, most of the grain boundaries vanish in all samples of both experiments after the
PECVD SiNx :H step indicating their successful hydrogen passivation.
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Chapter 6

Rearrangements of Interstitial Iron During
Oxidation and Oxidation + H
An oxidation process is investigated with the same temperature profile as the reference diffusion. This process allows the determination of interstitial iron maps after
the oxidation as well as after the oxidation + H process. In addition to the rearrangements of interstitial iron, the comparison between the oxidized sample and its
sister sample after the reference diffusion is addressed. Previous work showed that
the formation of SiO2 is also capable of gettering impurities but with significantly
lower gettering efficacy than PDG [70, 118, 176]. This gettering is frequently attributed to the emission of Si self-interstitials due to the volume expansion of SiO2
compared with intrinsic Si [11, 16, 73, 110, 177–179]. This allows the lattice to release strain while the Si self-interstitials may enhance the gettering effect via the
kick-out mechanism. Note that this mechanism is particularly important for the gettering of substitutional impurities and not for the ones being located at an interstitial
site such as iron. However, a considerable fraction of the iron content in a mc-Si
sample is incorporated into precipitates which in turn may be affected by the kick-out
mechanism [5]. Nevertheless, the gettering efficacy of an oxidation is controversially
discussed in the literature [128, 176, 180]. Before the experiment will be described,
the diffusion length of interstitial iron is roughly assessed to elucidate the possible
atomistic mechanisms during thermal annealing with particular focus on the additional PECVD SiNx :H step.

6.1

Diffusion Length of Interstitial Iron During Thermal Annealing

Depending on the impurity concentration level as well as the number and size of precipitates, mc-Si
material might even degrade under certain conditions of thermal processing. In the literature this thermal
degradation is frequently explained by the dissolution of precipitates and the resulting dispersion of
impurities that do not only contaminate structural defects like GBs but also intra-grain regions [15,66,67,
164,181–183]. In addition, the nucleation of dispersed nanoprecipitates might also occur if the respective
impurities are supersaturated and if there is not enough time for the impurities to be incorporated into
already existing precipitates. Hence, Buoanssisi et al. attribute such a scenario to fast cooling ramps
even after low temperature annealing which is typically involved in the thermal processing of a PECVD
SiNx layer [162]. It involves a 45 min temperature step at 450 ◦C during the SiNx :H deposition. After
the deposition samples are driven out of the quartz tube oven and are quenched since the oven has been
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Figure 6.1: The diffusion length of iron LFe is calculated for several temperatures T and times t using LFe =

√
DFe · t and

equation 6.1. Lines connecting calculated data are a guide to the eye. Note the different scaling of the time axes in seconds (a)
and in minutes (b).

opened at room temperature. To passivate both sample surfaces the deposition has to be repeated. This is
followed by a short firing step conducted in a belt furnace with a set peak temperature of 860 ◦C. During
the latter step samples are heated up to ≈ 700 ◦C for maximally five seconds and overall the sample
temperature is above 300 ◦C for only about 35 s [184]. This sample temperature has been determined
by P. Karzel measuring the temperature-time profile [184]. It is expected, however, that this does not
significantly change the following considerations.
An important fact that needs to be considered is the presence of the external gettering layer, i.e., the
emitter underneath the SiNx :H layer. Note that most of the precipitates formed during PDG are located
within or close to this layer possibly serving as a contamination source. In case of the oxidation process,
however, the oxide layer has been removed before the deposition of the SiNx :H layer. This might have a
positive influence which will be discussed in the following sections.
In this work, a material degradation is sometimes observed after PDG combined with the additional
PECVD SiNx step compared with its lifetime previously yielded by PDG. Applying PDG alone resulted
in a lifetime improvement of the investigated mc-Si compared with its initial as-grown lifetime. The
emitter formation during the POCl3 diffusion seems to allow such a strong gettering in each as-grown
mc-Si material so that PDG significantly exceeds any possible material degradation induced by precipitate dissolution and/or a subsequent formation of nanoprecipitates. The PECVD SiNx :H step, however,
does not allow such a complete gettering and rather induces material degradation. During the short
time period of the final SiNx :H firing it is likely that dissolved impurities are not capable of diffusing far
enough to contribute to already existing precipitates within the near-surface emitter and hence are "frozen
in" their present state. They either remain dissolved or form nanoprecipitates in case of their supersaturation. Either way, they will strongly contaminate the bulk material dispersed over the whole sample
area. To examine this in more detail, the diffusion coefficient DFe of iron (in m2 /s) is calculated for some
temperatures in the range of 300 ◦C to 700 ◦C according to the following Arrhenius equation [59]:
!
0.67eV
DFe = 1 · 10−7 exp −
(6.1)
kT
whereas k is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.
The diffusion coefficient of a certain tem√
perature is then inserted into the relation LFe = DFe · t (see also [127]) wherein the time t is varied
between 1 s to 90 s. Hence, the diffusion length of iron is obtained versus time t and depicted for several
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temperatures in Fig. 6.1. Note that the time scale in (a) is in seconds and addresses the short firing step of
the samples in the belt furnace. Even if the samples are heated up to 700 ◦C for 60 s, the diffusion length
will be below 50 µm. This is clearly not the case but helps to estimate the upper limit of the diffusion
length during firing. The time scale in minutes shown in (b), however, indicates that the diffusion length
of iron during the 45 min temperature step at 450 ◦C is approximately 75 µm, which is in between the
400 ◦C and the 500 ◦C curve. Both values are below half the sample thickness of 85 µm. Hence, it can
be stated that iron, which is one of the fastest diffusing impurities in Si, is hardly capable of reaching the
external gettering sink, i.e., the emitter at the surfaces particularly during the firing step of the SiNx :H
layer.
Nevertheless, other metallic impurities might also be present in the mc-Si material and diffuse even
faster in intrinsic silicon than iron [16]. Such impurities, for example, are nickel and copper whose spatial
distribution cannot be measured by the method applied in this work. Hence, conclusions addressing their
diffusion behavior can only be drawn indirectly from the interstitial iron map and its corresponding
lifetime map.
In addition, it should be reminded of other processes that are not included in the simple diffusion
model described above. Multicrystalline Si contains a lot of structural defects that might change the
diffusion behavior of impurities compared with their diffusion in single-crystalline Si as assumed for
equation 6.1. As already mentioned in chapter 3, grain boundaries, for example, might act as diffusion
tubes enhancing impurity diffusion, on the other hand, they might hinder the impurity diffusion by capturing atoms at dangling bonds or by trapping them within their strain field. Not to mention the emitter
layer underneath the SiNx :H layer and the presence of monoatomic hydrogen which might influence iron
diffusion. Still, the present analysis of iron diffusion in intrinsic Si helps to understand and assess the
redistribution of impurities during thermal annealing, in particular, the additional thermal treatment of
the PECVD SiNx :H process.
6.1.1

Experiment

The effect of an oxidation process is investigated by means of interstitial iron mapping of three vertically neighbored mc-Si samples of material V. In the following, the interstitial iron concentration will
simply be referred to as iron concentration since this quantity can only be determined by the measuring
technique applied here1 . The oxidation has the same temperature profile as the reference diffusion but
is performed in a pure oxygen ambient without any POCl3 gas flow2 . One sample demonstrates the asgrown state and is passivated directly after cleaning whereas the second sample undergoes the oxidation
process. The third sample is coated with a PECVD SiNx layer after the removal of the oxide layer using
1-2% HF solution. The SiNx layer is then fired and subsequently removed with a 10% HF solution before the a-Si:H passivation is applied to investigate the influence of hydrogen on the lifetime as well as
to examine other material changes due to the thermal treatment.
As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the fast cooling ramps of the PECVD SiNx step can be critical for
the material quality yielded by PDG before and might be accompanied by a material degradation. This
process is referred to as oxdiation + H process. It should be pointed out that the oxide layer possibly
acting as an external gettering sink is not present underneath the SiNx layer which is the case for a
phosphorus emitter. The experiment is also aimed to reveal the difference between the reference diffusion
and the oxidation process without any phosphorus present. Therefore, the POCl3 tube furnace has been
cleaned to remove most of the phosphorus before the oxidation is performed.

1 see
2 cf.

Sec. 1.1.4 for more details on the experimental procedure to determine the interstitial iron concentration.
the temperature-time profile of the reference diffusion in Fig. 5.3.
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Results

The as-grown state is shown for position I in bottom ingot height of material V3 in the top row of
Fig. 6.2. Two columns are depicted: iron concentration maps and lifetime-calibrated PL maps after FeB
pair breaking, i.e., in the Fei state on the left and right respectively. The arithmetic mean of the interstitial
iron concentration of the as-grown sample is found to be ∅[Fei ] = 3.4 × 1011 cm−3 with a mean lifetime
of 31.4 µs. An increased iron concentration along the right sample edge is visible which originates from
in-diffusing iron out of the crucible wall (red zone). During crystal growth, iron is continuously delivered
from the contamination source on the right, i.e., the crucible wall with its coating. The cooling after
crystallization lasts several hours which yields a rather homogeneous iron distribution in the as-grown
sample.
The few grain boundaries with high concentrations of segregated iron that can be seen in this state
(Fig. 6.2) might be explained by a measurement artifact. The long time period during crystal cooling
down to room temperature commonly suffices to form and grow precipitates (compare the time scale of
iron diffusion during subsequent thermal processing in Fig. 6.1). In addition, the solubility of iron in Si
at room temperature is vanishingly small as stated by Istratov et al. [59]. Hence, the interstitial iron is
easily supersaturated which is a prerequisite for precipitation. This, in turn, would mean a reduced interstitial iron concentration in the vicinity of grain boundaries known as denuded zone which is in contrast
to the observation. The observed higher iron concentration at isolated GBs and the associated measuring
artifact have already been described in Sec. 1.1.4. On the other hand, structural defects commonly offer
a higher solubility limit than intrinsic Si and thus allowing higher interstitial iron concentrations. This
would explain the increased iron concentration, in particular, at extended defects where the measuring
artifact can be excluded as an explanation. It is namely an effect that originates from the limited resolution of the Si CCD camera at the thin GB structure. In case of larger structures, this artifact cannot
be responsible for the increased iron concentration. This suggests the increased iron concentration being
actually present at extended defects whereas, at GBs, it might simply be a measuring artifact.
After the oxidation, the iron concentration is only decreased down to 2.8 × 1011 cm−3 although this
decrease by 18% is clearly visible in the central iron map of Fig. 6.2. The red zone vanishes completely
and the grain structure is much more pronounced. The iron concentration is again increased in regions
of very low lifetime embedded within regions of higher lifetime, namely grain boundaries or extended
defects. As stated above, it is likely that interstitial iron remains trapped in the vicinity of the structural
defects offering a higher solubility limit. Thus, it could not be completely incorporated into precipitates
due to the lack of or due to a lower degree of supersaturation4 . It should be reminded of segregation
gettering that leads to gettering of impurities within the strain field of structural defects or other sites
that offer a higher solubility limit than intrinsic Si. This mechanism does not depend on the degree of
supersaturation [72].
Despite of the reduced iron concentration due to the oxidation the lifetime level is lowered down
to 15.9 µs (lifetime reduction by 50%). Its lifetime-calibrated PL image reveals dark shadows and pronounced grain boundaries that largely correlate with regions of higher iron concentration. One effect has
to be addressed which is the reduced iron concentration within the red zone on the right sample edge.
The lifetime of this region is strongly lowered and hence does not correlate with the reduced iron concentration. It might indicate the presence of other defects than iron that limit the lifetime in this region. A
similar finding has been reported for varrying PDG processes by Michl et al. who observed no lifetime
improvement after PDG in material originating from the bottom and top ingot height of a mc-Si ingot.
They also attribute this to the presence of other lifetime limiting impurities than iron [185].
3 An

overview of all materials investigated in this thesis is given in Tab. 2.1.
material under investigation should be of a rather high material quality after crystallization since a high purity crucible is
used for its crystallization.

4 The
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Figure 6.2: Interstitial iron maps (left) and their lifetime-calibrated PL maps (right) in the dissociated Fei state after
illumination (position I in bottom ingot height of material V). From top to bottom: as-grown, oxidation, oxidation + H. All
sample states are compared by performing linescans on each sample within the squares sketched in the top images (left: black
and right: red square).
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The oxidation + H process even results in a higher iron concentration of ∅[Fei ] = 4.8 × 1011 cm−3
than the one of the oxidized sample (71%). Nevertheless, the mean lifetime is increased up to 116 µs
(lifetime improvement by 628% compared with the oxidized sample). The increased iron concentration
occurs in regions with accumulated grain boundaries and extended defects as well as especially in the
red zone. The latter appears as a largely broadened stripe of higher [Fei ] compared with the as-grown
sample accompanied by a slightly higher lifetime in this region. To examine this effect in more detail,
linescans on each of the three samples within the red zone have been performed.
These linescans are depicted in the bottom row of Fig. 6.2. Less noise in the scans is achieved by
averaging linescans along the height of the squares sketched in the as-grown sample maps (black marked
in the interstitial iron map and red marked in the lifetime map). The oxidized sample (red dashed line)
exhibits a denuded zone of iron in its red zone at a distance of about 5 mm. It indicates an efficient
relaxation gettering within the red zone possibly due its high contamination level. On the contrary, it
does not show an increased lifetime at that distance. This was already attributed to other lifetime limiting
defects within the red zone. The blue dash-dotted [Fei ] line of the oxidation + H process decreases
by approximately one order of magnitude from the red zone towards the sample center. The as-grown
sample, depicted in black, has a iron concentration in between the other samples. By comparing these
linescans with the respective ones from each lifetime map it can be stated that higher lifetimes correlate
with lower iron concentrations towards the sample center but not within its red zone.
Analysis Using Normalized Difference Maps

The above described observations are analyzed by difference maps. The difference between the oxidized
and the as-grown samples is normalized to the as-grown map and depicted in the top row of Fig. 6.3.
The bottom row represents the difference between the oxidation + H sample and the oxidized sample
normalized to the oxidized sample. The difference iron maps are shown in Fig. 6.3a and the difference
lifetime maps are depicted in Fig. 6.3b respectively. Mainly two regions (to the left and to the sample
center in the top row images) exhibit increased iron concentration after the oxidation compared with
the as-grown state. This correlates with a lowered lifetime shown in the upper image of Fig. 6.3b. The
strong decrease of iron within the red zone of the oxidized sample, however, is not accompanied by an
increased lifetime as stated above. It is interesting to note that such a small increase in [Fei ] by an average
of 10% results in a decreasing lifetime by 45%. Note that there are only two small regions within the
oxidized sample exhibiting a slight lifetime increase due to an iron reduction. While the reduced iron
concentrations away from the red zone can be more or less correlated with higher lifetimes, the one in the
red zone is accompanied by lower lifetimes. This might indicate the presence of other lifetime limiting
defects in the red zone as mentioned above.
The oxidation + H sample, however, exhibits a correlation between the reduced iron concentration by
50% and an extraordinary lifetime improvement by beyond 800% (yellow region in the sample center).
At the same time, other sample regions show lifetime improvements even though they contain increased
iron concentrations. The iron concentration is increased by an average of 404%. Still, this is accompanied
by a mean lifetime increase of 707%. It should be pointed out that according to Fig. 6.2 the mean iron
concentration after the oxidation + H process only increases by 71% in contrast to the mean relative iron
increase of 404%, obtained by the lower difference map of Fig. 6.3a.
A possible source of error, that is not visible in Fig 6.2 and also not in the difference map of Fig. 6.3a
but in higher resolution, might be the noise which is present within the red zone of the oxidized sample. The noise most probably originates from the very low lifetime of the red zone and it results in an
underestimated value of the mean iron concentration of the oxidized sample. The point by point determination used for the difference map is affected by this underestimation of [Fei ]oxidation more strongly since
the erroneous quantity [Fei ]i = [Fei ]oxidation appears twice in the following equation of the normalized
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(a) Comparison of Fei maps.
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(b) Comparison of τ maps.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Normalized differences of iron maps and (b) of lifetime maps shown in Fig. 6.2. Top: as-grown versus
oxidation; normalized to the as-grown map, bottom: oxidation + H versus oxidation; normalized to oxidation map.

difference. Note that the index i indicates the sample i and the italic i refers to as interstitial.
∆[Fei ] =

[Fei ]i+1 − [Fei ]i [Fei ]oxidation+H − [Fei ]oxidation
=
[Fei ]i
[Fei ]oxidation

(6.2)

The error of the relative change in iron concentration ∆ (∆[Fei ]) due to the underestimated [Fei ]oxidation is
calculated as follows:
∆ (∆[Fei ]) =

δ ∆[Fei ]
[Fei ]oxidation+H
· ∆ (∆[Fei ]oxidation ) =
· ∆ (∆[Fei ]oxidation )
δ [Fei ]oxidation
[Fei ]2oxidation

(6.3)

The square of the underestimated [Fei ]oxidation is in the denominator of the error of the relative change
in iron concentration which is calculated point by point to obtain the map. Hence, the mean value of
404%, given on the left-hand side of the map, might be considerably overestimated, in particular, due
to the noise within the red zone. Still, it is clear particularly from the bottom row maps, representing
the influence of the oxidation + H process, that the induced rearrangements of interstitial iron are poorly
correlated with the resulting lifetime of the material under investigation. Furthermore, it is suggested
that the exact values of the relative changes in iron concentration and lifetime are of minor importance
for a qualitative understanding of the underlying mechanisms.
Overall, the presented difference maps elucidate the non-linearity between changes in interstitial iron
concentration and its impact on the final minority carrier lifetime. On the one hand, this indicates the fact
that interstitial iron is not the only lifetime limiting impurity of the investigated material and on the other
hand, it emphasizes the inhomogeneity of mc-Si material. The spatial iron distribution has to be taken
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into account to assess the sample’s lifetime but there are more factors clearly influencing the minority
carrier lifetime. All parameters and their interactions among each other such as different impurities
having different solubility limits and densities as well as precipitates and structural defects together with
their size and density have to be considered to understand the atomistic mechanisms during thermal
processing. This understanding will eventually allow a prediction of the resulting change in lifetime as
was also demonstrated by Schön et al. [70].
6.1.3

Comparison of Oxidation with PDG

The measured interstitial iron concentration images reveal the iron rearrangements during the applied
processes, i.e., oxidation and oxidation + H. During the oxidation process relaxation as well as segregation gettering is promoted while the crucible wall is not present for any further material contamination.
As a consequence, the red zone completely vanishes and grain boundaries appear much more pronounced
with an increased iron concentration. Since SiO2 is known to serve as an efficient gettering site, it is suggested that impurities are predominantly gettered towards the oxidized surfaces. Furthermore, impurities
are more likely to diffuse across half the sample thickness of only 85 µm than across longer lateral distances.
Note that in integrated-circuit applications oxygen precipitates are intentionally induced in a appropriate sample depth below the active near-surface device region in order to clean this region by internal
gettering [186]. As the oxide layers form on the sample surfaces, the mechanism occurring in the present
study is external gettering. Gettering by SiO2 is attributed to the generation of Si interstitials due to
its volume expansion compared with the intrinsic Si lattice [130]. It should be noted that the lifetime
decreases due to the oxidation compared with the as-grown state, although the mean iron concentration
is slightly lowered. This means that it is strictly speaking not correct to call it oxidation gettering typically indicating material improvements. Still, it is called like that since it induces the iron accumulation
close to the structural defects and the disappearance of the red zone. Both of these observations indicate
segregation and relaxation gettering during oxidation, even though the sample’s mean lifetime is lowered
compared to the as-grown sample. A possible explanation for the material degradation despite of its
gettering ability is the generation of stacking faults underneath the SiO2 layer as described in [187] or
in [110].
Fig. 6.4 shows the lifetime-calibrated PL images of position I after reference diffusion and oxidation
gettering. The bottom image depicts the difference map between both lifetime images and is normalized
to the lower of the two (oxidized sample). A tremendous improvement by 1585%, which is slightly more
than one order of magnitude, is yielded by the reference diffusion. This emphasizes the strong influence
of phosphorus during gettering and the remarkable material improvement yielded by PDG.
It can be stated that the reference diffusion of this work involves a considerably more efficient gettering than the oxidation. This is strengthened by the fact that no interstitial iron maps could be obtained
from any mc-Si sample previously gettered by the reference diffusion. This is the case for the present
material under investigation and for the majority of the mc-Si materials investigated in this work. It indicates a high gettering efficacy that results in interstitial iron concentrations below the detection limit of
the used PL/QSSPC technique of approximately 1 × 1010 cm−3 . The exact limit mainly depends on the
injection limit that can be reached by the set-up in order to be far away enough from the crossover point.

6.2

Discussion

The interstitial iron maps mainly reveal iron rearrangements induced by the thermal processing of an
oxidation and an oxidation + H process. The mean iron concentration is only slightly lowered during
the oxidation but the red zone completely vanishes. Single grain boundaries occur with increased iron
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of reference and oxidation gettered sample. The difference map to the bottom is normalized to
the lower lifetime of the oxidized sample. An improvement by slightly more than one order of magnitude is yielded by the
reference diffusion.

concentration indicating segregation gettering and/or a partly dissolution of precipitates. An optimum
relaxation gettering, however, would result in a lowered iron concentration at and in the close vicinity of
grain boundaries. Such regions are known as denuded zones and often occur in as-grown material during
the cooling after its solidification. The rather high supersaturation during the long crystal cooling lasting
several hours allows a very efficient relaxation gettering at structural defects.
Still, the effect of a measurement artifact that artificially increases the iron concentration at grain
boundaries cannot be entirely excluded. The iron map after the oxidation exhibits a rather efficient
relaxation gettering, i.e., the disappearance of the red zone. The linescan reaching from the right edge
of the oxidized sample towards its center even shows a minimum iron concentration within the red zone.
The corresponding lifetime is not correlated with such an iron reduction. The lifetime of the oxidized
sample is the lowest one compared with the as-grown state and the oxidation + H sample.
The lifetime reduction despite of the observed gettering effect of the oxidation does not seem plausible from first sight and might be explained as follows: Gong et al. correlate such a material degradation
induced by the oxidation of Si with stacking faults formed within the Si underneath the SiO2 layer [187].
The formation of such stacking faults is suggested by Hu et al. to slightly enhance phosphorus diffusion
into Si [177]. Note that stacking faults may also be induced by SiP precipitates during the emitter formation [188]. The strong gettering ability of a n-type emitter, however, typically overbalances this lifetime
degrading effect and results in a strong lifetime improvement. Since the oxidation of Si is also known to
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act as a gettering layer due to the generation of Si self-interstitials [110,183,187], the lifetime map of the
oxidized sample is compared with its reference gettered sister sample. In agreement with Gong et al.,
the oxidation results in a lifetime degradation. Nonetheless, the interstitial iron map of the oxidation
reveals gettering towards structural defects which is accompanied by a weak correlation with its lifetime
map. The gettering efficacy of the reference diffusion, however, is striking: firstly, no interstitial iron
maps of any reference gettered mc-Si sample could be measured in this work which accounts for a very
efficient gettering mechanism. All interstitial iron concentrations after PDG seem to be below the detection limit. Secondly, the lifetime is one order of magnitude higher than the one of the oxidized sample.
Note that the different injection level of both samples in the different states, i.e., after the oxidation as
well as after the reference diffusion is likely to result in a considerable overestimation of the relative
lifetime improvement5 . The relative improvement obtained at the same injection of the QSSPC curves
gives the more accurate value of 700% compared with 1585% obtained from the normalized difference
map. Either way, it emphasizes the strong impact of the in-diffusing phosphorus on the material quality
during PDG.
The oxidation + H process induces the dissolution of precipitates. Single grain boundaries partly
vanish among the mean iron concentration level and a few appear broadened while the red zone occurs
again and is even broader than the one in the as-grown state. The increased mean iron concentration
also confirms the dissolution of precipitates. Despite of this dissolution, the lifetime is not lowered but is
increased over the whole sample area. These observations elucidate the strongly non-linear influence of
the interstitial iron concentration on the final lifetime. On the other hand, there seems to be a correlation
between both quantities only within isolated sample regions. Overall, interstitial iron seems not to be the
only lifetime limiting impurity in the oxidized sample as well as in the oxidation + H sample.
To examine in more detail if iron is the dominating impurity in the investigated material, the ShockleyRead-Hall (SRH) lifetime is calculated. In the dissociated state the theoretical SRH lifetime is 124 µs
for the iron concentration of the oxidized sample of [Fei ]oxidation = 2.8 × 1011 cm−3 and at an injection of
∆n = 4 × 1014 cm−3 yielded by an incident PL photon flux of ΦPL = 7.6 × 1017 cm−2 s−1 . This indicates
that the lifetimes being lower than the calculated SRH lifetime are presumably not limited by the interstitial iron concentration. The highest lifetimes measured in the oxidized sample are below 100 µs. Hence,
this suggests that interstitial iron is not the most important lifetime limiting impurity in the investigated
sample.
In addition, the theoretical SRH lifetime of the oxidation + H sample is calculated. It is 274 µs at a
considerably higher injection level than the one of the oxidation + H sample of ∆n = 1.7 × 1015 cm−3 .
Note that the higher injection originates from the higher material quality of the oxidation + H sample.
This is an important fact explaining the remarkably strong relative lifetime increase demonstrated by the
difference lifetime maps. The PL maps are determined at a fixed external PL photon flux (generation
rate) leading to different injection levels inside samples of different material quality. Hence, the injection
dependent lifetimes of the different samples are compared at different injection levels. This results in an
additional lifetime change that would not occur if lifetimes were compared at the same injection. At the
same injection level, the lifetimes obtained directly from the QSS lifetime curves differ by only 235%.
The extraordinary strong lifetime increase of 700% determined from the PL maps, however, originates
from the fact that the oxidized sample exhibits by far the lowest material quality accompanied by the
lowest injection level. The lifetimes of the oxidation + H sample reach only 130 µs again identifying
iron as the non-dominating lifetime limiting impurity. Therefore, it is not surprising that the iron rearrangements revealed by the interstitial iron maps after processing are weakly correlated with the changes
of their respective lifetime maps. Only at isolated sample regions, a qualitative correlation is observed
between both quantities: iron concentration and lifetime.
5 This

originates from the fact that all PL images are taken at the same generation rate. Hence, a different injection level is
yielded within the mc-Si samples of different material quality.
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Another important fact that should be considered is the removal of the SiO2 layer prior the SiNx :H
deposition. The external gettering layer is, therefore, removed and together with it the possible contamination source containing a high number of precipitates that can dissolve during further processing. This
might allow the oxidation + H sample to undergo another gettering process towards its surfaces during
the SiNx :H step. Gettering towards the sample surfaces naturally occurs [186] but is not as efficient as
PDG. The latter, however, is shown to be strongly hindered within extended defects. Thus, dissolution
is expected to appear predominantly within regions of high crystal defect density or other regions that
contain a high number of precipitates.
It is expected that the red zone contains a lot of precipitates that are also formed within intra-grain
regions due to its high impurity level increasing the degree of supersaturation. These precipitates homogeneously distributed over the bulk material of the red zone might easily dissolve during further
processing and result in the red zone’s broadening. On the contrary, gettering towards the surfaces might
prevail over the precipitate dissolution within the intra-grain regions close to the sample center containing less precipitates. The broadening of the red zone might be a result of a further out-diffusion of
impurities after their dissolution out of precipitates. The low temperatures and short annealing times of
the SiNx :H step compared with the oxidation is accompanied by a significantly lower supersaturation
allowing impurities to diffuse out of small precipitates but not to be incorporated back into them or to
form new ones. Another possible explanation for the observed broadening of the red zone is given by
Karzel et al. [53]. They suggest a higher mobility of iron resulting from the ionic repulsion between both
positively charged species in p-type Si, i.e., H+ [189] and Fe+
i [59]. The higher diffusivity of iron would
also positively affect its gettering within the intra-grain regions away from the red zone. Note that faster
diffusing impurities than iron are more likely to undergo such an additional gettering during the SiNx :H
step.
Habenicht et al. report similar results from applying an oxidation step to pre-gettered as well as to
non-gettered material [176]. For the non-gettered material, they describe an efficient gettering mechanism which they attribute to the formation of precipitates (relaxation gettering). As a result, the quality
of the non-gettered material is improved predominantly in the vicinity of grain boundaries known as
denuded zones. They observed an out-diffusion of impurities from grain boundaries in the pre-gettered
material resulting in a material degradation close to grain boundaries. Buonassisi et al. describe such
a dissolution mechanism as bleeding of grain boundaries into grains [74] and mention more authors
having previously observed this effect [190–194]. In agreement with that, the present analysis reveals
that the deleterious effect during hydrogenation predominantly occurs after the oxidation. Before applying the oxidation, the as-grown material contained a higher impurity concentration. Due to this higher
supersaturation, the material tends to be gettered more efficiently by the enhanced driving force for precipitation. At the same time, the amount of dissolved iron is reduced. As stated above, the lifetime after
the oxidation is not increased despite of the gettering effect demonstrated by the corresponding iron map.

6.3

Summary

The interstitial iron map measured after the oxidation of a mc-Si sample reveals internal gettering mechanisms leading to GBs with higher iron concentration as well as the disappearance of the red zone. Still,
the sample’s mean lifetime is decreased compared with its as-grown state. This observation and the
comparison of the theoretical SRH lifetime at the respective iron concentration leads to the conclusion
that iron does not limit the lifetime of the oxidized sample. Only at certain sample regions away from
the red zone, changes of the iron concentration seem to correlate with changes in lifetime. Furthermore,
additional lifetime degradation might be attributed to stacking faults induced in the Si matrix during the
oxidation process [187]. Overall, the gettering mechanisms are demonstrated by the disappearance of
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the red zone and the increased iron concentration at certain crystal defects. The latter one let the grain
boundaries appear more pronounced within the interstitial iron map. The possible measurement artifacts,
described in Sec. 1.1.4, causing the artificially increased iron concentration at grain boundaries cannot
be excluded. Still, the more pronounced grain boundary structure and the vanishing red zone indicate
the diffusion of impurities towards isolated gettering sinks wherein precipitation is highly probable. At
the same time, a fraction of the gettered impurities might stay dissolved and are trapped in the vicinity
of structural defects leading to the increased iron concentration.
An estimation of the diffusion length of iron confirms the fact that iron atoms are not capable of diffusing over long distances in the range of half the sample thickness. Hence, they presumably do not reach
the gettering sink located at the sample surfaces during the thermal processing of the PECVD SiNx :H
step. Most of them are dissolved and diffuse out of the precipitates but cannot reach the gettering sink at
the surface, i.e., the emitter. This effect is expected to occur particularly within regions of high crystal
defect density since herein PDG is strongly hindered as described in chapter 3. Thus, impurities cannot
be gettered and are frozen in their present state leading to blurred crystal defects in the PL image containing a high amount of dissolved precipitates. On the other hand, the oxidation + H process results in
a overall lifetime improvement despite of its interstitial iron map revealing the dissolution of precipitates
within certain regions.
As mentioned above, the iron concentration is unlikely to limit the lifetime of the oxidized sample
particularly in the red zone. Hence, this indicates the presence of other impurities such as copper and
nickel diffusing faster than iron and are more likely to be gettered during the PECVD SiNx :H step. In
addition, the different lifetime maps of the as-grown state and after processing are determined at different injection levels which explains extraordinary strong relative lifetime changes. Both facts explain that
changes in iron concentration are only qualitatively or not at all correlated with changes in lifetime. In
particular, the lifetime of the red zone improves despite of its increased iron concentration even broadening it compared with its as-grown state. It is suggested that the additional gettering towards the surfaces
as well as the dissolution of precipitates might simultaneously occur during the hydrogenation step. Each
of them might prevail within certain sample regions. The gettering is likely to prevail within intra-grain
regions away from the red zone where only a few precipitates are present in particular after the removal
of the already contaminated oxide layer. The dissolution of precipitates, however, will prevail predominantly at structural defects or at other regions that contain a high amount of precipitates such as the red
zone. In the latter region the high number of precipitates might result from its previously high contamination level inducing strong precipitation even within intra-grain regions during the oxidation. This strong
precipitation is confirmed by the disappearance of the red zone in the iron map of the oxidized sample
exhibiting a minimum iron concentration. An increased mobility of iron is suspected in the presence of
hydrogen allowing iron to reach the sample surface despite of its too small diffusion length calculated for
iron in intrinsic Si. In agreement with Karzel et al., the enhanced diffusivity of iron might result from
the ionic repulsion between both positively charged species within p-type Si, i.e., H+ and Fe+
i [53]. The
iron concentration of the intra-grain regions is significantly reduced by the additional gettering during
hydrogenation and the lifetime improves by a factor of seven compared with the oxidized sample. Nevertheless, there is a strongly non-linear correlation between changes in interstitial iron concentration and
changes in minority carrier lifetime.
A comparison of the oxidized sample with its sister sample after the reference diffusion elucidates
the strong gain in lifetime due to PDG. The stronger lifetime improvement is found to be one order of
magnitude while it should be mentioned that the oxidation even decreases the lifetime compared with
the as-grown state. This lifetime reduction occurred even though the iron map of the oxidized sample
revealed the gettering of iron towards structural defects. These opposing observations have been already
identified to confirm the poor correlation of the lifetime with the corresponding iron distribution at least
within isolated sample regions.

Chapter 7

Lab-type Solar Cells
Rinio et al. report a significant cell efficiency increase yielded by a low temperature
annealing at the end of a standard POCl3 diffusion. They determined an optimum
annealing temperature of 575 ◦C [127]. Furthermore, the post-diffusion gettering
analysis of Chapter 5, based on lifetime measurements, reveals an increased gettering efficacy of a diffusion process containing an additional cooling ramp at the end.
The present chapter focuses on the solar cell performance of six different POCl3 emitters. Versions of a standard POCl3 diffusion with and without a 90 min annealing at
the end are tested. In addition, the gas flow rates of two diffusions are changed. It is
important to note that these emitters do not strongly differ by their sheet resistance
to allow a comparable electrical contact to the different emitters. In particular, the
different gettering efficacy of these emitters is addressed, which means it is focused
on the changes in the base material quality of the cells. Before the solar cell results of
the two ingot heights (bottom, top) originating from the same mc-Si material VI1 will
be discussed, additional parameters are introduced which assist in understanding
and interpreting the cell’s J-V data.

7.1

Additional Parameters for the Interpretation of Solar Cell Results on
mc-Si Material

Important parameters giving information on the bulk quality are particularly the open circuit voltage VOC
and the effective diffusion length Le f f of minority charge carriers (electrons in p-type Si). The latter
is determined by a Basore fit of the IQE curve in the range from 760 nm to 920 nm [86]. The inverse
internal quantum efficiency IQE−1 is plotted versus the inverse absorption coefficient α −1 which leads to
Le f f by linear regression. Fig. 7.7 depicts the obtained diffusion lengths Le f f for each POCl3 diffusion in
bottom ingot height of the mc-Si material under investigation. Basore mentions the following relationship
between the fitted parameter Le f f and the base component of the dark saturation current density J0B :
J0B =

qDni
NB Le f f

(7.1)

wherein q is the elementary electric charge, D diffusion coefficient of minority charge carriers, NB the
base doping and ni the intrinsic carrier concentration. The dark saturation current density J01 is the sum
of emitter and base component.
J01 = J0E + J0B
1 An

overview of all materials investigated in this thesis is given in Tab. 2.1.

(7.2)
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It is obvious that one needs to separate the emitter from the base component in order to analyze solely
the base material quality. J01 is determined by fitting the double-diode model to the J-V curve (compare
with Sec. 2.2.4). The total current density J(V ) of a solar cell involving J01 and the saturation current
density within the depletion region J02 is given in equation 2.6.
Note that the base recombination is only dominated by volume properties if sufficient back surface
passivation is provided. Hence, e.g. a good aluminum back surface field must be formed and/or the ratio
between the cell thickness and the diffusion length must be large. If the diffusion length increases as a
result of higher material quality, the back surface recombination will have more impact on the base saturation current density J0B . Goetzberger et al. add a geometry factor GF to J0B which is a dimensionless
factor accounting for the ratio between diffusion length and cell thickness [105].
J0B = GF

qDni
NB Le f f

(7.3)

GF starts to deviate from 1 as soon as the diffusion length becomes larger than the cell thickness. In this
regime surface recombination effects increasingly gain importance if the surface recombination velocity
Sn deviates from the base recombination velocity S∞ . The latter is also a surface recombination velocity
but reflects the recombination at an imaginary surface within the base.
S∞ = D/Le f f

(7.4)

The diffusion length Le f f , in turn, is related to the effective minority carrier lifetime τe f f via the following
equation:
q
Le f f = D · τe f f (∆n)
(7.5)
According to the Shockley-Read-Hall theory, the effective lifetime τe f f depends on injection ∆n. Both
trends of τe f f versus ∆n are possible: either the lifetime exhibits the typical SRH behavior and increases
with increasing ∆n, or the lifetime might decrease with higher ∆n, which would be the case in the
high injection limit (Auger limit) or if trapping occurs at low injection (compare Fig. 1.2 in Sec. 1.1.1).
Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between the injection level of short-circuit condition and the
one of open-voltage condition. Two important parameters characterizing material quality and hence
solar cell performance are referred to different injection levels. These parameters are the open-circuit
voltage VOC determined at higher injection and the effective diffusion length Le f f determined at lower
injection. This is due to the fact that Le f f results from IQE measurements performed under short-circuit
condition, i.e., charge carriers can easily leave the cell whereas under open-circuit voltage condition they
are accumulated rising the injection level.
An interesting effect is described by Brendel and Rau for mc-Si solar cells concerning the diffusion
length Le f f ,Q obtained from the IQE. They simulated the influence of grain boundaries on the differently
determined diffusion lengths: Le f f ,Q and Le f f ,J [195]. The first is determined as extensively described
and the latter from the base dark saturation current density according to equation 7.3. For monocrystalline Si solar cells, they state that both diffusion lengths are equal whereas, in general, they differ from
the bulk diffusion length Le f f defined by equation 7.5. For multicrystalline material, however, there is a
difference between them. The material inhomogeneities of mc-Si are accompanied by potential fluctuations. As soon as these fluctuations are strong enough, the injection level in case of Le f f ,Q is increased
which leads to the following relationship:
Le f f ,Q ≥ Le f f ,J

(7.6)

Therefore, the absolute value of Le f f ,Q might be overestimated in the present analysis. The actual value
of Le f f might even be smaller than shown in Fig. 7.7. Note that the described potential fluctuations can
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Table 7.1: Overview of six different POCl3 emitters. The annealing time of diffusions in the second row is 90 min.

1

2

Diff 1
Tunload =

700 ◦C

3

Diff 2
Tunload =

500 ◦C

Indus-700
Tunload = 700 ◦C

4

5

6

Diff 1 + anneal

Diff 2 + anneal

Indus-700 + anneal

Tanneal = 700 ◦C

Tanneal = 500 ◦C

Tanneal = 700 ◦C

also be induced by inhomogeneous doping profiles. Since the present analysis focuses on the difference
between modified POCl3 emitters on neighbored mc-Si samples with comparable grain structure, these
changes in the absolute value of Le f f ,Q should not be relevant here. In the following only Le f f ,Q , which
is simply referred to as Le f f , is investigated. All presented solar cells have the same rear side passivation
which is the aluminum back surface field. Hence, differences between modified POCl3 emitters are
expected not to be influenced by varying surface recombination at the rear.

7.2

Experimental Details

In Fig. 7.1 the temperature profiles of three different POCl3 diffusions are shown. Diff 1 is the reference
emitter of this work with a modified unloading temperature of 700 ◦C. The Diff 2 process describes
the same POCl3 diffusion but with the lower unloading temperature of 500 ◦C. The third diffusion is
considerably shorter and has a smaller oxygen flow during the drive-in step referred to as Indus-700. It
is the same diffusion process as the industry process of Chapter 3 but with the unloading temperature of
700 ◦C. For the sake of clarity, all process names are depicted in italic letters2 . In addition, three more
diffusions are tested. These diffusions are basically the same diffusions as the already described ones but
with a subsequent 90 min annealing in a nitrogen N2 ambient at the respective unloading temperature.
These processes are referred to as diffusion name + anneal. An overview of all diffusions is given in
Tab. 7.1. All of them yield a sheet resistance of approximately 80 Ω/2.
The contribution of the emitter to the total saturation current density J01 is investigated according to
equation 7.2. Hence, the emitter saturation current density J0E is measured for each of the six emitters on
200 Ω cm FZ samples both-sided passivated with a fired PECVD SiNx :H layer. Note that the samples are
symmetrical with the emitter being present on both sample sides underneath each SiNx :H layer. Fig. 7.2
shows the J0E values determined by the slope method of Kane and Swanson at an excess carrier density of
3 × 1015 cm−3 using the photoconductance decay (PCD) lifetime measurement in transient mode [196].
All values are plotted versus POCl3 diffusion. Neither the emitter quality of Diff 2 nor the one of the
Indus-700 diffusion can be improved by annealing at the respective unloading temperatures. Only Diff 1
samples exhibit a slight decrease in J0E due to annealing, which means a lowered recombination within
the emitter region. The emitter saturation current density J0E is lowered by 21 fA/cm2 down to the
minimum value of 120 fA/cm2 . This is a small value compared to the decrease of the total saturation
current density J01 which decreases by 403 fA/cm2 due to annealing down to 1400 fA/cm2 (see J01 of
cells from bottom ingot height in Fig. 7.6a). Thus, the contribution of the emitter to the total saturation
2 This

representation has been selected only for this chapter since six different diffusion processes are compared in contrast to
the lifetime based analysis wherein typically two different diffusions are compared.
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Diff 1 & Indus-700
Diff 1
60
high

Drive-in duration (min)
Oxygen flow

Indus-700
5
low

825°C
POCl3-N2

Temperature (a.u.)

Indus-700

Diff 1

700°C

700°C

Diff 2 with Tunload= 500°C

825°C
POCl3-N2

Diff 2

500°C
Time (a.u.)

Figure 7.1: Temperature profiles of three different POCl3 diffusions: Diff 1, Diff 2 and Indus-700. The Diff 2 process has a
modified unloading temperature of 500 ◦C. The crucial differences between Diff 1 and Indus-700 are given in the table (see
also Chapter 3).

Figure 7.2: Emitter saturation current density J0E versus POCl3 diffusion.

current density J01 is rather small in this case.
The ECV profiles of the Diff 1 as well as the Indus-700 diffusions with and without annealing at
the end are already depicted and discussed in Sec. 2.3.3. Nonetheless, they are repeatedly depicted in
Fig. 7.3 since they are necessary for the interpretation of the solar cell results. It is important to note that
the Indus-700 emitter is more shallow than the Diff 1 emitter. In addition, a smaller active phosphorus
concentration [P+ ] in the kink region by 21% is observed for the latter emitter. This is particularly visible
in the enlarged kink region of the ECV profiles shown in Fig. 7.3b. The strongest reduction of the P+ kink
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(a)
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(b) Enlarged black rectangle sketched in (a).

Figure 7.3: ECV profiles of POCl3 diffusions with and without a 90 min annealing at Tunload = 700 ◦C.

concentration yielded by the 90 min annealing at Tunload = 700 ◦C is revealed by the Indus-700 + anneal
emitter. Herein, the P+ kink concentration is reduced by 14.7% due to the annealing step. In agreement
with the description in Sec. 2.3.3, it is suggested that this reduction is explained by the deactivation of
14.7% of the P+ kink concentration of the Indus-700 emitter. The additional annealing allows the system
to reach its equilibrium concentration, i.e., the lowered solubility limit at Tunload = 700 ◦C compared with
the higher POCl3 diffusion temperature.
Twelve 5 × 5 cm2 vertically neighbored sister samples originating from a mc-Si ingot are selected
containing a comparable grain structure. Two sets of six solar cells on these sister samples are produced
with the six different POCl3 emitters acting on the same grain structure of the different sister samples.
Each given cell parameter in this analysis is, therefore, averaged over the values obtained from two cells.
The cells are lab-type solar cells which means their final size is 2 × 2 cm2 . The cell process flow is given
in Fig. 7.4a and is described in more detail in Sec. 2.2.2. Note that samples are not textured within this
experiment to exclude parasitic surface effects possibly induced by inhomogeneous texturization and to
put a particular focus on the performance of the different POCl3 emitters. Four solar cells are simultaneously produced on the same 5 × 5 cm2 mc-Si wafer, namely a, b, c and d as shown in Fig. 7.4b. As
the penultimate processing step the four cells are cut out of the wafer. The cutting sketch in Fig. 7.4b
is shown on a MPCD (Microwave PhotoConductance Decay) lifetime map of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer
measured by an industrial partner. The material under investigation is the industrially produced material VI listed as the last mc-Si material in Tab. 2.1 of Chapter 2. Three regions a, b and d are located in
the red zone of lower material quality closer to the crucible walls than region c.
In the following, cell results from two ingot heights (bottom and top) of an industrially produced mcSi ingot will be presented. The lab-type cells are produced on wafers originating from the edge region
of the ingot which is strongly affected by in-diffusing impurities from the crucible walls as shown by
the red zone in Fig. 7.4b. Note that the gettering behavior of such regions is of special interest for the
Indus-700 since these regions frequently limit cell performance. This is also demonstrated for material I
by the industrial solar cell efficiencies3 shown versus ingot height in Fig. 3.10 of Sec. 3.2.3.

3 The

respective solar cells are manufactured using a standard industrial cell process by the industrial project partner (Sunways AG) in the framework of SolarWinS (see the acknowledgement).
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(a) Process flow

(b) Cutting sketch
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Figure 7.4: (a) Lab-type solar cell process flow. As the next-to-last processing step four 2 × 2 cm2 cells are cut out of the
5 × 5 cm2 sample: a, b, c and d. (b) A MPCD lifetime map of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 mc-Si wafer out of a industrially crystallized
mc-Si block is shown (as-cut). The cutting sketch of a 5 × 5 cm2 sample is added with the four cell regions mainly located in
the red zone of the mc-Si wafer.

7.3

Bottom Ingot Height

In Fig. 7.5a the solar cell efficiencies η of four wafer regions a, b, c and d are depicted versus different
POCl3 diffusions summarized in Tab. 7.1. Each data point is the average of two 2 × 2 cm2 solar cells with
comparable grain structure. The mc-Si material originates from bottom height of the ingot. The highest
efficiencies are measured in region c compared to the other three regions independently of the applied
emitter. The better cell performance and hence higher material quality of this region is in agreement
with its longer distance from the crucible wall. This implies that the other three regions originating from
the red zone of the ingot are limited by their low material quality. It should be mentioned that the asgrown lifetime before processing is not a good indicator for predicting the final material quality after
the complete solar cell process. It is possible that even strongly contaminated material originating from
the red zone of an ingot exhibits higher final material quality than material from a more central ingot
position. This is shown in the detailed gettering analysis of Chapter 3.
A positive effect of the additional 90 min annealing is observed for Diff 1 as well as for the Indus700 diffusion in all four sample regions a, b, c and d. The efficiency of Diff 1 in region c, for example,
increases by 0.7% from 14.4% up to 15.1% due to the annealing at 700 ◦C. A similar increase of 0.6%abs
is detected for the Indus-700 diffusion with the same unloading/annealing temperature. Annealing at
500 ◦C (Diff 2 + anneal emitter), however, does not result in a higher cell efficiency. Note that data of the
b cell with Diff 2 + anneal emitter is missing due to sample breakage. Only region c cells show a slight
increase by 0.2%abs due to annealing at 500 ◦C. In this study, the discrepancy between the efficiencies
η of two cells with the same emitter is up to 0.3%. This implies that the slight improvement of c cells
with Diff 2 + anneal emitter is within this discrepancy and hence does not reflect actual improvement.
Fig. 7.5c shows the open-circuit voltage VOC and Fig. 7.6a the dark saturation current density J01 ,
which is extracted from fitting the illuminated J-V curves using the double-diode model. Both quantities
are determined under open-circuit conditions and therefore at the same injection level. An improved
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.5: J-V parameters of lab-type solar cells versus POCl3 diffusion are depicted from (a) to (d): η, FF, VOC , JSC . Four
regions (a, b, c, d) of one 5 × 5 cm2 sample originating from bottom ingot height are depicted.

open-circuit voltage is clearly accompanied by a lowered J01 , which means less recombination within
emitter and base.
As already mentioned above, Le f f is determined at lower injection than VOC , namely at short-circuit
condition. This explains the same trend versus POCl3 diffusion of both, Le f f and JSC . Since the effective
minority carrier lifetime τe f f , which indicates the material quality, strongly depends on the excess carrier
density (injection), the different injection levels of VOC and Le f f have to be considered. This means that
differences in VOC between modified POCl3 diffusions are not necessarily accompanied by changes in
Le f f . Nevertheless, VOC and Le f f exhibit the same trend in the present analysis (compare Fig. 7.5c and
7.7). This might be due to the fact that the effective diffusion length Le f f is in the range of 100 µm to
225 µm which is not significantly larger than the cell thickness of approximately 170 µm. Note that Le f f ,
which is Le f f ,Q determined from the IQE, might be larger than its actual value, as it was simulated by
Brendel et al. [195]. Other authors claim that recombination losses in the emitter region start to dominate
cell performance as soon as the diffusion length reaches twice the cell thickness which is definitely not
the case here [57, 58]. Another important fact is the similarity of the investigated emitter profiles. All
POCl3 emitters yield an emitter sheet resistance of approximately 80 Ω/2.
A comparison of the Diff 1 and the Indus-700 emitter profiles measured by ECV is depicted in
Fig. 2.14 of Sec. 2.3.3. Four emitter profiles (Diff 1/2 with and without annealing) do not deviate significantly. The Indus-700 emitter profile, however, exhibits a notable difference to the other four emitters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.6: Fitting the double-diode model to the J-V curves of lab-type solar cells in bottom ingot height leads to the four
parameters: J01 , J02 , RSH , RS .

Its P+ surface concentration is higher and the profile is more shallow. This results in a higher emitter
saturation current density of 175 fA/cm2 compared to the deeper emitter profiles with approximately
130 fA/cm2 . Therefore, the contribution of the emitter component to the total dark saturation current J01
of the Indus-700 emitter is by 45 fA/cm2 higher than the ones of Diff 1 and Diff 2. Nevertheless, the
contribution of the base component still dominates the recombination losses of the cells.
The fill factor FF shown in Fig. 7.5b decreases by approximately 1.2%abs for the Indus-700 emitter
compared with the Indus-700 + anneal emitter. In agreement with the fill factor, the shunt resistance
RSH of cells with Indus-700 emitter is clearly lowered. It falls below a critical value of approximately
7 × 103 Ωcm2 down to 2 × 103 Ωcm2 . Below this value solar cell performance is affected by shunts
accompanied by a slight increase of J02 from 60 nA/cm2 to 80 nA/cm2 . Note that solar cells in region b,
having the lowest VOC values, do not show any change in shunt resistance but rather an increased series
resistance from 0.25 Ωcm2 to 0.3 Ωcm2 . J02 also increases from 89 nA/cm2 to 120 nA/cm2 and hence
the fill factor is lowered by 1.3%abs. The shunts might be a result of the Indus-700 emitter profile shape
which might be too shallow during contact sintering. Shunts are formed within the depletion region. The
enhanced series resistance of region b cells, however, cannot be easily understood. It might be due to
process related difficulties during contact formation.
In summary, it can be stated that the cell results mainly reflect the different gettering efficacy of the
applied POCl3 diffusions and thus the achieved material quality of the cells. The 90 min annealing at
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Figure 7.7: Effective diffusion length Le f f of mc-Si material in bottom ingot height versus POCl3 diffusion. Values are
determined from the IQE in the range 760 nm to 920 nm.

700 ◦C improves the investigated mc-Si base material whereas annealing at 500 ◦C is not effective. The
reason for that might be the already extended gettering process of Diff 2 which has the lowest unloading
temperature of 500 ◦C. The cooling ramp down to this low temperature lasts approximately 110 min.
It seems plausible that the highest material quality that can be reached for the investigated material is
already achieved by Diff 2. The subsequent annealing at 500 ◦C has no further positive effect. Le f f of
this diffusion as well as the ones of Diff 1 + anneal and Indus-700 + anneal are the highest values of
this study and do not differ significantly. All three POCl3 diffusions can be stated to be the optimum processes for the investigated mc-Si material concerning gettering efficacy and eventually cell performance.
This study emphasizes the positive effect on the mc-Si material quality yielded by a lowered unloading temperature at 500 ◦C and by an extended annealing step at 700 ◦C after the diffusion. Industrial
standard POCl3 diffusions are typically shorter with high unloading temperatures of about 800 ◦C. Note
that gettering efficacy strongly depends on the local defect structure which is discussed in more detail in
Chapters 3-5.

7.4

Top Ingot Height

The IV-parameters of cells originating from top ingot height in Fig. 7.8 indicate a higher material quality. Efficiencies are approximately 1%abs higher than the ones of cells originating from bottom ingot
height (compare Fig. 7.5a and 7.8a). This is also reflected by an increased open-circuit voltage VOC of
612(5) mV averaged over all cells in top ingot height compared with 596(6) mV in bottom ingot height.
The same applies for JSC of 32.3(4) mA/cm2 compared with 30.6(5) mA/cm2 . In contrast to the bottom
material, cell efficiencies are less limited by their bulk material quality. Hence, the dark saturation current density J01 only amounts to 1050(227) fA/cm2 which is considerably lower than 1960(400) fA/cm2
in bottom ingot height. This means that the emitter contribution J0E (Fig. 7.2) to J01 (Fig. 7.9a) is higher
in the respective ingot height but still only approximately one fourth of 1050(227) fA/cm2 .
A slight efficiency increase due to higher bulk quality is observed for Diff 1 + anneal reflected by
a higher VOC in Fig. 7.8c than in Fig. 7.5c and also by a higher Le f f in Fig. 7.10 than in Fig. 7.7. Note
that Le f f , determined at a lower injection level, does not significantly change under different POCl3 diffusions. The difference in gettering efficacy between Diff 1 and Diff 1 + anneal is rather small. Overall,
the different POCl3 diffusions applied to top ingot height material do not show significant differences
in gettering efficacy which is the case for the bottom material. This suggests that extended diffusion
processes have a positive effect on material quality especially when applied to material of lower quality.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.8: J-V parameters of lab-type solar cells versus POCl3 diffusion are depicted from (a) to (d): η, FF, VOC , JSC . Four
regions (a, b, c, d) of one 5 × 5 cm2 sample originating from top ingot height are depicted.

Regarding material of higher quality, process related issues become more important. The fill factor FF
exhibits a decrease for the Indus-700 + anneal emitter in comparison to the Indus-700 emitter. This
correlates with an increase of its series resistance RS by about 0.06 Ωcm2 and an increase of J02 by
≈ 30 nA/cm2 (Fig. 7.9d). That explains the lowered fill factor of the Indus-700 + anneal by 1%abs.
It indicates that the slight reduction of the P+ surface concentration due to annealing at 700 ◦C has an
impact on contact formation. The reduction of the P+ kink concentration due to the additional 90 min
annealing shown in Fig. 7.3 is attributed to the deactivation of a fraction of the P+ atoms in the kink
region. This originates from the fact that the system has more time to reach its equilibrium P+ concentration with respect to the lowered solubility limit at 700 ◦C than at the diffusion temperature of 825 ◦C.
Hence, the lower concentration of active phosphorus is likely to cause the higher series resistance as well
as the increased emitter saturation current density. It should be noted that the ECV profiles of the Indus700 emitters are significantly more shallow than the other emitters. Hence, they are presumably more
sensitive to further thermal treatment with respect to the cell’s contact formation. Similar decreasing fill
factors are observed, for example, in [197] and are attributed to the formation of shunts through the too
shallow emitters. This effect, however, would be expected to result in a lowered shunt resistance and not
in an increased series resistance as it is the case for the Indus-700 emitter in bottom ingot height.
It is likely that the lowest η data point (b cells) of the Indus-700 + anneal diffusion is additionally
affected by optical losses. This is confirmed by the lowered short-circuit current density JSC . In this
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.9: Fitting the double-diode model to the J-V curves of lab-type solar cells in top ingot height leads to the four
parameters: J01 , J02 , RSH , RS .

particular case, no mean value of two b cells is shown since the second cell is broken. Thus, the reduced
JSC due to the inhomogeneous SiNx :H layer of this particular cell cannot be compensated by averaging
it with the one of the second b cell.
It is interesting to note that the FF values fluctuate especially for the Indus-700 and the Indus700 + anneal emitter. This confirms the better cell performance of Diff 1 and Diff 2 emitters. Both
diffusions exhibit a deeper emitter profile due to their longer drive-in step of 60 min than only 5 min
in case of the Indus-700 diffusion. Hence, they are better suited for the lab-type solar cell process, in
particular when material of higher quality is used.

7.5

Summary

Six different POCl3 diffusions were tested on material VI originating from two ingot heights of a industrially produced mc-Si ingot. The four lab-type solar cells with a size of 2 × 2 cm2 are located in
the corner position of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm2 wafer. In bottom ingot height, the cell results clearly exhibit
a higher material quality due to the additional annealing. This applies to the Diff 1 + anneal and the
Indus-700 + anneal processes. It is mainly attributed to an optimized gettering efficacy yielded by the
extended diffusion processes. The fact that there is no positive gettering effect due to annealing at 500 ◦C

Figure 7.10: Effective diffusion length Je f f of mc-Si material in top ingot height versus POCl3 diffusion. Values are
determined from the IQE in the range 760 nm to 920 nm.

(Diff 2 + anneal) is explained by the already long lasting cooling ramp down to this temperature. It is
suggested that the duration of 110 min which is necessary to reach 500 ◦C is already long enough to yield
an equilibrium state of the PDG process. Hence, the additional 90 min annealing has no further influence.
The top ingot material, however, did not show clear improvements yielded by the optimized PDG of
the POCl3 diffusions with an additional annealing step at the end. Only the Diff 1 process exhibits a slight
increase of VOC due to the 90 min annealing at 700 ◦C. Since the quality of that material is significantly
higher than the one in bottom ingot height, process related issues such as an increased series resistance
of the Indus-700 + anneal emitter dominate the cell efficiencies.

Appendix A

Tab. A.1 summarizes the different experiments with their investigated mc-Si materials which has already been given in Sec. 2.1. As can be seen from this table two different mc-Si ingots are analyzed
in Chapter 4 whereas three different ingots are investigated in Chapter 5. Material III is presented in
both chapters due to its abnormal behavior under hydrogenation. All materials are crystallized in Gen 1
sized crucibles within the framework of the project SolarWinS except material VI that is produced by
the industrial partner as already mentioned in Sec. 2.1.
Tab. A.2 shows all PDG processes and the oxidation linking them to the chapters. The crucial parameters are the unloading temperature Tunload and the sheet resistance RSheet . Nevertheless, three diffusions (Industry, Industry 1 and Industry 2) have modified durations of the predeposition and the drive-in
step compared with the reference process. Their temperature profiles are schematically shown in the
respective chapter. Such changes in the high temperature range other than changes of the temperature
before (pre-diffusion) or after (post-diffusion) the diffusion automatically imply changes of the gas flow
rates in order to yield a certain sheet resistance. Note that Indus-800 and Indus-700 are versions of the
Industry emitter with the changed unloading temperatures of 800 ◦C and 700 ◦C respectively. In analogy, Diff 1 and Diff 2 are the versions of the reference diffusion with different unloading temperatures.
The italic letters are solely used for the sake of clarity in Chapter 7 due to the high number of different processes particularly in this chapter. The reference + 900 ◦C describes the pre-diffusion gettering
process that contains a high temperature at 900 ◦C before the actual diffusion. The oxidation has the
same temperature profile as the reference diffusion. In this case the reference diffusion has an unloading
temperature of 800 ◦C (not listed in the table) and hence the oxidized samples are unloaded at the same

Table A.1: Overview of all experiments and investigated mc-Si materials.

Chapter

Wafer positions

Experiment

Material

3

PDG test of two emitters with same RSheet

material I

C, D, F

4

PDG test of two emitters with different RSheet

material II

C, D, F

4

PDG test of two emitters with different RSheet

material III

C, D, F

5

pre-diffusion gettering test

material IV

C, D

5

post-diffusion gettering test

material III

G, I

5

oxidation compared with PDG

material V

I

6

lab-type solar cells

material VI

C

(compare Fig. 2.1)

126

temperature.
Table A.2: Overview of all tested processes.

Diffusion

Tunload

RSheet

Comment

Chapter

Reference

600 ◦C

80 Ω/2

Standard PDG process of this work

3 to 6

Industry

600 ◦C

80 Ω/2

Shorter PDG process than reference

3&5

Industry 1

800 ◦C

50 Ω/2

UKN standard of

Industry 2

800 ◦C

50 Ω/2

Changed gas flow rates of Industry 1

4

Reference + 900 ◦C

600 ◦C

80 Ω/2

Pre-diffusion gettering

5

Indus-800

800 ◦C

80 Ω/2

Post-diffusion gettering

5

Oxidation

600 ◦C

-

Comparison with PDG

6

Diff 1 (+ anneal)

700 ◦C

80 Ω/2

lab-type cell emitter

7

Diff 2 (+ anneal)

500 ◦C

80 Ω/2

lab-type cell emitter

7

Indus-700 (+ anneal)

700 ◦C

80 Ω/2

lab-type cell emitter

7

15.6 × 15.6 cm2

cells

4

Appendix B

In Chapter 5 the pre-diffusion gettering experiment is performed on the SolarWinS material IV. A high
temperature step of 5 min at 900 ◦C is added to the reference POCl3 diffusion of this work. Both diffusion
processes, reference and 900 ◦C + reference, result in a similar final lifetime. It is stated in Chapter 5
that both process schemes also yield the same reduced lifetime due to the additional PECVD SiNx :H step
without explicitely showing the results. Hence, the data is supplemented in Fig. B.1 and B.2.

Position C

Position D

(process)

(process)

(reference)

(reference)

(reference + H)

(reference + H)

Figure B.1: The mc-Si samples C and D originating from bottom ingot height of material IV analyzed in Chapter 5 after the
reference diffusion gettering and after the reference + H process.
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Position C

Position D

(process)

(process)

(900°C Peak
+ reference)

(900°C Peak
+ reference)

(900°C + ref. + H)

(900°C + ref. + H)

Figure B.2: The mc-Si samples C and D originating from bottom ingot height of material IV analyzed in Chapter 5 after the
900 ◦C + reference diffusion gettering and after the 900 ◦C + H process.

Summary
This work analyzes the optimization of phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) based on its impact on
the minority carrier lifetime of multicrystalline Si (mc-Si) mainly originating from ingots crystallized
within the framework of the research cluster SolarWinS (see acknowledgement). The SolarWinS project
objective was the production of the purest possible mc-Si to determine the maximum cell efficiency
processed out of it. In the past, the strong effect of PDG on a variety of mc-Si materials has been investigated. Nevertheless, the question arises how the SolarWinS material with a tendency towards higher
purity changes under PDG. This work puts a lot of emphasis on the process-related changes of the SolarWinS material and hence contributes to a deeper understanding of the atomistic mechanisms behind
PDG. Different thermal profiles as well as gas flow variations of a standard POCl3 diffusion for labtype solar cells (reference diffusion) are tested in order to investigate the resulting change in material
quality, i.e., the bulk lifetime is measured before and after processing using hydrogenated amorphous Si
(a-Si:H) providing sufficient surface passivation. Within the present thesis, the higher reproducibility of
the bulk lifetime measurements with the a-Si:H passivation is shown compared with the wet chemical
quinhydrone-methanol passivation which is the reason for it being applied as the standard surface passivation for the PDG analysis. In addition, the influence of a hydrogenation step on the bulk lifetime
yielded by the deposition using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and firing of a
SiNx :H layer is analyzed. PDG combined with such a hydrogen passivation yields a final material quality that is comparable to the one of a solar cell and it is, therefore, essential to assess the optimum mc-Si
for solar cells.
It could be demonstrated that extended defects strongly hinder PDG. The nature of these PDG limiting defects could be mainly correlated with a critical dislocation density of 106 cm−2 . A dislocation
density beyond that value is proved to result in a strong recombination activity of the respective defect.
Besides the occurrence of extended defects, the amount of dissolved impurities before the actual PDG
process is found to be important. There are two indications that emphasize the impact of dissolved
impurities on PDG: the first one is the remarkably strong gettering efficacy on wafer edge positions particularly when diffusion processes with optimized relaxation gettering (pre- and post-diffusion gettering)
are applied; the second indication is a consequence of the first one and describes the re-dissolution of the
previously formed precipitates (yielded by relaxation gettering) during the further thermal processing of
the hydrogenation step.
The comparison of two diffusions with the same sheet resistance as well as the same unloading temperature reveal a clearly different gettering behavior. The reference diffusion is capable of gettering
impurities even out of extended defects which then appear with a smaller photoluminescence (PL) contrast than the industry gettered defects. The more efficient gettering of the reference process is attributed
on the one hand to its longer drive-in step, allowing more time for PDG, and on the other hand to its
higher oxygen flow. The SiO2 formation at the sample surface is associated with a volume expansion
that injects a high number of Si interstitials. As it is known that the supersaturation of Si interstitials
plays a major role in PDG, it seems plausible that the higher oxygen flow of the reference diffusion enhances its gettering efficacy. The experiment that compares two emitters with different sheet resistances
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leads to the conclusion that an increased P+ near-surface concentration is not beneficial for the PDG
process. The longer drive-in step of the reference diffusion, which means a considerably longer thermal
treatment, results in a deeper emitter profile being more beneficial to PDG than a higher P+ near-surface
concentration as expected. Furthermore, the industrial-type diffusions (industry 1 and industry 2) of this
experiment did not contain an additional cooling ramp like the reference diffusion. Such a cooling ramp
is demonstrated within this work to promote precipitation. This enhanced relaxation gettering is accomplished by artificially increasing the supersaturation with impurities due to the lowered temperature, i.e.,
the lowered temperature-dependent solubility limit. The post-diffusion gettering experiment elucidates
the beneficial effect of such an additional cooling ramp on the material quality. In particular at wafer
edge positions located near the crucible wall in the so-called red zone and thus containing large amounts
of dissolved impurities due to their vicinity to the crucible wall, extended diffusions with a cooling ramp
are remarkably efficient.
The pre-diffusion gettering experiment is aimed to dissolve precipitates by a high temperature peak
at 900 ◦C lasting only 5 min before the diffusion. This is another experimental strategy to artificially
increase the degree of supersaturation with dissolved impurities to promote relaxation gettering. Due
to its shorter duration, it will be industrially more relevant than the post-diffusion gettering processes
with a cooling ramp lasting about 90 min and longer depending on the final unloading temperature.
The preceding high temperature step is only successful in central ingot height of the investigated mcSi ingot (material IV) whereas in bottom ingot height no change in lifetime could be detected. The
experimental results reveal a strong variation with the materials originating from different ingot heights.
As already described above, the extended defects strongly limit PDG. Such defects randomly occur
within the inhomogeneous mc-Si ingot while they can grow but also shrink along the ingot height. On
the one hand, this results in the strongly varying PDG efficacy of the mc-Si samples originating from
different ingot heights as well as wafer positions. On the other hand, the initial amount of dissolved
impurities of the sample determines its degree of supersaturation which in turn influences relaxation
gettering.
The composition of the different impurity types, i.e., their concentrations strongly vary along the ingot height due to segregation effects during crystallization which is another reason for the different PDG
responses of the samples originating from different ingot heights. In general, the fact that the recombination activity of an extended defect or grain boundary increases with increasing impurity decoration
allows the correlation of improved gettering with increasing lifetimes. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that the present work can only give an indirect evidence for the gettering efficacy and there is always
the possibility of lifetime changes that are not directly correlated with gettering phenomena such as impurities changing their chemical nature by being incorporated into various compounds with different
recombination activity. Note that some complexes might be implemented into PDG simulations which
is demonstrated for example by Schön et al.’s simulation of gettering iron [70]. They implemented the
formation of a complex between negatively charged substitutional iron and positively charged phosphorus atoms into a segregation coefficient. This elucidates how the formation of different compounds can
trigger and also explain PDG phenomena. Still, not every possible complex that might form during PDG
is included within such simulation models. Hence, drawing the prediction of the minority carrier lifetime from such a simplified model clearly requires iron being the only lifetime-limiting defect of the
investigated material which is demonstrated not to be the case for the mc-Si material V investigated in
Chapter 5.
The above mentioned scenario of an optimized PDG process eventually leading to a material degradation during hydrogenation is observed for the extended reference diffusion applied to the SolarWinS material III as well as for the pre-diffusion gettering process. The post-diffusion gettering of the industrialtype diffusion with an unloading temperature of 600 ◦C exhibits a lower performance due to the hydrogenation step whereas its version without a cooling ramp at the end (Indus-800) results in the strongest
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material improvement after hydrogenation. Overall, extended diffusions with an optimized gettering
ability tend to perform worse under further thermal treatment than the shorter diffusions. The reason
for that is assumed to be the dissolution of precipitates predominantly at grain boundaries and extended
defects which is also confirmed by interstitial iron distributions before and after an oxidation as well
as after the oxidation + H process. For this test an oxidation with the same temperature profile as the
reference diffusion is applied. Besides the out-diffusion of iron predominantly from structural defects,
the red zone reappears after the oxidation + H process. The latter previously vanished due to an efficient
relaxation gettering of the oxidation process particularly within the red zone. The total amount of interstitial iron, however, does not vary strongly between the different processing steps and the lifetime is
not linearly correlated with the redistribution of iron. This is, for example, indicated by the fact that the
oxidized sample exhibits a lower lifetime compared with the as-grown state although the corresponding
iron distribution suggests an efficient gettering of interstitial iron during the oxidation. It can be stated
by comparing the measured lifetime with the theoretical Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) lifetime that the
analyzed material is not limited by the interstitial iron. Still, the direct observation of the redistribution
of interstitial iron helps to qualitatively understand the mechanisms occurring during PDG and PDG
combined with the deposition and firing of PECVD SiNx :H layers.
In contrast to the external gettering layer, i.e., the emitter being present during the further processing
of the SiNx :H layer, the oxidized Si surface has been removed before the SiNx :H deposition. This
difference is suggested to account for the large gain in lifetime yielded by the oxidation + H process
since the main gettering layer has been removed and together with it the most of the gettered impurities
mainly incorporated into precipitates. Thus, the dissolution of these precipitates cannot degrade the
material during further processing. In agreement with Karzel et al., it is also presumed that hydrogen
might act as a catalyst enhancing the mobility of iron due to the ionic repulsion between both positively
charged species H+ and Fe+
i in p-type Si [53]. This effect would allow additional gettering during the
SiNx :H step despite of the estimated diffusion length of iron in intrinsic Si being too short to reach
the external gettering layer. In addition, it is assumed, that other impurities such as copper and nickel,
diffusing faster than iron, are present in the investigated material and hence can be gettered more easily
during the thermal processing of the SiNx :H layer. In case of the oxidation of silicon it might be possible
that stacking faults are created underneath the SiO2 surface explaining the material degradation induced
by the oxidation. Furthermore, the recovery of these stacking faults might occur after the removal of the
oxide layer during the SiNx :H step. This would be a further mechanism besides the additional gettering
effect which explains the material improvement of the oxidation + H process despite of the observed
dissolution of iron precipitates.
In summary, two opposing effects additional gettering and hydrogen passivation of dangling bonds
(predominantly at grain boundaries) as well as the dissolution of precipitates occur during the SiNx :H
step. Which effect prevails over the other strongly depends on the initial state of the investigated material.
This does not only mean its number of extended defects and the amount of dissolved impurities but also
its thermal pre-treatment, in particular, diffusion processes promoting relaxation gettering. This is an
important finding for the final material quality of a solar cell which typically undergoes the deposition
and firing of a PECVD SiNx :H layer. Still, it can be stated that POCl3 diffusions allowing an extended
PDG process by adding a 90 min annealing step at a temperature of 700 ◦C is capable of improving the
solar cell performance by increasing the bulk quality due to its optimized gettering ability.
Lab-type solar cells with three different emitters (Diff 1, Diff 2 and Indus-700) with and without
a 90 min annealing at the respective unloading temperature were produced within this work. A clear
cell efficiency improvement is reported for the reference diffusion due to the additional annealing at the
unloading temperature of 700 ◦C (Diff 1) as well as for the 80 Ω/2 industry diffusion with annealing at
the same unloading temperature (Indus-700). The fact that no efficiency increase is observed for the
reference diffusion with the lower unloading temperature of 500 ◦C (Diff 2) is explained by the long
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cooling time of 110 min necessary to first reach the low temperature. It is expected that the PDG process
already reached an equilibrium state that is not changed by the additional 90 min annealing at 500 ◦C.
Note that the beneficial gettering effect of the additional annealing to such a degree is only observed in
bottom ingot height. In top ingot height, however, the additional annealing is not beneficial except in
the case of the Diff 1 + anneal process which reveals a slight increase of the open-circuit voltage VOC
accompanied by a higher efficiency η. It can be concluded from the solar cell results that an extended
diffusion process including a final isothermal annealing at 700 ◦C leads to a higher material quality
depending on the ingot height. Nevertheless, it has to be considered that such extended durations of a
POCl3 diffusion are marginally relevant for industrial applications.

Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit analysiert die Optimierung von Phosphordiffusionsgettern (PDG) basierend auf dessen Einfluss auf die Minoritätsladungsträgerlebensdauer von multikristallinem Si (mc-Si). Zum Großteil stammt
das Material von Blöcken, die im Rahmen des Forschungsclusters SolarWinS kristallisiert wurden (siehe Danksagung). Das SolarWinS-Projektziel ist die Herstellung eines möglichst reinen multikristallinen Siliziums, um den maximalen Wirkungsgrad der daraus prozessierten Solarzelle zu bestimmen. In
der Vergangenheit wurde der starke PDG-Effekt bei den verschiedensten mc-Si-Materialien untersucht.
Jedoch stellt sich insbesondere für das tendenziell reinere SolarWinS-Material die Frage, wie es sich
durch PDG verändert. Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich intensiv mit den prozessbedingten Veränderungen
des SolarWinS-Materials und trägt damit zu einem tieferen Verständnis der atomistischen Mechanismen von PDG bei. Sowohl unterschiedliche thermische Profile als auch Variationen der Gasflüsse einer
Standard-POCl3 -Diffusion für Laborsolarzellen (Referenzdiffusion) werden getestet, um die daraus resultierenden Änderungen der Materialqualität zu untersuchen, d.h. die Volumenlebensdauer vor und nach
Prozessierung wird gemessen unter Verwendung eines wasserstoffhaltigen amorphen Siliziums (a-Si:H),
das eine ausreichende Oberflächenpassivierung gewährleistet. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird die höhere
Reproduzierbarkeit der Volumenlebensdauermessungen mit a-Si:H-Passivierung gegenüber der nasschemischen Quinhydronmethanolpassivierung gezeigt, weshalb sie als Standardpassivierung für die PDG
Analyse verwendet wird. Zusätzlich wird der Einfluss einer Wasserstoffpassivierung auf die Volumenlebensdauer analysiert, die durch das Aufbringen mittels Plasma-unterstützter chemischer Gasphasenabscheidung (PECVD) und Feuern einer SiNx :H Schicht erzielt wird. PDG in Kombination mit solch einer
Wasserstoffpassivierung erzielt eine finale Materialqualität, die der Qualität in der Solarzelle entspricht
und ist somit unabdingbar bei der Beurteilung des optimalen mc-Si für Solarzellen.
Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass ausgedehnte Defektcluster PDG besonders beeinträchtigen. Deren
Beschaffenheit lässt sich hauptsächlich mit einer kritischen Versetzungsdichte von 106 cm−2 korrelieren.
Eine Versetzungsdichte oberhalb dieses Wertes hat nachweislich eine starke Rekombinationsaktivität des
jeweiligen Defektes zur Folge. Neben dem Auftreten der ausgedehnten Defekte ist die Menge der gelösten Verunreinigungen vor dem eigentlichem Phosphordiffusionsgettern wichtig. Es gibt zwei Indikatoren, die den Einfluss der gelösten Verunreinigungen bestätigen: Der Erste ist die bemerkenswert starke
Gettereffizienz an Waferrandpositionen, insbesondere wenn Diffusionsprozesse mit optimiertem Relaxationsgettern (Pre- und Postdiffusionsgettern) verwendet werden; der zweite Indikator ist eine Folge des
Ersten und beschreibt die während der weiteren thermischen Prozessierung der Wasserstoffpassivierung
auftretende Wiederauflösung der zuvor gebildeten Präzipitate (erzielt durch Relaxationsgettern).
Der Vergleich zweier Diffusionen mit gleichem Schichtwiderstand und gleicher Entladetemperatur
zeigt deutliche Unterschiede in ihrem Getterverhalten. Mit der Referenzdiffusion ist es möglich Verunreinigungen sogar aus ausgedehnten Defekten zu gettern, die dann mit einem geringeren Photolumineszenz (PL)-Kontrast erscheinen. Das effizientere Gettern des Referenzprozesses wird zum einen dem
längeren Eintreibeschritt zugeschrieben, welcher mehr Zeit für PDG erlaubt und zum anderen dessen
höherem Sauerstofffluss. Die Bildung von SiO2 an der Probenoberfläche ist verbunden mit einer Volumenausdehnung, die eine große Anzahl von Siliziumzwischengitteratomen erzeugt. Da bekanntermaßen
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die Übersättigung mit interstitiellem Si eine wichtige Rolle bei PDG spielt, erscheint es plausibel, dass
der höhere Sauerstofffluss der Referenzdiffusion die Gettereffizienz erhöht. Das Vergleichsexperiment
zweier Emitter mit unterschiedlichen Schichtwiderständen führt zu dem Ergebnis, dass eine erhöhte P+
Konzentration nahe der Oberfläche keinerlei positive Auswirkungen auf den PDG-Prozess hat. Der längere Eintreibeschritt der Referenzdiffusion, was eine beträchtlich längere thermische Behandlung bedeutet, führt zu einem tieferen Emitterprofil, das erwartungsgemäß PDG mehr begünstigt als eine höhere P+
Konzentration nahe der Oberfläche. Zudem beinhalten die industrienahen Diffusionen in diesem Experiment (industry 1 und industry 2) keine zusätzliche Abkühlrampe wie die Referenzdiffusion. In dieser
Arbeit konnte gezeigt werden, dass solch eine Abkühlrampe die Präzipitatbildung verstärkt. Dieses verstärkte Relaxationsgettern ist verbunden mit einer Übersättigung von Verunreinigungen aufgrund der
erniedrigten Temperatur, die eine Erniedrigung der temperaturabhängigen Löslichkeitsgrenze bedeutet.
Das Experiment zum Postdiffusionsgettern verdeutlicht den positiven Effekt solch einer zusätzlichen
Abkühlrampe auf die Materialqualität. Insbesondere an Waferrandpositionen, die sich nahe der Tiegelwand in der sogenannten red zone befinden und dementsprechend durch ihre Nähe zur Tiegelwand große
Mengen an gelösten Verunreinigungen enthalten, sind verlängerte Diffusionen mit einer Abkühlrampe
besonders effizient.
Das Prediffusionsgetter-Experiment zielt darauf ab Präzipitate mittels eines fünfminütigen Hochtemperaturschrittes bei 900 ◦C vor der Diffusion aufzulösen. Dies stellt eine weitere experimentelle Strategie dar, die den Grad der Übersättigung mit gelösten Verunreinigungen erhöht, um Relaxationsgettern
zu begünstigen. Industriell wird dieser Prozess aufgrund seiner kürzeren Dauer relevanter sein als die
Postdiffusionsgetter-Prozesse mit einer Abkühlrampe, die abhängig von der Entladetemperatur 90 min
und länger andauern. Der vorangegangene Hochtemperaturschritt ist ausschließlich erfolgreich in mittlerer Ingothöhe des untersuchten mc-Si Ingots (Material IV), wohingegen in bodennaher Ingothöhe keine Veränderung der Lebensdauer gemessen werden konnte. Die experimentellen Ergebnisse zeigen eine
starke Variation der aus verschiedenen Ingothöhen stammenden Materialien. Wie bereits beschrieben
limitieren ausgedehnte Defekte stark das Phosphordiffusionsgettern. Solche Defekte treten im inhomogenen mc-Si zufällig auf, wobei sie anwachsen als auch sich verkleinern können entlang der Ingothöhe.
Zum einen führt dies zu der stark variierenden PDG-Effizienz der mc-Si Proben aus unterschiedlichen Ingothöhen. Zum anderen, bestimmt auch der anfängliche Gehalt an gelösten Verunreinigungen den Grad
der Übersättigung, welche wiederum das Relaxationgettern beeinflusst.
Die Zusammensetzung der verschiedenen Verunreinigungstypen, d.h. ihre Konzentrationen, verändert sich stark entlang der Ingothöhe aufgrund von Segregationseffekten während der Kristallisation,
weshalb dies eine weitere Erklärung für die unterschiedlichen PDG-Verhalten der Proben aus unterschiedlichen Ingothöhen ist. Im allgemeinen, erlaubt die Tatsache, dass die Rekombinationsaktivität
eines ausgedehnten Defektes oder einer Korngrenze erhöht wird bei erhöhter Dekoration mit Verunreinigungen, die Korrelation zwischen verbessertem Gettern und erhöhter Lebensdauer. Dennoch sollte
man erwähnen, dass die vorliegende Arbeit nur einen indirekten Nachweis für die Gettereffizienz erlaubt
und es immer die Möglichkeit für Lebensdaueränderungen gibt, die nicht direkt mit Getterphänomenen in Verbindung stehen, wie z.B. Verunreinigungen, die ihre chemischen Eigenschaften ändern indem
sie in verschiedene Verbindungen mit unterschiedlicher Rekombinationsaktivität eingebunden werden.
Einige dieser Komplexe können in PDG-Simulationen integriert werden, was beispielsweise die Simulation zum Eisengettern von Schön et al. zeigt [70]. Sie implementieren eine Komplexbildung zwischen
negativ geladenem substitutionellem Eisen und positiv geladenen Phosphoratomen in einen Segregationskoeffizienten. Dies zeigt wie die Bildung von unterschiedlichen Verbindungen PDG-Phänomene
verändern und auch erklären können. Trotzdem lässt sich nicht jeder mögliche Komplex, der sich während des PDGs bilden könnte, in solche Simulationen einbinden. Folglich erfordern Vorhersagen der
Minoritätsladungsträgerlebensdauer mithilfe eines solchen vereinfachten Modells, dass Eisen der einzige Lebensdauer limitierende Defekt des untersuchten Materials ist, was für das in Kapitel 5 untersuchte
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mc-Si Material V nicht der Fall ist.
Der oben erwähnte Vorgang, dass ein optimierter PDG-Prozess letztendlich zu einer Materialverschlechterung während der Wasserstoffpassivierung führt, wird bei der verlängerten Referenzdiffusion
am Material III und beim Prediffusionsgettern an Material IV beobachtet. Das Postdiffusionsgettern der
industrienahen Diffusion mit einer Entladetemperatur von 600 ◦C weist einen geringeren Erfolg der Wasserstoffpassivierung auf, wohingegen ihre Version ohne Abkühlrampe am Ende (Indus-800) die stärkste Materialverbesserung nach der Wasserstoffpassivierung erzielt. Insgesamt neigen verlängerte Diffusionen mit optimiertem Gettervermögen dazu, sich bei weiterer thermischer Behandlung schlechter zu
verhalten als die kürzeren Diffusionen. Der Grund dafür ist vermutlich die Auflösung von Präzipitaten
bevorzugt an Korngrenzen und ausgedehnten Defekten, was durch die Verteilungen von interstitiellem
Eisen vor und nach einer Oxdiation sowie nach dem Oxidation + H-Prozess bestätigt wird. Eine Oxdiation mit dem gleichen Temperaturprofil wie die Referenzdiffusion wurde hierzu getestet. Neben der
Ausdiffusion von Eisen aus Strukturdefekten erscheint die red zone nach dem Oxidation + H-Prozess
wieder. Diese war zuvor durch ein effizientes Relaxationsgettern des Oxidationsprozesses besonders in
der red zone verschwunden. Die Gesamtkonzentration an Eisen variiert allerdings kaum zwischen den
unterschiedlichen Prozessschritten und die Lebensdauer hängt nicht linear mit der Umverteilung des
Eisens zusammen. Dies zeigt sich beispielsweise daran, dass die oxidierte Probe eine gegenüber dem asgrown Zustand erniedrigte Lebensdauer aufweist, obwohl die zugehörige Eisenverteilung ein effizientes
Gettern des interstitiellen Eisens während der Oxidation nahelegt. Durch Vergleich der gemessenen Lebensdauer und der theoretischen Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) Lebensdauer lässt sich feststellen, dass das
untersuchte Material nicht durch interstitielles Eisen limitiert wird. Dennoch hilft die direkte Beobachtung der Umverteilung des interstitiellen Eisens die Mechanismen qualitativ zu verstehen, die während
PDG und während PDG in Kombination mit dem Aufbringen und Feuern von PECVD SiNx :H Schichten
auftreten.
Im Gegensatz dazu, dass die externe Getterschicht (Emitter) noch während der weiteren Prozessierung der SiNx :H Schicht präsent ist, wurde die oxidierte Siliziumoberfläche zuvor entfernt. Es wird
vermutet, dass dieser Unterschied den großen Lebensdauergewinn des Oxidation + H-Prozesses erklärt,
da die hauptsächliche Getterschicht entfernt wurde und mit ihr die meisten gegetterten Verunreinigungen
hauptsächlich eingebunden in Präzipitate. Folglich kann die Auflösungen dieser Präzipitate das Material
während der weiteren Prozessierung nicht wieder verunreinigen. In Übereinstimmung mit Karzel et al.
wird angenommen, dass Wasserstoff als Katalysator wirkt, der die Beweglichkeit von Eisen erhöht durch
die ionische Abstoßung zwischen beiden positiv geladenen Spezies H+ und Fe+ in p-Typ Si [53]. Dieser Effekt würde einen weiteren Gettereffekt während des SiNx :H-Prozessschrittes erlauben, obwohl die
abgeschätzte Diffusionslänge von Eisen in intrinsischem Si zu kurz ist um die externe Getterschicht zu
erreichen. Zudem wird vermutet, dass sich andere Verunreinigungen wie beispielsweise Kupfer und Nickel im untersuchten Material befinden, die schneller als Eisen diffundieren und demnach während der
thermischen Schritte der PECVD SiNx :H-Schicht leichter gegettert werden können. Im Falle der Oxidation von Si ist es außerdem möglich, dass sich unter der SiO2 Oberfläche Stapelfehler bilden, die die
Verringerung der Materialqualität durch die Oxidation erklären würden. Desweiteren wäre ein Ausheilen
dieser Stapelfehler nach Entfernen des Oxids während des SiNx :H-Prozessschrittes denkbar. Dies wäre
neben dem zusätzlichen Gettereffekt ein weiterer Mechanismus, der die anschließende Materialverbesserung des Oxidation + H-Prozesses trotz der beobachteten Auflösung der Eisenpräzipitate erklärt.
Zusammenfassend treten zwei gegensätzliche Effekte wie das zusätzliche Gettern aber auch die
Wasserstoffpassivierung von offenen Bindungen (bevorzugt an Korngrenzen) als auch die Auflösung
von Präzipitaten während des SiNx :H-Prozessschrittes auf. Welcher Effekt den anderen überwiegt hängt
stark vom anfänglichen Zustand des untersuchten Materials ab. Dies bedeutet nicht nur die Zahl der
ausgedehnten Defekte und der Gehalt an gelösten Verunreinigungen, sondern auch dessen thermische
Vorbehandlung, insbesondere Diffusionsprozesse, die Relaxationsgettern begünstigen. Dies ist ein wich-
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tiges Ergebnis für die Materialqualität einer Solarzelle, die typischerweise das Aufbringen und Feuern
einer SiNx :H-Schicht durchläuft. Dennoch lässt sich feststellen, dass eine POCl3 -Diffusion, die einen
verlängerten PDG-Prozess durch ein 90-minütiges Tempern bei 700 ◦C erlaubt, die Solarzelleneffizienz
steigern kann indem die Volumenqualität durch das optimierte Getterverhalten erhöht wird.
Laborsolarzellen mit drei unterschiedlichen Emittern (Diff 1, Diff 2 und Indus-700) mit und ohne
einen 90-minütigen Temperschritt bei der jeweiligen Entladetemperatur wurden in dieser Arbeit hergestellt. Eine deutliche Steigerung der Zelleffizienzen wird sowohl für die Referenzdiffusion durch das anschließende Tempern bei einer Entladetemperatur von 700 ◦C (Diff 1 + anneal) beschrieben als auch für
die 80 Ω/2 Industriediffusion mit Tempern bei der gleichen Entladetemperatur (Indus-700 + anneal).
Die Tatsache, dass keine Effizienzsteigerung durch zusätzliches Tempern bei der Referenzdiffusion mit
der niedrigeren Entladetemperatur von 500 ◦C (Diff 2 + anneal) gefunden wurde, wird durch die lange
Abkühldauer von 110 min erklärt, die notwendig ist, um zunächst die niedrige Temperatur zu erreichen.
Es wird angenommen, dass der PDG-Prozess bereits einen Gleichgewichtszustand erreicht hat, der durch
das zusätzliche 90-minütige Tempern bei 500 ◦C nicht mehr verändert wird. Es ist dabei zu beachten,
dass der positive Gettereffekt nur in bodennahem Material des Ingots beobachtet wird. Im Kappenmaterial jedoch gibt es keinen positiven Gettereffekt, außer im Fall des Diff 1 + anneal-Prozesses, der eine
leichte Erhöhung der Leerlaufspannung VOC bewirkt, die mit einer erhöhten Effizienz η einhergeht. Entsprechend der Solarzellenergebnisse lässt sich schließen, dass ein verlängerter Diffusionsprozess mit
einem isothermen Temperschritt bei 700 ◦C am Ende zu höherer Materialqualität führt, abhängig von
der Ingothöhe. Dennoch sollte nicht vergessen werden, dass solch lange Prozessdauern für industrielle
Anwendungen kaum relevant sind.
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